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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The problem of quickly generating three-dimensional synthetic imagery has remained challenging for computer graphics researchers due to the large amount of data which is processed and the complexity of the calculations involved. Applications such as CAD/CAM, finite element modeling, flight simulation, and molecular modeling use computer graphics to aid in the visualization of data. Entertainment uses of computer graphics span the artistic realm and include two-dimensional imagery using paintbox systems, three-dimensional surreal scenes for aesthetic prints, and 2D and 3D animation sequences for use in the video and film industry. The quality of this imagery has risen to such a high level that the public is accustomed to seeing computer generated commercials of photorealistic caliber on a regular basis. All of the fields mentioned above require ever higher image complexity in order to satisfy the insatiable demand of the viewer. Even though faster computers are now available than in the past, the time to generate a typical image has not really decreased because of the more elaborate imagery required. Deering[Deer88] noted that "an increase in graphics performance is more
likely to cause users to display more complex objects, rather than the same objects faster." A display algorithm must be able to handle this highly complex imagery in an efficient manner. A solution to this problem involves utilizing advanced parallel computer architectures to compute the graphics rendering. If an efficient software technique is employed, performance increases with the number of processors in the system.

In this dissertation, new techniques which utilize parallel processing to accelerate the computations necessary for rendering three-dimensional computer graphics scenes are studied. Many possible methods for implementation on a parallel computer are investigated and only the most promising ones are developed. Those algorithms which are developed are quantitatively compared under a variety of circumstances to ascertain which has the highest performance.

The basic problem of computer synthesis of 3D scenes is outlined in the first section of this chapter. Here, the components of a computer graphics display algorithm are described. The terms hidden surface removal and rendering are defined in the context of a computer graphics display program.

The second section presents a brief overview of the research which has been done in the area of developing parallel computer graphics rendering techniques. This research can be broadly grouped into two categories: hardware and software based solutions. The hardware based solutions typically involve designing custom VLSI chips to transform and display data in near real-time. Some of these systems are outlined below. Software solutions use high performance advanced computer architectures to achieve fast computer graphics renderings. The goals of each of these methods are described in some detail in this section.
The third section outlines the area of research which this dissertation covers. In this section, the context of this research within the field of computer science is elaborated upon. It is shown that this work has relevance to both the parallel processing and computer graphics communities. Finally, the fourth section provides an overview of the rest of this dissertation.

1.1. Problem Description

Computer graphics imagery can serve many purposes but the basic computer program used to generate these images is the same, regardless of the intended application. The input data consists of a set of objects which are described both geometrically and topologically using a polygonal format. Various scene parameters are also input to describe the lights, shading, color, and other information regarding how the objects should appear in the computer synthesized scene. The output of a graphics display algorithm is a rendering of a three-dimensional scene taking into account realistic lighting and object attributes. This output is an image in the form of picture elements (pixels) which may be displayed immediately on a frame buffer color monitor or stored on disk for later display.

In general, a computer graphics display algorithm which generates images of three-dimensional data consists of the following phases:

1. Read in polygonal data from disk.
2. Transform data from object space to eye space.
3. Clip and perform perspective projection of the data.
4. Remove hidden surfaces so only displayable surfaces are seen.
5. Render surface data using an illumination model.
6. Calculate special visual effects such as anti-aliasing or texture mapping.

7. Write pixel data to the frame buffer for display or to a file for storage.

The problem domain of this dissertation focuses on the tiling portion of a graphics display algorithm (steps 4, 5, and 6). Methods to speedup both the front end (reading in, transforming of data) as well as the back end (writing out pixels) of the program are also investigated. The assumption here is that the nature of the input and output is unique to each application, while the tiling is the same for the majority of applications. Because the tiling operations constitute the bulk of the computation in this type of program, it is worthwhile to concentrate our efforts on this section of a graphics rendering algorithm. Steps 4, 5, and 6 are described in more detail below.

1.1.1. Hidden Surface Removal

Hidden surface removal consists of determining which surface element in the synthetic 3D scene is closest to the observer for each pixel on a CRT screen. There are a variety of techniques for solving this problem and most take advantage of some form of coherence in the image in order to reduce the amount of computation. In Sutherland, Sproull, and Schumacker's landmark paper [Suth74], coherence is defined as "the extent to which the environment or the picture of it is locally constant." For instance, scanline coherence refers to the fact that successive lines of pixels do not differ greatly in the data displayed, so that incremental calculations can be used to achieve faster processing. Sutherland et al. point out that "all of the [display] algorithms capitalize on various forms of coherence to reduce to manageable proportions the work of sorting." The exploitation of image coherence in a parallel setting poses a challenging problem. The use of coherence reduces the amount of computation in a sequential machine by using
results from previously computed parameters when generating new values. The independent parallel generation of these parameter values in the image implies redundant recomputation and the loss of coherence. The tradeoff between parallelism and coherence is an important issue that is studied in this research.

1.1.2. Rendering and Special Effects

Rendering is a method for displaying polygonal or bicubic patch surfaces on a frame buffer monitor so that the overall surface geometry is approximated and lighting in the scene is taken into account. Rendering techniques include illumination models such as Gouraud[Gour71] and Phong[Phon75] shading which are used to simulate smooth surfaces. Using Lambert's law and approximations to the normal vector of the surface at each pixel, the surface can be displayed accurately on the screen. Computer graphics special effects add realism to a computer generated scene. Some of these include: calculating refractions of transparent objects, modeling of wrinkled surfaces, applying texture to a surface, and accounting for shadows in a scene. Both rendering and special effects are closely tied because the addition of visual features normally occurs during the rendering process. Current display methods incorporate advanced rendering and visual effects as an integral part of the algorithm. The complexity of these computations in most cases overrides those necessary for hidden surface removal. Any techniques used to speed up the image generation process must concentrate heavily on the rendering and visual effects stages.

In the next section, a brief description of some previous work on this subject matter is presented to show how this research fills a void left by past work.
1.2. Overview of Accelerated Rendering Techniques

Although significant work has been done regarding the sequential computer graphics image generation problem in the past, one must re-investigate this problem to see what changes or alternate approaches are necessary for parallel implementation. Work in this area has centered around both hardware based graphics workstations and software solutions for parallel machines.

The typical hardware approach to this problem involves constructing a high performance workstation which is specifically designed for aiding the visualization process. Initial developments in this area involved the use of special purpose graphics terminals which manipulated wire-frame images in real-time. Using today's technology, more sophisticated machines can generate smoothed surface representations in near real-time to aid in visualizing data. Commercial machines of this type include the Apollo DN10000VS[Kirk90], the Silicon Graphics 4D VGX[Haeb90], the Stellar Graphics Supercomputer GS1000[Apga88], and the Ardent Titan[Died88]. All of these machines support parallelism with typically up to 4 processors while the Stellar and Ardent architectures employ parallel processing at both the MIMD (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data path) and SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data path) levels with multiple processors such that each CPU contains its own floating point vector processor. In addition, fast rendering engine processors are coupled with the frame buffer in these machines to achieve high speed generation of images. The Silicon Graphics and Apollo machine's support anti-aliasing and texture mapping. The Apollo DN10000VS uses quadratic interpolation to help alleviate Mach bands although this technique is not quite as good as true Phong Shading. The Silicon Graphics 4D VGX has an Accumulation Buffer which allows such features as motion blur, soft shadows,
depth of field, and spatial anti-aliasing to be performed on a polygonal database. Other hardware approaches including new chip designs from Schlumberger[Deer88] and IBM[Ghar88] promise high graphics performance for the future.

The solutions described above involve integrating a special purpose graphics rendering engine or accelerator into a high performance workstation. This approach yields near real-time update of polygonal based scenes which is useful to designers and engineers. Even within this realm, the designs suffer limitations. For instance, if anti-aliasing and other features are used, performance degrades dramatically. Quantitative measures of the degradation which occurs when applying anti-aliasing to polygonal models in these machines are not available. True Phong shading is not present in the hardware of any of these machines. Most of the hardware methods employ a z-buffer type of hidden surface removal algorithm but the data must be stored in the memory of the machine prior to loading into the graphics pipeline. Extremely large datasets are not able to fit into this memory and consequently performance suffers. As a result of these limitations, a hardware approach is only adequate for interactive use with a small to medium size dataset. To achieve reasonable performance on large datasets, a parallel software approach to solving the rendering problem is warranted.

Two architectures which are primarily intended for fast image processing as well as 3D rendering are Pixel Planes and the AT&T Pixel Machine. These machines are designed to offload the graphics calculations from a host computer; they are not intended for use as workstations.

Fuchs et al. first introduced a hardware approach to solving the visualization problem in 1985[Fuch85]. Fuchs' team designed Pixel Planes, a parallel architecture containing a processor at every pixel, and a binary tree of adders optimized to solve the
The AT&T Pixel Machine[Potm89] contains a high performance network of processors with a fine-grained interleaved frame buffer. It is typically used as a graphics engine which offloads complex rendering calculations from a host computer. With a full configuration of 64 rendering processors, 820 MFLOPS peak performance is attainable. Since this machine is a general purpose graphics machine, software algorithms can be used to take advantage of its characteristics. Although the Pixel Machine can be programmed to handle a number of different graphics display methods, its versatility is limited as a general purpose computer primarily because of the small amount of memory available at each processor (only 64K bytes).

Applications which demand higher quality imagery in terms of both larger datasets and advanced illumination models require a software based approach as opposed to the hardware designs described above. In addition, the use of a general purpose computer is more cost effective than the specially designed architectures since this type of machine can be used for non-graphics applications as well. The software method does not have the capability for real-time calculations, but this is not needed in many applications. For instance, applications such as scientific visualization or simulation require the speed of a high performance advanced architecture computer for their calculations. By integrating the graphics rendering with the application and using the same computer for both simultaneously, sending the data to a separate machine for graphics rendering is unnecessary. A graphics workstation is not capable of the high performance general computing needed by these types of applications which makes it inadequate for the combination of the application and graphics rendering. This is one possible example of
a situation where a general purpose multiprocessor is a better solution than the hardware methods listed above. Based on these advantages, the algorithms presented in this dissertation are software designs intended for commercially available MIMD architectures.

There have been numerous software algorithms presented in the past that have been designed for many different types of advanced architectures. An overview of algorithms of this type is provided by Whitman and Parent[Whit88]. In addition, Crow[Crow88a] provides insight into commercial ventures and other interesting methods used for designing parallel software approaches to display computer graphics images.

Previous work in parallel graphics rendering has primarily concentrated on software simulations, hardware designs, or simple ad-hoc solutions. Little work has been done in this area to fully exploit parallel processing at a high level. Some parallel graphics display solutions have dealt with a graphics rendering technique known as ray tracing[Whit80]. The advantage of ray tracing is that features such as reflections, refractions, shadowing, motion blur, and depth of field are very easy to implement. An image generated by ray tracing takes several orders of magnitude more time to compute than one which is generated by a conventional image space graphics display algorithm such as the scanline z-buffer or Watkins’ algorithm[Roge85]. Badouel[Bado90] and Green[Gree89] both present a fairly good treatment of ray tracing in parallel on a message passing multiprocessor. Although more work could be done in this area, we restrict our discussion in this dissertation to the more efficient image space rendering algorithms. The research described here extends previous work by presenting a comparison of software implementations including a thorough performance analysis. In
the next section, a description of the context of this research in the fields of computer
graphics and parallel processing is given.

1.3. Research Context

The thrust of this work is to determine the most efficient methods for the generation
of computer graphics images on multiprocessors. Past approaches to parallelizing
graphics display algorithms were not designed to take full advantage of the machine
architecture. In this dissertation, we investigate and develop new techniques which
better exploit parallelism in this type of program. The intention here is to develop a high
performance solution to the graphics rendering problem which performs well on a
massively parallel computer. Previously developed serial algorithms are analyzed for
the parallelism inherent in them. These have generally been optimized for performance
on a von-Neumann architecture but may need to be modified for parallel execution. In
addition, new parallel approaches to generating computer graphic images on a
multiprocessor are studied to determine the best methods for implementation.

A number of different algorithms which involve variations in memory referencing
and data distribution are compared and analyzed on a parallel computer. Jamieson[Jami87]
discusses a variety of algorithm and architecture characteristics and
presents guidelines for determining how to fit an algorithm to an architecture. To
ascertain the appropriate choice of architecture for implementation purposes, a number
of commercial parallel machines are compared in the context of this research. A
particular computer graphics algorithm may not be well suited to all architectures,
however. Therefore, different approaches are analyzed according to a number of
characteristics in order to obtain a suitable mapping of algorithm to architecture. In
evaluating different implementations of a parallel graphics algorithm on a given architecture, various factors that degrade program performance are quantified. These factors help the reader to understand the characteristics specific to the different algorithms.

This research contributes to two distinct areas of computer science: computer graphics and parallel computing. Most of the previous work in this area by computer graphics researchers consisted of one of the following procedures: analysis of parallel architectures for graphics, simulation of parallel machines on von-Neumann architectures, or presentation of initial software studies on commercial parallel architectures. In general, no real analysis has been published on parallel display algorithms which have been implemented on any advanced computer architecture. This research seeks to fill this void by comparing a number of parallel graphics implementations and analyzing them in detail.

1.3.1. Graphics Context

Some issues that various computer graphics specialists have addressed in the past include: 1) SIMD approaches[Dyer87], [Crow88b], 2) coherence vs. parallelism [Kapl79] (for spatial subdivision algorithms), 3) methods of spatial subdivision [Whel85], [Kapl79], [Hu85] and others, and 4) effect of larger datasets[Whel85]. The first of these items is not addressed in the context of this work since we are primarily interested in only MIMD multiprocessors. In chapter 2 we present in more detail the choice of architecture and defer a discussion on this matter to that point. The second item, coherence versus parallelism, is mentioned only briefly in various papers, but has not been analyzed extensively to see what degree it is worthwhile maintaining graphical
coherence in a parallel algorithm. The third item, spatial subdivision methods, has been looked at by the most researchers but there are other approaches that have not been considered. Also, most of the previous work is based on simulations rather than actual implementations. The fourth item, large datasets, is treated fairly completely by Whelan although again, his work involves a simulation rather than an implementation. In this work, the latter three items are addressed more thoroughly than has been done in the past.

By comparing implementations, one can determine which parallel task decompositions provide good performance on an actual machine. In these implementations, various parameters such as the number of tasks assigned per processor can be varied to see how performance changes in practice.

Memory partitioning and referencing schemes that have not been addressed in any previous work are discussed as well. In a data intensive program such as a graphics display algorithm, the most efficient method for data storage and access cannot be easily determined. This may relate strongly to the type of architecture that the algorithms are implemented on and should be taken into account as well.

The effect of other parameters such as image complexity and machine characteristics are analyzed. Very little work has taken place on developing a scalable parallel display algorithm. While it may be true that some modifications may be necessary to obtain high performance on upwards of 1024 processors, the goal here is to effectively utilize as little as 2 and as many as 100 processors with no modification in the code.

The results of this research provide hints to other programmers developing graphics algorithms for parallel environments. For instance, little work has been done in the past
regarding radiosity or volume rendering on a parallel architectures. Both of these rendering techniques involve large datasets and random memory access. The decomposition and memory referencing schemes developed here may be suitable for extending to these types of applications.

1.3.2. Parallel Computing Context

In relation to how this work fits into a parallel computing context, one should note the following factors. A graphics display program is a fairly detailed program which typically has 5000 or more lines of code. The complexity and size of the data structures used in this application make it fairly difficult to deal with in a straightforward manner. One must determine if a given data item is to be:

1) Read-accessible to all processors.
2) Read-accessible to a limited number of processors.
3) Write-accessible to all processors.
4) Write-accessible to a limited number of processors.

For example, there are several storage methods and issues relevant for a read-accessible data item. The item may be copied to all processors that may reference it but the overhead of copying as well as excessive memory use may prohibit the usefulness of this approach. It might be possible to regenerate the item each time it is needed but there is a cost associated each time this is done. Another alternative could be to remotely reference the item stored once in shared memory but this causes latency problems. These issues are investigated in chapter 5 of this document.

This brings to light one of the key issues in any computer program: what is the balance between storage and speed that can be best utilized in this algorithm? The use of
multiple processors re-opens this issue to a whole new set of potential problems. A graphics application uses data items that fit into all four categories, theoretically requiring a decision regarding storage and access for each data item. In reality, it is fairly straightforward to see for most data what storage method would be best. On the other hand, the algorithms do impart some characteristics on memory referencing which may force different design decisions. A balance must be struck in order to obtain good performance under a variety of circumstances.

An in-depth analysis is presented in chapter 4 regarding different issues which relate to parallel programming in the context of this application. These include overheads encountered in a parallel program that are not present in a serial version such as: contention, use of virtual memory in parallel, scheduling, communication, and synchronization to name a few. These are quantified as to their effect on the overall program performance.

While numerical parallel algorithms may involve large amounts of data movement, it is typically somewhat simpler than what occurs in a graphics display algorithm. The data structures in numerical applications are usually multi-dimensional arrays. In a graphics display algorithm, the polygonal data is initially read into array data structures. After this initial phase, though, the data needs to be maneuvered into complex hierarchical data structures. These can consist of objects, polygon information lists, active edge lists, edge pair data structures, and many other intricate storage mechanisms. In a sequential environment, there may not be general agreement among the graphics community about which type of data structure is the most efficient for a particular algorithm. Therefore, there is certainly room for discussion as to the most suitable data structures for a parallel environment. The parallel architecture influences the decision as
to the choice of data structures as well. This decision is especially crucial in a graphics algorithm where there may be a large amount of data needed for any given task. The memory resource in a parallel computer is not infinite so the data structures must be time and space efficient as well.

One issue not encountered in numerical parallel algorithms is the parallelism versus graphical coherence problem. While this is typically a graphics issue, it can be thought of as a parallel computing issue as well in that different overheads are incurred depending on the task granularity chosen. These overheads are basically due to the lack of coherence induced by separating tasks for execution in parallel. As such, one must investigate to what degree this overhead affects performance insofar as determining the number of tasks to generate.

1.4. Document Overview

This chapter provides an introduction to the subject area of the dissertation. We introduce background information on the subject area, going into some detail to provide a motivating factor for the work presented here. A description of the research is included along with how it fits into the fields of computer graphics and parallel computing. Finally, this overview guides the reader through the rest of the dissertation.

In chapter 2, a framework is developed for analyzing parallel graphics display algorithms. Initially, a number of multiprocessor architectures are presented in order to determine the one most suitable for implementation. A taxonomy of parallel graphics display algorithms is generated in which the possible parallel approaches are categorized into image and object space methods. We fit previous researchers' work into this taxonomy and examine a number of new approaches which could be used to solve the
problem. By considering a number of issues relating to parallel algorithm development, we show that several types of approaches are worth further consideration. We conclude that it is easiest to use a previously developed serial display algorithm as a basis for the parallel implementation due to the nature of the architecture chosen.

Chapter 3 discusses the overall basis serial algorithm and how it applies to the chosen architecture, the BBN Butterfly GP1000. The design decisions which are common to all the implemented parallel algorithms are described. In this way, one can see that it is easy to compare parallel approaches since they are all based on the same code. Finally, the testing procedures are described which are used in timing the various algorithms on the GP1000.

In chapter 4, a number of different parallel image space subdivision algorithms are presented based on the pixel decomposition scheme. In this chapter, only the tiling section of the algorithms is compared in order to evaluate the maximum parallelism attainable. For comparison purposes, the size and number of areas is varied. In addition, three different task partitioning schemes are compared. The results are scrutinized and we determine through experiments the overhead percentage factors in the performance of each parallel algorithm.

In chapter 5, we examine several shared memory storage and referencing schemes. The global storage and referencing scheme is compared to a software caching scheme. Due to the fact that the algorithms for task decomposition affect the memory storage and reference scheme, the overheads involved in implementing each scheme are examined. The various algorithms which are scrutinized in chapter 4 are compared again but this time the setup cost is included, not just the tiling section cost. Based on this comparison, the task adaptive algorithm utilizing the locally cached memory referencing
scheme resulted in the best timings. We then investigate the issues of parameter variation in actual implementations of these algorithms. Both the machine and scene parameters can vary, and these variations can change the algorithms' performance.

Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions to this research and future research possibilities are discussed.
CHAPTER II
Overview of Parallel Methods for Image Generation

In this chapter, different advanced parallel computer architectures are compared to
decide the best choice for implementation of a graphics display algorithm. Previous
parallel graphics algorithms are discussed and evaluated for their applicability to the
chosen architecture. In the first section, the advanced computer architectures are
presented and analyzed with regard to the development of a parallel graphics rendering
algorithm. Although SIMD architectures (single instruction, multiple data path) have
been used for graphics applications in the past, this mode of operation generally requires
task execution in lock step fashion. Work done at the pixel level can be accomplished in
this manner, but higher level tasks are not well suited to this type of parallel approach.
More work could be done in this area but this is left for future research.

The type of architectures investigated here is restricted to MIMD machines (multiple
instruction, multiple data path) since different tasks can proceed simultaneously under
separate control flow. These machines can be utilized from small to large processor
configurations allowing flexibility in performance versus cost. An inexpensive MIMD architecture can be obtained for as little as $10,000 while extremely high performance machines can cost several million dollars. One of the goals in this project is that the algorithms developed will be useful on a small system containing only 2 processors as well as a large system of 100 processors.

In the second section, a number of factors are presented to serve as a basis for a quantitative analysis of potential algorithms for implementation. The third section presents a historical overview of previous work in the area of parallel graphics algorithms and these algorithms are categorized and presented in a taxonomy.

2.1. Architectural Choices

There are currently a number of commercial message passing architectures (Intel iPSC, NCube, Inmos Transputer based machines) and shared memory multiprocessors (Sequent Balance, Encore Multimax, and BBN Butterfly) on the market. In this section, we describe a few specific commercial machines to illustrate the differences among the classes of architectures. These differences allow us to evaluate how well the various types of computer image generation algorithms can be expected to run on a variety of parallel computers.

The first subsection below describes the impact of graphics rendering on hardware architectures. Different issues by which the architectures are to be evaluated are presented in this section. The amount of memory used in a graphics application as well as the high data movement involved influence the choice for the appropriate architecture suitable for this type of application.
Distributed memory architectures are useful for applications where the data can be partitioned initially among the processing nodes of the system with little communication thereafter. This is because these types of machines typically have a high message passing cost and any time spent communicating is time wasted from computation. The Intel iPSC is an example of a distributed memory architecture where the processors are connected in a hypercube interconnection network.

The BBN Butterfly contains physically distributed memory but is classified as a shared memory architecture since remote memory can be logically shared. The Encore Multimax is an example of global shared memory architecture which uses caching to speed up references to the memory modules. These machines are analyzed as representative examples of their genre in the second subsection below.

2.1.1. Impact of Graphics Rendering on System Requirements

Utilizing a multiprocessor for an application such as computer graphics rendering imposes certain demands on the system that other applications might not introduce. The large amount of data movement in this type of algorithm presents unusual problems for certain types of architectures. Below are two characteristics of graphics display algorithms which can affect the choice of computer architecture to be used for implementation of the software algorithm.

2.1.1.1. Image Quality

The driving force in this research is to achieve good performance in a graphics display algorithm on a parallel processor when computing highly complex images. This increase in image complexity can arise from several factors given in [Whit89]:
1. Anti-aliasing is a correction mechanism for the typically inadequate sampling of high frequencies in a computer generated scene. More information about the geometric structure of the scene must be available to do anti-aliasing and this affects the size of the data structures and the amount of information which must be shared by each processor. In general, polygon fragment or sub-pixel information must be stored to perform anti-aliasing.

2. The data structures required for texture, bump, and reflection mapping are very large and must be shared by a large number of processors which increases the communication between processors.

3. Some shadow casting algorithms require data structures as large as those required for texture, bump, and reflection mapping with the same resultant communication problems. If a z-buffer shadow algorithm is used, the visibility calculations are repeated for each light source and this adds time complexity[Will78]. The shadow volumes technique requires additional geometric data and this adds to the memory requirement[Crow77].

4. Instead of generating 640x484\(^1\) images, 1280x968 or even greater pixel resolution is desired to enhance image quality.

5. An increase in the number of geometric elements provides enhanced realism in the scene.

The first three factors involve increasing the complexity of the rendering calculations. The fourth factor increases the number of rendering calculations necessary since more pixels are displayed. Both the third and fourth factors increase the overall realism in the scene description by providing more detail in the scene description. Each factor which increases image quality introduces distinct problems into the parallelization process. The random access memory referencing patterns associated with factors 2 and

\(^1\text{This refers to a display resolution of 640 pixels across by 484 pixels down the screen which is standard video resolution.}\)
3 can degrade performance significantly if this data is not managed effectively. The implementation of these factors in a parallel environment is strongly dependent on the decomposition and general memory referencing scheme chosen. Because this research effort focuses primarily on analysis of the decomposition and memory referencing strategies, the focus here is on factors 1, 4, and 5 leaving factors 2 and 3 to be analyzed in a future work.

Both greater resolution in image size and larger datasets require additional memory to be available in the system. If the frame buffer is stored internally in RAM and resolution is increased from 640x484 to 1280x968, the memory storage requirements quadruple. If a Z-buffer[Catm74] or A-buffer[Carp84] hidden surface algorithm is used, even more memory is needed due to the additional data stored per pixel. For a 1280x968 image maintaining 4 bytes for red, green, blue, and coverage and 4 bytes for the z-value, 8 megabytes of memory is needed.

An increase in the number of geometric elements also requires a corresponding linear increase in the memory required. If we assume that the elements used are quadrilateral polygons, each polygon requires 12 bytes to store each point, 12 bytes to store each normal, and 10 bytes to store the connectivity information. This adds up to 106 bytes per polygon although we can in general assume that each normal and point are shared by 4 other polygons. This results in 32 bytes per polygon. Based on these values, the amount of memory can be determined for different levels of image quality.

The following scenarios for memory usage based on image quality are given below. Memory requirements for each image quality level is variable within a certain range depending on the features included and the algorithm chosen.
Case 1. A "normal" image generated today might involve 1,000 to 10,000 geometric elements at a resolution of 640x484 (standard video resolution).
Memory requirement for data: 32K up to 320K

Case 2. A "high quality" image would involve 10,000 to 70,000 geometric elements, include at least anti-aliasing and possibly additional visual effects. Resolution would be 640x484 up to 1280x968.
Memory requirement for data: 320K up to 2.2 megabytes

Case 3. An "extremely high quality" image would involve 70,000 up to 1,000,000 geometric elements, include anti-aliasing and one or more visual effects. Resolution would be 1280x968 up to 4Kx4K.
Memory requirement for data: 2.2 megabytes up to 32 megabytes

These estimates do not include storage for maintaining edgelists and interpolation values in addition to the space required for advanced features such as anti-aliasing. Frame buffer or z-buffer storage in RAM will make matters worse at all levels. The actual memory requirements is at least double and possibly quadruple the values given above for the data storage. Access to all of this data remotely on a shared memory machine will likely cause problems with excessive usage of the interconnection network unless the data is carefully managed. On message passing architectures, access to remote data requires knowledge of the location of the data and a complex mechanism for distributing it among the processors in the system. In addition, the time to pass the data back and forth in a message passing machine will degrade performance.

2.1.1.2. I/O

Some advanced architectures use parallel disk setups such as the data vault mechanism in the Connection Machine. In general, though, most multiprocessors
employ only a single disk for I/O. The large scene descriptions required in graphics
display may require a time of a few seconds up to many minutes to read in the data from
disk. This can only be accomplished sequentially on a conventional von-Neumann
architecture but in a parallel machine, a bottleneck in performance exists if only one
processor interacts with the disk. One can see that it is desirable to be able to exploit
some type of parallelism in disk usage. At the end of the computation, an image is sent
out to either an external frame buffer or to the disk for storage. This operation should
also be able to be parallelized. The assumption here is that only a single disk is available
for I/O operations, so parallelism must take the form of pipelining.

As is stated in chapter 1, these phases of a display algorithm are not the focus of the
research presented in this dissertation. Too often, though, computer graphics specialists
have ignored this portion of the program in their parallel designs. A proof of concept is
usually presented for the tiling section but the I/O is not parallelized at all in most
previous designs. The I/O can directly affect how the algorithm is structured and its
optimization might not be feasible within the context of the parallel tiling algorithm
presented. While we will leave a thorough analysis of this to be developed in a future
research project, a parallel version of the I/O operations is a desirable component of this
research. Our intention is to integrate parallel I/O into the algorithms (to ensure that the
complete solution is of high performance) but not to perform optimization of this section
of the code as part of this effort.

2.1.2. Message Passing

In a message passing architecture, all of the processors are connected by an
interconnection network through which messages are passed. This is the only form of
communication between processors because they do not share any memory. The Intel
iPSC is an example of this type of architecture. The processor nodes in the iPSC are connected in a hypercube fashion whereby each processor can communicate with \( n \) other nodes\(^2\) which differ by exactly one bit in their addresses in a fully configured system containing \( 2^n \) nodes. The latest version of the Intel iPSC (the iPSC/2) uses a new type of message passing mechanism that is called "wormhole" routing[Nuge88]. This routing mechanism allows processors to communicate with each other directly even if they are not directly connected. A path is created from the source to the destination which is held open for the entire length of the message.

The programmer's burden of "mapping" a parallel algorithm onto the hypercube is lessened since optimizing the algorithm for nearest neighbor communication is no longer a necessary consideration for this architecture. The issue of multiple messages contesting for portions of the same path still exists in this scheme since the wormhole is maintained as long as a message is being transferred. If another route is not available, any other messages vying for a portion of this path must wait. In addition to the above hypercube connections between nodes, there exists another processing node called the **cube manager** which is connected to all the processors via ethernet link. A three-dimensional hypercube is illustrated in figure 1.

Some choices for decomposition favor one type of architecture versus another solely because of the method of memory distribution. Much work has been directed at the problem of mapping algorithms to architectures[Berm87], but no single methodology is optimal across different architectural models and algorithmic paradigms. Since the optimal mapping problem is NP-complete in most realistic settings[Chen88],

\(^2\)The terms processors and nodes are used interchangeably in this document.
heuristics are usually used. Sadayappan and Ercal [Sada87] have developed a technique whereby data locality is exploited by a nearest neighbor mapping to reduce communication costs in a hypercube/mesh architecture. This approach would be applicable to a graphics display application when it is to be implemented on such a machine.

The Intel iPSC has several limitations which make this machine a less likely candidate for a graphics image generation algorithm. This type of architecture is primarily intended for problems which exhibit high parallelism and high computation costs but little data movement. The costs of sending messages between the cube manager and each processor as well as between the processors themselves is very high and is only reduced when a wormhole is used. A message must contain greater than 256 bytes in order for wormhole routing to occur. The low bandwidth of the ethernet and high set-up time for messages allow only limited dynamic load balancing to be accomplished since data should not be moved around frequently. For a graphics display

![Diagram of hypercube architecture](image)

Figure 1: Example of hypercube architecture (8 nodes)
algorithm, the cost of propagating part or all of the database to the nodes is high as is the cost for retrieving the rendered pixels. Parallel I/O cannot be achieved in this machine since only the cube manager processor can access the disk. The iPSC was never designed as a high performance graphics system and therefore the bottleneck created by the cube manager for disk I/O as well as the cost of message passing limits the use of this machine for graphics algorithms.

A reasonable solution might involve an initial communication of data to be scattered throughout the processors with successive communication involving very small amounts of data. This would be viable in a graphics context in which the computing cost overwhelmingly outweighs the communication cost such as in a ray tracing program. Badouel[Bad90] has used a ray tracing algorithm with good success on the iPSC by employing a caching scheme for subsequent communication after the initial data distribution. Although it is possible that the methods described in this document would be suitable for implementation on a message passing architecture, this type of architecture will not be the focus of the work described here. The reasons are as follows:

- The communication cost is very high in this architecture and as such, special measures are required to reduce this in a graphics display algorithm.

- The shared memory programming paradigm is easier to work with for parallel program development.

- We would like to be able to compare the relative performance of a message passing architecture to a shared memory architecture. This comparison is beyond the scope of this dissertation because the development time for both types of programs is fairly high.
2.1.3. Bus-based Shared Memory

The shared memory paradigm allows the programmer to think in terms of parallel tasks, rather than assigning tasks to processors as in a message passing design. The Encore Multimax is an example of a shared memory multiprocessor which uses a single bus for processor to memory communication. Other bus based systems may use multiple buses for faster communication and less conflicts. The Multimax can contain up to 20 processors and from 32 to 128 megabytes of memory. A drawing of this type of architecture is given in figure 2 where P indicates a processor.

The Encore's primary limitation is the fixed bandwidth of the bus which restricts the number of processors that can be used efficiently. This does not allow testing of the algorithm on large scale processor configurations. Another factor weighing against this type of architecture is the notion of a single contiguous memory shared by all processors. Processors do not have any local memory to access and therefore contention for the bus can become a performance degradation factor even when referencing data that does not need to be shared. A memory cache provides a form of

![Diagram of bus-based multiprocessor architecture](image)

Figure 2: An example of a bus-based multiprocessor architecture
local access and does alleviate this bottleneck somewhat. For some algorithmic choices and for initial implementation and debugging, bus-based architectures could be a good choice for a graphics image generation algorithm but they do not provide the scalable performance that is a goal of this research.

2.1.4. Switch-based Shared Memory

The BBN family of multiprocessors (which includes the Butterfly GP1000 and TC2000) are the only commercially available shared memory multiprocessors which utilize a complex interconnection network to connect processors to shared memory modules. For the purposes of this discussion, we will restrict ourselves for the moment to analyzing the architecture of the Butterfly GP1000. The Butterfly GP1000 is a scalable multiprocessor which can be configured from 1 to 256 processors each containing 4 megabytes of memory. The network in this machine is built up from a basic 4x4 crossbar switch which allows simultaneous communication between processors and memory as long as more than one processor does not try to communicate with the same memory module at the same time. This switch is shown in figure 3. A description of the advantages of this type of switch is in [BBN84].

The memory can be logically shared but it is physically distributed across a multi-stage network switch. The processors each have access to their own local memory as well as remote memory modules by making references across the switch. This puts the Butterfly into the NUMA (non-uniform memory access) class of shared memory multiprocessors since the local data access is faster than the remote data access. Other NUMA machines include the Cedar[Kuck86] project from University of Illinois as well as the NYU Ultracomputer[Gott83]. The software interface provided for the
programmer makes this remote referencing transparent. The interconnection network provides very high performance with a 32 Megabit/second communication bandwidth. This network is illustrated in figure 4.

There is no notion of a single main processor although one of the processors is connected to the multibus and serves as the processor through which I/O is accomplished. This could create a possible I/O bottleneck similar to the one stated above for the Intel iPSC. In the case of the Butterfly, however, each processor can access the disk transparently through the I/O processor whereas the cube manager is the only processor which can access the disk in the iPSC. This transparent disk access allows any processor to perform a disk read or write operation although semaphores may be required to prevent interference. The bottleneck still exists in the Butterfly but it is easier to program the reading in of data than in the iPSC. The performance of the Butterfly multistage interconnection network is much better than the interconnection network in the iPSC as well.

Since the Encore Multimax and other bus-based systems are limited in the number of processors they can support, normal or normal-to-high quality images would fit well onto that type of architecture. Higher quality imagery demands more compute power as well as more memory than is normally available bus architectures. The message passing architectures would be well suited to complex image generation algorithms such as ray tracing or radiosity because the cost of image generation is only amortized if the task time is large in comparison to the data transfer time. Although both of these architectures are suitable for graphics algorithms, the Butterfly environment provides a stronger case for high performance.
Each processor is connected through a multi-stage interconnect to remote memory.

Figure 3: Connection of processors to memory with crossbar switch

Figure 4: Multi-stage interconnection network in BBN Butterfly
The Butterfly allows equal access to all remote shared memory through a high performance interconnection network. If judicious distribution of graphics data is used, memory latency can be reduced to a negligible overhead. An important consideration when choosing an architecture for implementation is the fact that the amount of memory to be managed when generating high quality imagery can grow to be very large. A scheme to exploit parallel I/O can be utilized because each processor has logical access to the multibus although only one processor is physically connected to it. This scheme involves pipelined disk access in which I/O operations overlap computations.

Based on the algorithmic requirements given previously, it is desirable to develop parallel graphics algorithms on a machine with the following characteristics:

1) Ease of programming
2) Shared memory paradigm
3) High performance interconnection network
4) Scalable to at least 100 processors

In regard to the issues discussed above, the BBN Butterfly is the best example of a shared memory multiprocessor which meets these requirements. The distributed memory modules within the Butterfly allow the programmer to take advantage of local memory access while a global view is provided of shared memory. The performance of the interconnection network and memory modules is better than a bus-based system such as the Encore Multimax, and the number of processors that the machine is capable of supporting allows massive parallelism.

The BBN Butterfly GP1000 at The Ohio State University's Computer and Information Science Department was used for the primary development and debugging of the programs developed for this research project. This machine only has 10
processors so it was desirable to test the programs on a larger machine. The Naval Research Lab, Georgia Institute of Technology, and Michigan State University all provided access to machines with larger configurations for this purpose. Final testing was done on the Butterfly GP1000 located at the headquarters of BBN Advanced Computers, Inc. This machine contains 107 processors but we have limited testing of the programs to 96 processors. Under most circumstances, this machine was not being used by others so no other processes interfered with the testing. The BBN TC2000 is the next generation multiprocessor which contains numerous enhancements to the design used in the GP1000. For some of the tests in chapter 5, we were graciously provided access to a 47 processor TC2000 at Argonne National Laboratory as well as a 63 processor TC2000 at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. For further reference in the rest of this document, the term processor is used to denote a processor-memory module.

2.1.5. The Parallel Programming Environment

An algorithm can be designed to take advantage of a particular machine's characteristics to enhance overall performance. The algorithms developed as part of this research are designed for a shared memory multiprocessor and optimized for implementation on the BBN Butterfly. Ideally, one would like to design the program code so that it will run unmodified on a variety of parallel architectures. Although some parallel environments are available on a wide variety of machines (notably Linda [Ahuh86]), we did not have access to these programming tools. The parallel programming paradigms available on the Butterfly at Ohio State are BBN's Uniform System and a version of C-Threads originally developed at Carnegie-Mellon University[Coop87].
The Uniform System approach is a BBN specific parallel programming scheme [BBN89a]. This method uses the concept of generators which spawn off parallel tasks in a number of different ways selectable by the programmer. The second paradigm is C-Threads, which was ported to the Butterfly at The Ohio State University [Sami89]. We chose the Uniform System for implementation purposes since it is supported by BBN and the program code would be able to run unmodified on the TC2000 as well.

The Uniform System parallel programming paradigm is designed to allow the programmer to develop applications which are insensitive to the actual number of processors in the system. The program code does not need to be modified nor special cases taken into account when it is run under different processor configurations. This also allows debugging and testing on a small number of processors and later using all of the processors in the system for timing measurements. The Uniform System is a library of routines that the user links with in a C or Fortran program. In the case of the algorithms presented here, all of the code is written in C. The Uniform System can basically be divided into two sections, the shared memory portion and the task assignment portion. In addition, special routines are available to handle atomic operations, locks for synchronization, spin waits, and other configuration operators.

Memory can be allocated in the system as:

1) Local variables
2) Global variables
3) Dynamic storage
4) Shared dynamic storage
5) Copied storage
Local, global, and dynamically allocated memory are treated the same as in any normal C program with each processor having its own copy of a variable. Processor i and processor j may both reference a variable / but its value is different on each processor since each has their own local copy.

Shared dynamic storage allows one to create space for data which can be stored somewhere in global memory. The data is available to each processor but is only stored physically in one processor's memory module so that if processor i updates the value to shared variable s, processor j would see the new value. Of course, synchronization must be used to correctly update a shared variable if two processors could possibly change it simultaneously. Routines exist in the Uniform System where a shared variable can be specified to be stored on a particular memory module (for instance the local processor's module) or scattered somewhere in the system. This allows the programmer to create efficient access to shared memory and prevent hot spot contention. The process node controller (PNC) on the processor board determines the location of a shared memory reference and handles the message traffic to complete the write or read operation. The memory allocator forces all shared memory to be allocated to locations which are above a given virtual address fence register.

The last type of storage, copied storage, allows data to be copied to all of the processors, effectively providing local access to a common variable. After the variable is copied, each processor has its own local copy of the variable so a modification will not be propagated to all the other processors as in the shared memory case. This method facilitates copying of read-only data. It is also used to allow processors to know the location of a shared memory variable. An example serves to illustrate. If a processor allocates a shared variable and places a value in the memory location, only that particular
processor knows which memory location is used in shared storage. In order to allow
the other processors to know the location, a call is made to the routine Share which
propagates the *address* of the shared variable to all of the other processors so that they
all can refer to the single memory location. The Share routine can also be used to just
copy data so instead of propagating the address of the variable, the value of the variable
itself is propagated. The latter method of usage is an example of the copied storage
approach.

Task assignment in the Uniform System is handled by a mechanism known as task
generators. It is a distributed task assignment system that works as follows. A program
starts off running on a single processor. When a parallel environment is created on P
processors, shared memory can be allocated and the other (P-1) processors start a spin-
loop where they execute code that detects if there are any tasks available to work on. As
soon as a generator is executed by the first processor, a specified number of processors
(any number from 1 to P with the choice of inclusion of the initiating processor) execute
a task activator procedure to generate the next task. If a parallel *for* loop is desired, the
task activator would consist of an atomic operation which increments the *for* loop
index. As soon as the index is atomically updated on processor i, that processor begins
work using the index as a parameter to a worker procedure. This happens throughout
the system so that each processor essentially finds work for itself rather than using a
central controlling mechanism. As soon as a worker is finished, that processor tries to
find additional work by checking the task activator again. Note that more than one task
activator can be running at the same time by using recursive generator calls, although the
order of execution is difficult to predict. When all of the tasks are exhausted, the
generator finishes and if no other generators have created tasks, the initial processor
proceeds serially while the others spin-wait until more work comes along.
We can take advantage of some of the special features inherent in the Butterfly without losing generality of implementation for other shared memory machines by designing the program code using a sufficiently high level of abstraction so the code will be portable to other multiprocessors.

2.2. Criteria for Evaluation of Parallel Graphics Display Algorithms

A number of possible parallel approaches to graphics display algorithms have been developed in the past and more are certain to be presented in the future. In order to effectively evaluate these different approaches, it is worthwhile analyzing them in terms of important issues. These issues include:

1. Level of granularity of task sizes.
3. Utilization of parallelism in the display algorithm without significant loss of coherence.
4. Load balancing of tasks.
5. Distribution and access of data through the communication network.

These issues are investigated with regard to each parallel algorithm considered. Below we describe them in more detail. In the next section, we will analyze the possible parallel task decompositions with respect to these issues.

2.2.1. Levels of Granularity

As discussed previously, the parallel decomposition of a computer graphics algorithm can occur at many different levels of granularity. It is necessary to determine
the potential number of parallel tasks to identify independent calculations which can be performed in parallel. The partitioning of a display algorithm may be performed either in terms of the image space or the object space. A single display algorithm can use any combination of any of these levels to partition the computation. The different levels of granularity are given in table 1.

It can be seen that if an algorithm is divided into tasks that are too coarse grained, load balancing will suffer since not enough parallelism is introduced. On the other hand, if too fine a level of granularity is used, then too much context switching will occur and this overhead will add time to the parallel program. It seems clear that a medium grain approach is the most viable since it strikes a balance between providing good load balancing along with minimizing context switching. More on this issue is discussed in the subsection on load balancing.

Table 1: Granularity Levels in Parallelism and Computer Graphics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Program Constructs</th>
<th>Graphics Entities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Coarse</td>
<td>programs running on different machines via network</td>
<td>calculation of separate images on different machines at the same time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>execution of P modules in parallel on P processors</td>
<td>sub-division of scene into objects or groups of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>execution of N modules on P processors in parallel (N&gt;&gt;P)</td>
<td>sub-division of image into sections or sub-division of objects into faces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>parallel computation of loop iterations in SIMD pipeline</td>
<td>parallel processing of groups of pixels or span segments assigning one group per processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Fine</td>
<td>hardware parallelism at instruction level</td>
<td>assignment of processors to calculations at the pixel level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2. Nature of Parallelism

There are two types of methods for decomposing algorithms for a parallel computer - data and functional parallelism. Data parallelism refers to dividing up the data among the processors and processing different data segments in parallel. Functional parallelism usually involves different threads of control and can be broken down into operational and procedural levels. Procedural parallelism is achieved by decomposing the algorithm into sections which are assigned to different processors. Operational parallelism refers to concurrency at the basic operations level such as assignment, etc. Pipelining is a form of parallelism that combines features of data level parallelism with functional level parallelism. Although data parallelism is normally associated with SIMD architectures, an MIMD approach can also employ data parallelism in which work is partitioned into parallel components according to the input dataset. Alternative schemes involve using functional parallelism or some combination of functional and data parallelism. The type of parallelism evident in each algorithm is identified as they are discussed since different stages of an algorithm may use different levels of parallelism.

2.2.3. Usage of Graphical Coherence

A major component of every three-dimensional computer graphics display algorithm is sorting data elements in some combination of the X, Y, and Z directions. The advantage of using coherence in this type of algorithm is that sorting can usually be reduced to incremental calculations rather than recomputation of various parameters. Coherence can be examined within computer graphic images at the pixel level, scanline level, area level, or frame level. For example, scanline coherence refers to the fact that edges of polygons intersect a number of adjacent scanlines. When edge parameter
values such as color or surface normal are calculated for the initial scanline which the edge crosses, the incremental values can be computed and used to update the parameters from one scanline to the next. This can also be used in a sorting context in hidden surface removal algorithms such as Watkins' algorithm to update which polygon span segments are in front of each other for a given set of scanlines. Other uses of coherence rely on knowledge obtained earlier in the computation to reduce calculations in the generation of the image.

In parallel computing, the approach usually taken for task decomposition is to partition the computation among different processors. This would mean that one could not necessarily rely on values calculated earlier in the computation for later use as is usually done when exploiting coherence. If coherence is not exploited, redundant calculations are performed and the overall computation time will increase. In order to solve this apparent paradox in a parallel environment, we need to investigate possible methods of parallelizing computer graphics display algorithms which maintain coherence. In the taxonomy in section 2.3, the type of coherence which each algorithm exploits in a serial implementation is noted and we ascertain which of these methods are suitable for a parallel implementation.

2.2.4. Load Balancing

Load balancing refers to the idea that each processor is used as effectively as its neighbors. This means that in the ideal case, each processor has exactly the same amount of work and will finish its work at the same time as the others. Researchers typically address this issue by developing task partitioning schemes which attempt to
create an even load among the processors in one of two ways: either by static assignment of large tasks or dynamic assignment of smaller tasks.

In the static method of task decomposition, the number of tasks $T$ is equal to the number of processors $P$ and all of the tasks are estimated to take approximately the same amount of time. This requires some additional overhead prior to starting a parallel environment but the hope is that an even load will be created. The advantages of this method are: communication is typically small due to larger task sizes, task startup overhead is minimized, and scheduling overhead is reduced.

The second method of attacking load balancing is the dynamic approach. In this method, $T$ is determined to be much greater than $P$, and task assignment to processors proceeds during runtime. A processor continues to work on tasks until no more work is available, at which point it remains idle until all of the processors complete their work. As a result of small task sizes, the idle time is small and will have minimal impact on overall performance. Previous research has shied away from this approach in hardware designs for graphics rendering because it was deemed that the context switching resulted in too much overhead. In a software algorithm, this will not be a consideration unless the granularity of these tasks is too fine. If too fine a task granularity is used, it is possible that the time to obtain a new task is a high percentage of the task execution time degrading overall program performance. The advantages of the dynamic approach include: task execution time does not need to be determined a priori, load balancing is solved in a dynamic manner, and the additional time needed to determine what a task consists of is much smaller than in the static method.
2.2.5. Data Access

One of the key issues in a parallel graphics display algorithm concerns movement of data between memory modules as well as to and from the disk. Graphics algorithms use a huge amount of memory and its management is important to the overall performance of the algorithm. Remote access of shared data will slow down an algorithm, so data locality should be taken into account when possible. Most of the previously developed algorithms were based on simulations rather than implementations so little attention was placed on data access. In some cases, the algorithm enforces a certain type of access pattern but in general, the algorithms can be modified to use any particular type of memory access.

Since datasets representing complex graphics images are generally large, it is not always feasible to copy the entire dataset onto each node of a multiprocessor. Besides the fact that space may be a limitation, it would not necessarily be desirable to copy all of the data since the time taken to do so on a massively parallel machine would be rather wasteful. Whereas such a complete replication of data is potentially feasible for read-only data through a one-time broadcast, simple replication cannot be used for read-write data. An example of a read-write data structure in a graphics application is the frame buffer memory used to store the pixel color information. This type of data structure must be partitioned among the memory modules. Of course, one could duplicate this data structure on every processor and perform a parallel merge operation at the end. However, this latter method would require much more memory for implementation in addition to the time required for the merging operation. It usually does not make sense to do this in the general case. Shared memory multiprocessors provide a uniform view of the processors' data space, with each memory location being accessible from any
processor. In the case of NUMA (non-uniform memory access) multiprocessors, the memory latency for data on a non-local memory module is significantly higher than that for a reference to the local memory module. Hence, judicious distribution of data among the memory modules can have a significant impact on realized performance.

2.2.6. Scalability

One issue that has not been dealt with by a majority of past researchers is the ability of the algorithm to provide good speedup on large processor configurations. The algorithms have been typically designed with a set multiprocessor size in mind and optimization is limited to this particular size. Due to the rapidly decreasing cost of microprocessors, very large parallel processors will be available in the future. Already, Ncube has a 1024 processor machine and BBN's TC2000 is capable of supporting up to 512 processors using a shared memory paradigm. While we cannot test these algorithms on such a large machine at the present time, we can evaluate their potential performance on massively parallel architectures.

2.3. Taxonomy of Parallel Graphics Decompositions

In this section, a taxonomy is presented of parallel approaches which could be used to partition a parallel graphics rendering algorithm. The architecture chosen for implementation is a general purpose shared memory multiprocessor. Therefore, the usefulness of each of the approaches for this class of machines is analyzed in an effort to narrow down the choice of algorithms worthy of implementation. The criteria for implementation is based on the issues raised in the previous section. The taxonomy includes possible new decompositions that have not been developed in the past as well
as results obtained by previous researchers. Figure 5 illustrates the overall structure of
the taxonomy. In the subsections that follow, different parallel approaches to graphics
rendering are reviewed and placed in their appropriate location within the taxonomy.

A number of approaches devised by previous researchers were intended as special
purpose architectural designs. In some cases, these algorithms could also be used for a
multiprocessor and they are discussed here, noting that the original design was for a
hardware implementation.

Although it would be preferable to include all work that has been done in this
subject area, only representative examples of each of the categories in the taxonomy are
presented. A large contingent of ray tracing algorithms has been developed for parallel
implementation. One of the original goals of this project was to develop a fast graphics
rendering program but ray tracing is typically an order of magnitude slower than a
conventional tiling algorithm. Therefore, ray tracing is eliminated from consideration for
implementation. Some ray tracing designs are still worthy of note due to their unique
methods of task partitioning or memory usage so a selection of these are incorporated
into the taxonomy. Other more conventional parallel tiling algorithms which are either
similar to previous approaches or break no new ground will either be mentioned in
passing or not at all. In the following subsections, brief descriptions of the various
algorithms are given which fit into the various categories of the taxonomy.

2.3.1. Object Space

Parallel object space decompositions are rare because there has been very little
development of object space graphics rendering algorithms. The principle advantage of
an object space algorithm is that the hidden surface removal calculation can be computed
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at arbitrary accuracy. In general, though, the computations in an object space algorithm are inefficient and are more difficult to program in comparison to image space methods. Nevertheless, some researchers have chosen to go this route for a parallel rendering algorithm and these are described below.

2.3.1.1. Polygons

Partitioning tasks based on polygons can be accomplished in a number of different ways: clusters of objects or sub-objects and lists of polygons. Parent and Klasky[Pare88] have developed an object cluster visibility resolver that can be adapted for parallel execution. In particular, the "intra-object cluster" visibility calculations are designed to reduce the complexity of the overall display algorithm and are amenable to parallel execution.

Another parallel approach involves using the Weiler-Atherton[Weil77] polygon clipping algorithm. Its advantage is that it can be extended to deal with shadows. Abram[Abra86] used Weiler and Atherton's hidden surface removal algorithm but instead of using their concave polygon clipper, he implemented a fairly simple convex polygon clipper such as the one described by Sutherland[Suth75]. More clipping operations were required than in the concave clipping approach but the code was simple to implement and did not contain unruly pathological cases which are present in the Weiler-Atherton clipper. The rest of the algorithm is basically the same as the serial Weiler-Atherton approach, with extensions to facilitate a parallel approach designed for a hardware implementation. As the clipping procedure recursively builds a inside and outside lists based on a clip polygon, a tree structure of lists is created. The tree depends strongly on the input data but it is built up rather quickly. In Abram's design,
the tree is laid out onto a linear pipeline architecture with nodes of the tree mapped to processors in a pipeline. This section of the algorithm only solves the hidden surface removal problem, however. Abram suggests that the tiling problem can then be solved by attaching tiler processors which take the input of visible polygon fragments from the pipeline section and perform the actual illumination and scan conversion of pixels which are then output to a frame buffer. Although Abram's algorithm is specifically tailored as a hardware design, it could easily be mapped to a commercial multiprocessor.

In a recent paper, Kankanhalli and Franklin [Fran90] present a completely different approach to object space parallelism that deals not only with lists of polygons, but also edge lists and areas on the screen called cells. The algorithm is basically a parallel version of Franklin's [Fran80] object space hidden surface removal algorithm. The algorithm involves constructing a grid which is overlayed on the scene and then determining the covering faces within the grid cells. There are numerous stages of the algorithm and each stage is a setup to the next stage. Synchronization is required after each stage of the algorithm which can degrade overall performance. This algorithm was implemented on a Sequent Balance with 15 processors and the hidden surface removal performance was analyzed for two small images. The authors note that the speedup is different for the hidden surface removal section than the visible region reconstruction section. Below, a brief summary and analysis of each of the object space algorithms is presented.

In summary, Parent and Klasky's algorithm could possibly be used as a front end to another type of parallel decomposition, but in and of itself it is too coarse grained to provide good efficiency over a wide range of processor configurations.
In the case of Abram's and Kankanhalli's algorithms, the added complexity of the hidden surface removal sections presents a more difficult programming task in addition to the fact that efficiency in these approaches is not the high overall. In fact, Kankanhalli calculates a speedup factor of 10 for just the hidden surface removal in his algorithm utilizing 15 processors, resulting in an efficiency of only 0.67. Speedup is a measure of parallel algorithm performance in comparing the time on 1 processor versus the time on P processors (in this case, P=15). Efficiency is speedup divided by P. More detail is presented on these measurements in chapter 3. The speedup for the visible region reconstruction portion of the algorithm is only 6 on 15 processors which gives an efficiency of only 0.4. Since the total performance of the algorithm is bottlenecked by its slowest part in addition to the synchronization required between sections, this algorithm does not provide performance which is good enough to meet the goals of this project.

The tiling section is a separate add-on task to both of these algorithms. Tiling dominates the total display calculation time these days especially when Phong shading and anti-aliasing are added to the rendering phase. Neither of these researchers have developed an adequate method to solving the tiling problem in parallel because the focus of their work is restricted to the hidden surface removal section. Franklin and Kankanhalli's algorithm is based on functional parallelism in addition to data parallelism. The sections of the algorithm are divided into segments of which each is applied in parallel to the data. Unfortunately, the synchronization required after each segment limits the potential speedup due to the load imbalance incurred at each synchronization point. As a result, the limitations of this approach force its withdrawal from further consideration.
2.3.1.2. 3D Space Regions

Regions of three-dimensional space can be partitioned and assigned as tasks. This method has primarily been used in parallelizing ray tracing and although neither of the methods described below are candidates for implementation, an illustration of the algorithms serves to provide an insight into a unique method for partitioning. Ray tracing may be referred to as an image space algorithm since the hidden surface removal is based on a ray shot through a pixel on the screen, but the actual intersection and illumination calculations are performed in object space. In this instance, the parallelism is devised from a division of the object space.

Cleary [Clea83] developed a ray tracing algorithm which involves assigning regions of 3D space to each processor. A processor handles rays as they traverse into its region and then sends the results in ray packets out to the appropriate neighboring processors as they leave the region. Load balancing is not handled directly but rather it is assumed that the rays traverse through the different parts of the scene in a random manner such that the processors each have approximately the same amount of work. This assumption is not very accurate and hence can lead to poor performance especially for large processor configurations. A better approach which provides more direct load balancing for ray tracing is given below.

Badouel [Bado90] describes three approaches to parallel ray tracing, one of which one is a called the "ray dataflow" approach and is similar to Cleary's algorithm. Badouel attempts to load balance 3D regions by clustering together equal size smaller regions depending on their expected time complexity. The regions are clustered together so that the clusters themselves have approximately the same time complexity as each
other. The initial time complexity of a region is found by shooting a small group of rays within each small region and recording the calculation time of these rays. The clusters are mapped onto processors statically and rays are passed through the system as in Cleary's algorithm. The advantage of both of these algorithms is that the database is distributed statically and does not need to be replicated in each processor. Although Badouel's algorithm exhibits better load balancing characteristics than Cleary's approach, this static method of load balancing is not adequate enough for good overall performance.

2.3.1.3. Analysis of Object Space Methods

Object space parallel methods are typically inefficient when compared to the image space algorithms. This is especially true of the ray tracing solutions which is the reason these are not considered for implementation. If the accuracy of the non-ray tracing object space methods is needed for a particular reason (such as to allow changing of the illumination after the hidden surface calculation) then these methods may be worthy of implementation. This is not a concern for most applications so in the final analysis, the inefficiency of the object space methods leads us to eliminate them from further consideration for implementation.

2.3.2. Image Space

Parallel image space partitioning methods are much more prevalent in the literature than the object space methods. They are more suitable for hardware implementation and there are many adaptations of this type of algorithm. The image space algorithms can be divided into two subsets: those based on pixels or groups of pixels, and those based on polygons or polygon fragments. An important point to notice here is that most of these
decompositions specify only how the image is divided up, not how the underlying algorithm is implemented nor the memory referencing technique employed. In some cases these may have been specified in the literature, but most of the previous work involves simulations rather than implementations. The techniques given are at best suggestions since their performance has only been theoretically analyzed. The only actual implementations on commercial multiprocessors presented in the literature are those by Theoharis and Roble and these are included in the descriptions below.

2.3.2.1. Pixels

The parallel algorithms which are based on pixels are the most popular type of image space decomposition. The principal reason this is the case is that the pixel calculations are completely independent of one another so no synchronization is required and the order of execution of tasks is irrelevant. Algorithms which assign a single pixel as a task are typically designed for hardware implementation. This task size is too fine a granularity for implementation on a general purpose shared memory machine since context switching would severely degrade performance. Several of the parallel approaches which use this level of granularity are described below. Another type of pixel decomposition involves tasks which represent areas of adjacent pixels grouped together in one way or another. These methods are described immediately following the discussion of processor per pixel designs.

2.3.2.1.1. Processor per Pixel Designs

Fuchs'[Fuch85] Pixel-Planes 4 system is a good example of a processor per pixel hardware architecture. Each pixel contains a small one-bit ALU in addition to a binary tree of one-bit adders designed to efficiently compute the equation

\[ F(x,y) = Ax + By + \]
C. This equation is used to test for polygon containment as well as calculation of visibility and illumination. Polygons are sent to all processors and each pixel processor then determines if the polygon covers its area. If the polygon covers a given processor's pixel, visibility and shading calculations are performed. The system is somewhat inefficient since each processor must check every polygon in the dataset. Fuchs' recent extension to this system called Pixel Planes 5 alleviates some of the inefficiencies in the first system and is described in [Fuch89].

Whitman and Dyer[Dyer87] developed a vectorized version of a scanline z-buffer algorithm. This program was designed for a SIMD vector architecture and featured pipelined pixel processing for the shading and visibility calculations. Although the algorithm is too fine-grained for a MIMD architecture, it could serve as a basis for an algorithm which would be suitable for a multiple processor SIMD architecture.

Plunkett and Bailey[Plun85] developed a vectorized version of a ray tracing algorithm that processes rays independently. This algorithm is also designed to run on a SIMD pipeline architecture. Rays are placed into a queue and when the queue fills up, all of the rays are intersected in pipeline fashion. Any new rays generated are attached to the end of the queue for future processing.

2.3.2.1.2. Processor per Area Designs

Parallel algorithms which work on groups of adjacent pixels represent the widest variety of partitioning methods that have been researched. The different categories in which these algorithms fall includes: horizontal strips, vertical strips, and rectangular areas of pixels. Algorithms which are based on horizontal strips can be divided into two
sub-categories: those based on single scanlines and those based on contiguous groups of scanlines as tasks. These groups of scanlines as tasks are referred to as blocks.

Kaplan and Greenberg\cite{Kapl79} have simulated two different hidden surface algorithms and analyzed them according to their usefulness on a parallel architecture. A Watkins scanline algorithm is subdivided into $P$ groups of $s$ number of scanlines where each group forms a different task for a processor. Their design relies on a central control scheduling mechanism whereby a task is assigned to a processor as it becomes free. The number of groups or the number of regions can be much larger than the actual number of processors available allowing dynamic load balancing. Shared memory is not a consideration in their simulation; each processor is assumed to have in its local memory all of the information it needs to perform calculations for its portion of the scene. Figure 6 illustrates this technique as well as the Warnock method based on rectangular areas described below.
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\caption{Two types of decompositions applied by Kaplan and Greenberg}
\end{figure}
Another parallel algorithm due to Kaplan and Greenberg is an adaptation of Warnock's algorithm in which they apply a static area mesh to the image space and each task is assigned to one region of the mesh. The Warnock algorithm is applied serially within a given region. The mesh is applied at both low (16 x 16) and high resolution (32 x 32) to discern the differences in speed. As might be predictable, the finer grain mesh resulted in a more uniform time/area than the coarser mesh.

The authors suggest three considerations which should be taken into account when deriving a parallel implementation of a hidden surface algorithm: *Partitionability*, the method of dividing the computation among independent tasks such that communication is kept to a minimum; *Coherence*, to reduce the visible surface calculations by basing them on previously obtained results; and *Computational efficiency*, the ability of the parallel processor system to schedule tasks. In addition, the authors believe that characteristics such as image area, image complexity, edge complexity and how the image relates to the algorithm all affect the resultant performance of the algorithms. They also suggest that utilizing a good heuristic task scheduling algorithm is very important in obtaining good load balancing and high performance in the system.

Chang and Jain[Chan81] have simulated a distributed multiprocessor version of Watkins' scanline algorithm. Their idea is to distribute the data among the processors in three-space either with horizontal cross-sections cutting the screen into $P$ horizontal regions or a division of the scene into $P$ cubic regions. This decomposition is shown in figure 7. The first method is essentially the same type of decomposition as Kaplan and Greenberg's technique while the second method divides the areas in a more rectangular fashion. Their algorithm is somewhat different than Kaplan and Greenberg's approach,
though, because the polygons are actually clipped in three-space within a single parallel task.

Hu and Foley [Hu85] analyzed two static and one dynamic distribution method based on block size variations on a scanline. This analysis determines to some degree the effect of coherence on parallelism. The static distributions analyzed were either the static contiguous method or the static interleave method. The static contiguous technique exploits vertical coherence within a single task while the static interleave does not. Static contiguous refers to a partitioning scheme whereby the screen is broken down into $P$ horizontal regions, each containing $Y_{res}/P$ scanlines. The static interleave technique involves partitioning the scanlines among the processors in a fashion such that each processor $i$ would process all scanlines $i, i + P, i + 2P, i + 3P$, etc. and is illustrated in figure 8. This technique could have been extended to interleave in the horizontal direction as well, but Hu and Foley chose just to deal with scanlines. The way in which
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Figure 7: Chang & Jain's decomposition method
these two static methods attempt to achieve load balancing is different because each tries to minimize different factors.

The static contiguous method attempts to capitalize on vertical scanline coherence, a time saving technique used by most sequential algorithms. The downfall of the contiguous method is that it relies on a uniform distribution of the geometric elements in the scene across all blocks of scanlines which is an unlikely occurrence. On the other hand, the interleaving scheme is based on the fact that the geometric elements are not likely to be distributed across scanlines uniformly. Each processor will have nearly the same amount of work as its neighbors if they deal with successive scanlines. This comes at the expense of vertical scanline coherence. Finally, the dynamic method assigns processors to single scanlines in a dynamic scheduling fashion. The dynamic
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method is similar to Kaplan and Greenberg's idea except in this case, each task is a single scanline rather than a group of scanlines. The dynamic method follows along the lines of the static interleave approach except that task to processor assignment is resolved during runtime in the dynamic method while it is done prior to tiling in the static method.

Ghosal and Patnaik present a scanline parallel algorithm that is somewhat similar to Hu and Foley's approach [Ghos86]. They describe several approaches but their best algorithm is based on processing the scanlines for the y-extent of a single polygon in parallel. Overall parallelism is limited based on this y-extent because synchronization is necessary after each polygon is finished.

Whelan [Whel85] compares several different image space task partitioning strategies: a horizontal strip method, a vertical strip method, and a rectangular region method. These methods are simulated to see which exhibits the best overall performance. Although the horizontal and vertical strip schemes might sometimes result in faster times, the rectangular region method is resistant to differences in the imagery and provides the most consistent results.

Parke [Park80] uses a technique which is based on the traditional z-buffer. He distributes portions of the image space to processors arranged in a tree structure. Essentially, a hierarchy of regions is created and divided among the processors with the complexity reduced as the tree is traversed. The output of a parent splitter is the input of the child and so on until the content of a region is sent to a single processor. This is illustrated in figure 9. Parke uses a z-buffer which is partitioned among the processors with each processor handling a portion of the z-buffer to avoid contention for common memory. The design presented is for a special purpose machine to accomplish this task,
however, a simulation is described in his paper. Parke also presents Fuchs' approach to the problem whereby a central broadcast controller distributes the input data and the z-buffer memory is segmented in an interlace fashion rather than contiguous as in Parke's original design. A hybrid of the two algorithms is suggested as the best possible alternative since this would alleviate the under-utilization problem.

One unusual parallel implementation of a hidden surface algorithm is by Theoharis[Theo86] on the Inmos transputer. Theoharis' method uses a variation of Parke's splitter mechanism. This algorithm assigns portions of the computer graphics display pipeline to different processors and passes the information from one processor to the next until a scan conversion processor handles the actual rendering section. Each transputer handles a polygon and performs clipping, hidden surface elimination, and scan conversion in a pipeline format. The transputer has very fast context switching
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**Figure 9: Parke's splitter tree of processors**
between processes which makes it ideal to support fast changes as polygons come down the pipe. Clipping is performed via the Sutherland-Hodgman polygon clipping algorithm with each clipping plane forming a stage of the pipe. Then, multiple scan converters run in parallel accepting polygons and generating pixel lists of those pixels covered by that polygon. A buffer routine forms the last stage of the pipe, accepting pixels and displaying it if it is closer than the pixel currently in the z-buffer. Once all pixels have been handled, the frame buffer is displayed. Parke's splitter mechanism is employed to further limit the number of polygons handled. The algorithm is illustrated in figure 10.

The pipeline does not consist of that many stages so it needs to be expanded out in a tree fashion (steps 8 & 9 in the figure). The splitter mechanism accomplishes this by creating a tree of processes running in parallel which can form their own pipes and keep the available processors busy.

Whelan[Whel85] is one of the first researchers to suggest a scheme based on non-
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Figure 10: Theoharis' pipeline of processes for image decomposition
equal size areas. His method (which is distinct from his other approaches) is called the Median Cut algorithm and proceeds as follows. The idea behind the algorithm is the desire to construct a median line across the current region boundary in which half of the polygons are in one sub-region and half in the other sub-region. To achieve this, image space is divided recursively based on the centroids of the data elements. At each recursion level, the median of the centroids of all polygons is used as a dividing line, alternately in the horizontal and vertical directions. This process of subdividing is repeated until the number of subdivisions equals the number of processors. Although it is not an optimal partitioning scheme, it can produce very favorable results on a variety of data input sets. The unfortunate drawback is that determining the location of the partitions involves sorting the centroids many times and this overhead is hard to overcome in the performance of the rest of the algorithm.

Roble[Robl88] developed a scanline z-buffer algorithm similar to Kaplan and Greenberg's area approach for the Intel iPSC hypercube which is designed to exploit load balancing prior to the tiling stage. His idea involves counting the number of polygons sent to each processor under a given partition. If there is a strong discrepancy between the processors as to the number of polygons handled, the cube manager re-partitions the scene again so a nearly uniform distribution is achieved. This is a fairly dynamic solution since the tasks are updated during runtime. It is essentially the same as Badouel's clustering technique except that no prior work is required since the number of polygons is used as a heuristic to indicate the amount of work in a region. The decomposition is based on the input polygons and load balancing is partially solved with this method. Memory contention is not an issue since once tasks are divided, each processor independently solves the hidden surface problem. This is a good solution for a multiprocessor with a small (< 50 or so) number of processors, but as the number of
processors is scaled up, the region size is smaller and there will be more overhead per region.

The author of this dissertation previously developed a parallel version of an area coherence scheme similar to Warnock's method[Warn69] which is illustrated in figure 11. This methodology employs a dynamic decomposition whereby a region is subdivided if it is too complex to compute.

Instead of being recursive as in Warnock's original design, the algorithm assigns the subdivisions to separate processors and the same tests are performed again within these subdivisions. If the region is too complex again, more subdivisions are created. Processes are assigned to subdivisions and as a processor becomes free, it is assigned to a region. Coherence is maintained via the area method which can be taken down to the pixel level if necessary.

The painter's algorithm due to Newell, Newell, and Sancha[Roge85] might make

Figure 11: Whitman's parallel variation on the Warnock subdivision algorithm
an interesting candidate for a parallel algorithm. The problem with converting the painter's algorithm to a parallel environment is the requirement for a specified order of tiling the polygons. This might be alleviated if regions could be specified as tasks and the painter's algorithm could work as a serial approach within each task. In fact, any hidden surface algorithm could be implemented as a serial task within any of the pixel based approaches because they do not rely on a functional decomposition. This is because of the independent nature of these tasks.

Below, a summary of the different algorithms presented in this section is given.

2.3.2.1.3. Analysis of Algorithms for Pixel Decomposition

It seems clear that the processor per pixel architectures and algorithms involve a very fine grain solution which is not applicable to implementation on a general purpose multiprocessor. The primary reason is that the task size is too small and context switching would dominate the computation. Consequently, these are not considered for further investigation. On the other hand, the processor per area designs are better suited to implementation on a general purpose shared memory machine. The reason is that the task size in these designs is large enough to eliminate context switching problems, yet it can be varied to handle load balancing in a variety of ways.

In the Kaplan-Greenberg simulations, a static decomposition approach is applied in dividing up tasks and then tasks are assigned dynamically to processors by the scheduler. Coherence is maintained within a region in their first method (Watkins approach) by scanline and pixel coherence. In their second method (Warnock approach), area coherence is used within a region of the screen. Utilization of the processors is good, especially when the number of regions subdivided is small enough
to allow a large number of tasks to be dynamically assigned. Load balancing is also
good only when the regions are small enough due to the dynamic approach to load
balancing which is used. As long as the number of regions created is not too large, the
granularity level of these algorithms is suitable for implementation on a general purpose
shared memory machine. The algorithms have good scalability if the number of regions
created is adaptable to different processor configurations. The authors state that memory
access is local since each processor will contain the data it requires. No clue is given as
to how this might be accomplished, though.

Kaplan and Greenberg's algorithms are one of the first efforts in the area of parallel
algorithm design for graphics and their simulations are designed mostly to analyze the
difference between two different approaches, not real world performance. Still, their
idea of creating more tasks to achieve better load balancing seems natural. It seems
reasonable then to further evaluate their ideas especially with regard to memory
referencing. Whelan's rectangular region method is almost the same as Kaplan and
Greenberg's Warnock approach except that Whelan does not state what serial algorithm
is used to tile a single region in his mesh. In any case, this rectangular approach is
implemented as one of our test decompositions. It is not clear how many rectangular
regions are optimal nor what type of memory referencing strategy should be used.
Investigation into these issues is part of this research.

In either of Chang and Jain's decomposition methods, each processor is
responsible only for the polygons in its region, allowing parallel data processing.
Coherence is lost between adjacent regions and each region has to perform additional
three-dimensional clipping, which, as the authors observed, can override the hidden
surface calculations if the regions become small enough. The paper considers only a
limited number of polygons and therefore their results cannot be applied to the general case. The authors state that due to the independent processing of polygons, each processor must initialize the scan conversion process for its region since there is no coherence between regions. In addition, if polygons are not uniformly distributed among the processors, the resultant time is degraded by the slowest processor. As a possible solution, the authors suggest breaking down the screen according to dataset density so each processor is able to finish close to the same time as the others. This was subsequently implemented by Whelan in his Median-Cut algorithm described previously.

Chang and Jain's algorithm is a similar decomposition to Kaplan and Greenberg's method except that clipping is part of each parallel task as well. The only unfortunate aspect of this is that polygons must be initially stored in all regions (or at least available to all processors) and in the parallel processing phase the polygons may be clipped multiple times. In most cases, a polygon will not be present in a processor's region but a trivial clip must be done anyway to check for this situation. Due to the limitations of load balancing and the extra clipping involved in this algorithm, it is not a candidate for implementation.

All static partitioning schemes have one inherent advantage over a dynamic scheme: no scheduling of tasks needs to occur at runtime. In a hardware design which Hu and Foley intended for their algorithm, this can be an important factor. In a software algorithm for a general purpose multiprocessor, this factor is minimized since scheduling must occur for all tasks, therefore the number of tasks generated is the only overhead. In other words, generating more tasks takes additional time but this time is small enough to be negligible compared to the running time of a given task (assuming
task size is large enough). The main difference between Hu and Foley's dynamic method and their static interleave method is in the task assignment to processors. The dynamic method is implemented (in a simulation on a VAX) at the scanline level by Hu and Foley and obtained the highest performance of the three parallel scanline designs based on their results. Their research involves a simulation of the algorithm on a von-Neumann machine since their intention was to build a hardware architecture. Their graphs indicate very good expected performance for the dynamic algorithm when each processor contains the entire dataset. This is not a realistic situation for large databases so memory storage strategies need to be investigated. On the other hand, if a different memory referencing strategy is implemented, this dynamic technique might provide good speedup and is therefore worth investigating further. Hu and Foley's algorithm seems more general purpose than Ghosal's algorithm since it is not based on the size of the polygon so Ghosal's method is not a candidate for implementation in this research project.

Parke's original algorithm is a static decomposition and relies on a uniform distribution of objects in the scene so each processor is just as busy as its neighbors. Assuming Parke's hybrid algorithm could be implemented, load balancing and utilization could be optimized. Communication can become a bottleneck in this system in the passing of polygons from level to level in the tree. The algorithm is a standard z-buffer algorithm, which means it suffers from the aliasing problem that is inherent in that methodology. It could be extended to be solved with any of the anti-aliasing methods common today, however. The principal limitations of the algorithm are the large amount of communication and lack of adequate load balancing. This makes Parke's method unsuitable for implementation on a general purpose shared memory machine.
Theoharis' scheme has the disadvantage that he assumes the image is uniformly distributed between all of the split planes as Parke did. If this is not the case, some processors will have less work to do than others. He mentions that this problem can be alleviated by random splitting of non-contiguous areas in order to achieve load balancing but this has not been investigated. Theoharis' algorithm uses a functional parallel decomposition and it is possible that the communication between processors might limit the speed of the program. Processors performing the clipping and transformations will almost certainly be faster than the processors performing the scan conversion, leading to a bottleneck in the system. In this case, the load will not be universally balanced among all of the processors. In addition, some processors might be assigned sections of the scene which are far less complex than other sections. Although the algorithm illustrates a novel approach to the problem of a parallel hidden surface method, the solution given may not be able to be applied to a general purpose multiprocessor which does not have the communication properties of the Transputer. The real limitation is the assumed uniformity in the image and the large amount of communication which are the same problems that Parke's algorithm suffers from. These algorithms might be suitable for hardware implementation but are not appropriate for use on a general purpose shared memory multiprocessor.

Other algorithms seek to distribute data to processors in a static manner so that no further communication takes place between the processors. After the graphics space is divided up, the hidden surface removal and rendering calculations are performed within a single processor for each section. Chang and Jain use this approach by statically dividing up three-space and assigning P processors to P regions. The disadvantage of this approach is that good load balancing is not achieved since uniformity of the image is
not a realistic scenario. Whelan and Roble attempt to directly solve this by using a static decomposition which determines to some degree the amount of work assigned to each processor.

Whelan's results indicate that his Median Cut algorithm had potential high performance but exhibits a significant amount of start-up overhead. Since this approach was not deemed viable by Whelan, his rectangular area approach, which is a generalization of Kaplan and Greenberg's parallel Warnock method, holds the most promise. This latter method could be adapted to any number of processors and still have a minimum overhead. Any of the serial display algorithms could have been used as a single task within each area of pixels. The choice here would only affect the relative performance of the algorithm since the decomposition would be the same.

Roble divides the screen space into P equal sections and passes polygons to the processors for each section. If the number of polygons in certain sections creates a situation where some nodes have more work to do than others, the sections are merged and divided in an attempt to create an equal computational load for each processor. This type of approach is just a variation on the rectangular region decomposition theme except that the region sizes are different depending on the amount of work present. Roble had some success with this approach and Whelan showed his Median Cut algorithm to provide the best overall solution among his comparisons. Both authors state that the overhead can be quite costly and override any performance gains. It seems worthwhile that if the overhead can be limited, then this type of algorithm will provide good performance in an implementation.

There are several problems with this author's implementation of the Warnock algorithm in parallel. This algorithm is excellent for hidden line removal but if it is used
for hidden surface removal, the algorithm is not well suited for tiling polygons. One method would involve tiling each region at the point of hidden surface removal but this creates a huge number of tasks. In addition, edge lists and other data structures need to be built for each small region, involving a lot of overhead. If the approach suggested in Warnock's paper is used, the tiling would be a separate operation. Synchronization would need to occur prior to tiling and then a visible region reconstruction algorithm similar to Kankanhalli's would then be performed. This extra synchronization degrades performance in addition to the fact that another entirely separate technique is required for tiling the visible regions in parallel.

Results are not presented for the above algorithm in this dissertation for two reasons. First, the granularity of tasks created using the Warnock method is too fine for a general purpose shared memory machine. The high context switching creates too much overhead in this approach since there are so many tasks created and the execution time of each task is very small. As a result, the performance of the algorithm in parallel is not very good. Secondly, while the Warnock algorithm is adequate for hidden line removal, it is fairly slow compared to other image space algorithms for hidden surface removal. For very large polygons it might provide reasonable results but the datasets which are typical in today's imagery are large, meaning that the average polygon size is smaller than when Warnock developed his algorithm. These two factors indicate that this algorithm is not a good choice for implementation.

An implementation of the Newell, Newell, and Sancha algorithm in parallel has not been developed as far as one can tell from a literature search and it is easy to see why. The synchronization necessary to make sure that pixels are not overwritten in the
incorrect order will limit the potential speedup of the algorithm. Therefore, this algorithm is not being considered for implementation.

2.3.2.2. Polygons

One of the more interesting sequential graphics display algorithms is the z-buffer due to Catmull[Catm74]. This algorithm could be modified to process individual polygons as tasks. A parallel version of the z-buffer might work as follows. A full screen z-buffer memory is stored in globally shared memory and scattered throughout the system. Each processor scan-converts a single polygon as a task and writes the pixel value into the scattered frame buffer if the value of the z-buffer is greater than the z-value of the polygon at that pixel. To handle anti-aliasing, a very large z-buffer and frame buffer could be used and post-filtered down to the desired output resolution. Although Parke and Theoharis ultimately use a z-buffer, their decompositions are screen space subdivisions. This method involves parallelism by polygon with a shared z-buffer. A different polygon parallel approach based on spans is given below.

Fiume, Fournier, and Rudolph[Fium83] have simulated a version of a spanning scanline algorithm for an ultracomputer, which would be similar in design to the NYU Ultracomputer. The processors use the Fetch and Add instruction (called RepAdd in the paper) to assure atomic access to write operations in shared memory. They also propose an addition, the RepMin operation, which would write and replace the element in shared memory if the new one is less than it. This could be used to perform the hidden surface elimination. The polygons are broken down into span-areas which are related to vertices rather than scanlines. Each span-area is a trapezoidal or triangular region and each processing element (PE) processes the different areas in parallel. All PEs synchronize at
the end of processing for each scanline. The authors claim that this is not necessary and if sufficient memory is available, the technique could be generalized to \( k \) scanlines, \( k \geq 1 \). An example distribution of PEs is illustrated in figure 12.

One problem mentioned in the paper is that all PEs could be waiting for a single PE to finish calculation on a long span. The authors suggest subdividing a span if it is larger than some \( M \) maximum number of pixels. In order to incorporate anti-aliasing into the algorithm, a coverage mask (8 x 8) is used for the span-area covering a pixel. The weight (mask) of a particular span-area is the fraction of the area of the pixel covered corresponding to the number of one bits assigned to the span-area. Anti-aliasing is calculated after a PE has computed the hidden surface calculations for its pixels on the scanline. The authors' goals were to achieve performance which was better than a sequential algorithm as well as a parallel method for computing anti-aliasing.

For marked scanline, a PE handles span-area 2 in first polygon, a PE handles span-area 1 in second polygon, and a PE handles span-area 2 in overlapping third polygon. Anti-aliasing and display is synchronized at end of scanline.

Figure 12: Trapezoidal span areas each processed by a separate PE per scanline
2.3.2.2.1. Analysis of Algorithms for Polygon Decomposition

The parallel z-buffer algorithm suffers from the problem of contention for a shared resource. This method would require constant referencing of the z-buffer array and collisions would likely occur, slowing down the algorithm tremendously. This solution might be adequate for small processor configurations but would not be suitable for a large shared memory machine.

The Fiume et al. algorithm suffers from a few limitations. First, the fact that the processors need to synchronize at the end of a scanline forces the algorithm to slow down to the speed of the slowest processor, and this is done at every scanline. It is not clear whether one could take advantage of multiple scanline parallel processing, as suggested by the authors in their paper, to solve this problem. The reason is that it may be difficult to synchronize processing of the same span-areas from scanline to scanline. The decomposition is a dynamic approach but is limited by the synchronization problem. Scanline as well as pixel coherence are exploited. Since the ultracomputer architecture seems to have fast context switching, the utilization of each processor is very good.

Load balancing is a difficult issue, since some processors may be busy with large spans while others are processing short spans even with the span subdivision. Scalability can be solved but only if there are more spans on the scanline to accommodate the additional processors. The algorithm was not implemented on an actual multiprocessor so one cannot tell whether a large number of processors would produce a good speedup. It seems that since the parallelism is assigned to PEs by span areas(S), then if S < P (# of processors), some processors will go underutilized. This seems to be one of the major limitations of the algorithm. Memory is not an issue,
especially with the fetch and add instruction. The constructs are somewhat different than in other multiprocessors but are not hard to program.

2.3.3. Summary

Based on the results presented above, it seems logical that the choice of an image space parallel algorithm based on rectangular areas of pixels holds the most promise for high performance. The implementations described in chapter 4 are as follows:

1) A scanline algorithm similar to the one introduced by Hu and Foley. The dynamic assignment method shown by Hu and Foley indicates a potential for good performance even with the loss of vertical coherence. Since this algorithm was simulated and not implemented, a multiprocessor implementation of this algorithm is necessary to refute or substantiate their claims. In addition, the database storage issue was not fully addressed in their research.

2) A rectangular region algorithm similar to that suggested by Kaplan and Greenberg as well as by Whelan. This method seems to be the most logical choice for parallel implementation since the granularity of tasks can be varied. Although Kaplan and Greenberg determined that a finer granularity yielded better performance, they did not analyze this to any degree. Neither of these research efforts fully addressed the memory storage and access issue and their results are based on simulations rather than real-world implementations.

3) An algorithm which uses a type of task assignment similar to the static approach suggested by Whelan in his Median Cut algorithm. Whelan showed that this method resulted in the best performance of all of his simulated algorithms. The problem was that the overhead necessary to determine the task decomposition prior to tiling degraded the overall performance. A simpler type of static approach which is not as accurate as the Median Cut algorithm might perform nearly as well but without the substantial overhead.
4) A task decomposition scheme which is similar to the rectangular region algorithm involving task sizes determined at runtime. This is based on an idea by Rao and Kumar [Rao89] in which tasks are dynamically split during parallel execution. This approach to load balancing would seem to be a good extension to the rectangular region method.

While some algorithms listed above have been developed in the past, they have not been thoroughly analyzed in terms of task partitioning and memory referencing schemes. In particular, previous efforts by other researchers have not addressed a number of issues relating to computer graphics and parallel processing. These efforts have largely been attempts at obtaining parallel graphics display solutions without a thorough analysis of the problem. Some of the issues not addressed in full include:

- Mapping of algorithm to intended architecture
- Size and distribution of tasks
- Memory distribution and communication
- Coherence and parallelism
- Load balancing

These items are fully analyzed in the designs presented in chapter 4. Since the algorithms are implemented on a particular machine rather than simulated, it is also possible to determine quantitatively how well each implementation has succeeded. These quantitative results are also presented in chapter 4.

2.4. Conclusions

In the first section of this chapter, a number of multiprocessor architectures are analyzed for the purpose of examining their characteristics with regard to a graphics display algorithm. Criteria for evaluation of these architectures is presented and each type of machine (of which all are available at The Ohio State University's Computer and
Information Science Department) is scrutinized based on its characteristics and its applicability to the goals of this project. The BBN Butterfly GP1000 is shown to be the computer most suitable for implementation of a parallel graphics display algorithm.

In the second section, a number of criteria are given to evaluate the different parallel decompositions which are presented in the third section. These criteria for evaluation include granularity, type of parallelism, use of coherence, load balancing characteristics, methods of data access, and scalability.

In the third section, a number of past as well as yet untested possible parallel approaches are presented and categorized into a taxonomy. The image space pixel decompositions based on areas of pixels seem to hold the most promise for high performance on a MIMD shared memory architecture. In chapter 4, the implementations of approaches are described, in an effort to conclusively show that one technique is optimal. Since most of the past work has involved simulations and not multiprocessor implementations, these implementations allow us to compare different task decompositions and memory referencing strategies on an equal basis for the first time.

The next chapter describes the serial algorithm upon which the different parallel decompositions are based. In addition, timing measurements as well as those of performance analysis are discussed.
CHAPTER III

Overview of Base Level Implementation

In this chapter, we describe the choices that were made for a base level implementation of the different parallel decompositions. The approach used in this research for developing the parallel programs is to devise a single basis graphics rendering algorithm and then build different parallel task partitioning and memory referencing schemes on top of it. This allows an equal comparison of a number of different approaches for parallelism since the underlying algorithm is the same. This basis algorithm is not compromised by the parallel algorithms since it could be modified to the specifics of each particular parallel approach. The first section of this chapter presents this basis algorithm by detailing the underlying serial approach as well as the choices that were made which were common to all of the parallel formulations. The second section of this chapter describes the measurement techniques used in this research to obtain timings for the different programs. The last section gives the performance analysis measures which are used to analyze the different parallel implementations that are presented in the next chapter.
3.1. Design of the Basis Algorithm

One of the goals in developing a parallel graphics rendering algorithm is to analyze a number of different parallel decompositions and shared memory referencing approaches to determine which approach is the most viable for general use. In order to make a straightforward comparison of the possible decompositions, a serial algorithm has been developed upon which the various parallel formulations are based. Most parallel rendering algorithms developed in the past use this type of approach in which some portion of the parallel algorithm consists of a single task resembling a serial algorithm in a smaller context. This approach makes it easier to compare the parallel implementations because their relative speed for the basic portion of the algorithm is the same.

Based on the taxonomy and algorithm analysis presented in chapter 2, several variations on an image space parallel decomposition have been implemented. Each single task of the parallel algorithms will consist of solving the rendering problem in a serial manner for a particular area on the screen. In chapter 4, a description is given of these algorithms which vary in their: method of task assignment to processors, area size, and memory referencing characteristics. Each algorithm given in chapter 4 uses the same basis sequential algorithm for the front end and the single task tiling portion. These portions of the program are described in this section.

The serial basis algorithm is a scanline z-buffer algorithm[Myer75] which incorporates the stochastic sampling method[Cook86] for anti-aliasing as an extension. This section briefly walks through the serial approach, highlighting areas of interest which are common to all of the parallel formulations. The serial algorithm used here
was originally developed separately as part of a project to enable scientists to render polygonal datasets at varying degrees of accuracy. Several different anti-aliasing methods can be used from just a straight z-buffer to an analytic method to the stochastic sampling method with 16 samples per pixel. In addition, several illumination models are available including those developed by Gouraud [Gour71], Phong [Phon75], Blinn [Blin77], and Cook-Torrance [Cook82]. The rendering method used for this research incorporates stochastic sampling for anti-aliasing with the Blinn shading model using test images rendered at a resolution of 640 by 484. We will elaborate on these test scenes in section 3.2.1.

Each algorithm involves a break-up of the screen space into different areas, and the image rendering problem is essentially solved serially in a given area. Clipping is done initially for the entire screen, but for each individual area, single scanline clipping is used instead of polygon clipping to the area boundaries. It might be interesting to compare scanline versus polygon clipping, but this would affect the overall performance of the algorithms to a minimal degree so we have left this for future research.

3.1.1. Front End

The files which are used for the object data are called detail files. This format was developed at The Ohio State University Computer Graphics Research Group (now known as the Advanced Computing Center for Arts and Design) in the 1970's. This format is fairly compact and the data in the file is stored in binary. The format is shown below:
num_pts num_polys
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
.
.
num_vertices point1 point2 point3 ...
num_vertices point1 point2 point3 ...
.
.

The number of points and number of polygons are shorts which means that only 32,767 points and polygons are allowed in a single object. The points list follows these two values and each point is represented as three floats. After that, the polygon list includes the number of vertices in a polygon and indices to the points list above. An edge is implied between adjacent vertices in the list. The polygons are guaranteed to be convex and it is assumed that the last vertex listed for a polygon is connected to the first by an edge. Since the object detail files limit the number of vertices and polygons, larger objects must be broken up into smaller objects so that the same format may be used.

The front end of each parallel graphics program consists of the following phases:

1) Read in object data files from disk.
2) Perform necessary transformations.
3) Reject back-facing polygons and clip polygons to screen borders.
4) Place polygons into shared data structure.

A parallel pipelined implementation of this front end is described in the subsections that follow.
3.1.1.1. Reading in Objects

It was necessary to modify the detail file format so that the regular objects could be broken up into sub-objects. This allows the object data to be distributed across the memories of the processors. In order to do this, a separate program was written which reads in an object file and creates a new object file, consisting of the same original object but subdivided into components. The sub-object size is determined based on the number of polygons in the original object; it can be as small as 100 polygons for simple objects increasing to 1000 polygons for more complex objects. The only problem with subdividing the object is that the original normals at the vertices need to be kept with the points since a new normal calculated for a sub-object alone could be incorrect. An incorrect normal would be calculated in the following scenario. A polygon which was previously part of the original object is moved into a new sub-object. The normal of this polygon will no longer influence the vertex normals of its neighbors unless this normal is calculated prior to the subdivision of the object and copied along with its vertex. Thus, the untransformed vertex normals are calculated and stored with the sub-object directly after the points list in each file. This creates a somewhat larger file format but is the only solution that allows distributing the objects across memories as described in the following subsection. There is a slight problem with storing the untransformed normal if the object transformation from object space to eye space includes non-uniform scaling operations, so this situation was prevented from occurring in the test cases used here. The time for the separate program is not accounted for in the timings in chapter 4 since this is just a variation of the original object format which could be output from any data generation package.
3.1.1.2. Parallelizing the Front End

The diagram in figure 13 illustrates how phases 1, 2, and 3 of the front end can be overlapped in parallel execution. When a processor is available to do a read operation, it performs a single pass check of a global array to see how much data is currently stored on all the other processors. If a given processor contains fewer polygons than the average of all the processors, then this processor reads in the next object into its own local memory.

The number of polygons read in and determined to be front facing is then stored in this global array. By using this scheme, the data is scattered among all the memory modules in roughly equal portions. The data is also sharable so that all processors have

Figure 13: Overlapped disk access with front end phases
access to it. After the data is read in on a given processor, the disk is available for the next processor to access. This algorithm creates a pipeline which is faster than serially processing the data and distributing it.

This scattering of polygons allows a nearly uniform scattering of data as well as work for the front end so that each processor's work is approximately of time complexity $O(N/P)$ where $N$ is the total number of polygons read in. For datasets which are small, the pipeline does not become completely saturated if the number of sub-objects is less than the number of processors. This situation would not provide enough work for all of the processors nor would the object data get completely scattered throughout the memories in the system. Although steps could be taken to completely scatter the data uniformly, doing so is beyond the scope of this research project. For this research we are not interested in completely optimizing the front end; it is developed merely as an efficient method to read-in and scatter the object datasets.

The front end should be optimized depending on the intended application of the renderer. For animated sequences, reading in data is only necessary when a new object enters the scene for a given frame. More optimization might be spent on the transformation and clipping phases for this application. If still images are required, it might be desirable to optimize the entire front end. Regardless, it can be seen that it is worthwhile to parallelize this section of the parallel program since the data is scattered among all of the memory modules. This parallelization of the front end is the same for all of the algorithms described herein. The only difference occurs in the section where polygons are put into data structures depending on their screen space location. Since this latter portion of the front end of each parallel algorithm may be slightly different in complexity, we include the time differences for this portion of the front end in our
overall algorithm analysis in chapter 5. The data structure used for storing the polygons according to their location is described below.

3.1.1.3. Placing Polygons in Shared Data Structure

Each of the parallel formulations is a variation on an area screen space subdivision algorithm. Prior to the parallel tiling and rendering phases, the polygons must be tagged as to which subdivision(s) they belong to. The polygons are placed in a data structure which is shared among all of the processors so that each processor can obtain the exact polygons relevant to any subdivision. The operation of placing the polygons in this data structure is performed in the front end. Each parallel decomposition scheme employs a slightly different approach in placing the data in this structure than is used in a traditional serial scanline algorithm. In a serial approach, this section consists of loading polygons into an array of linked lists called a y-bucket list (see [Roge85] for details on how this is done). Each linked list (or y-bucket) corresponds to a scanline and contains pointers to polygons which have their minimum y-extent on that particular scanline. During the tiling section of a serial algorithm, the program investigates the active y-bucket to determine which new polygons start on the given scanline and should be stored in the active polygon list. Recall that the algorithms developed for parallel usage are based on an image space decomposition. It is necessary to do a pre-culling operation prior to creating a y-bucket list for a given area on the screen. This pre-culling operation involves loading the polygons into an area bucket data structure so that it is possible to find out which polygons are relevant to a given area on the screen, not just a single scanline.
Although the various parallel algorithms rely on different size areas for their partitions, the basic culling operation is similar in each. The area bucket list is used to store polygons for the areas which will later become separate parallel tasks in the tiling section. During the front end, the bounding box of each polygon read in by a processor is checked against the area mesh created for the given parallel decomposition and a pointer to the polygon is stored in each area bucket that the bounding box crosses. The polygons are not clipped to these areas nor is a more stringent test employed to see if the actual polygon (not just its bounding box) intersects the area. Although a stricter test could be used, the approach used here is fast and uncomplicated with the only drawback being lack of accuracy. The common thread to this portion of the program which is the same for all the parallel formulations is that the area bucket list is a shared data structure available to all processors. As the polygons are read in during the front end, each processor determines the appropriate area bucket to place a shared pointer to the polygon. A lock is used to prevent more than one processor from placing the pointer into the same area bucket list at the same time. This constitutes what we will call the Uniformly Distributed (UD) memory referencing scheme since the polygons themselves are scattered throughout global memory in addition to a scattering of the polygon pointers in the area bucket data structure.

As was mentioned previously, each partitioning scheme implements this section of the front end in a slightly different manner since the size and number of areas is dependent on the parallel partitioning scheme. Specific details on the usage of the area bucket data structure are given with each individual algorithm description in chapter 4.
3.1.2. Tiling

The tiling section of a scanline based graphics rendering algorithm is the most time consuming portion of this type of program. It consists primarily of the following phases:

For each scanline in an area:

1) Determine which polygons are new to the current scanline.
2) Build edge lists for those polygons and determine which edge pairs start on the current scanline.
3) Update any edge pairs from the previous scanline in which one or both of the original edges in the pair is no longer active.
4) Interpolate vertically from the previous scanline to the current scanline for all parameters such as edge position, color, and normal.
5) Perform hidden surface elimination and anti-aliasing.
6) Shade the fragments which are visible within each pixel for the scanline.
7) Send finished scanline out to the frame buffer.
8) Deactivate polygons, edge pairs, and edge lists which finish on the current scanline.

In a traditional serial approach, the area refers to the entire screen and each scanline is the width of the screen. In the case of a parallel image space algorithm, an area is a single task and a scanline is the width of that area (each area may be different in size, though). We will now systematically go through each of the above phases pointing out the choices made which are common to all of the parallel implementations.

In the tiling phase, a task corresponding to a particular area on the screen is obtained by a processor. The polygons which are relevant to this area are stored in an area bucket in shared memory during the front end. During the tiling phase, this
processor determines which polygons to work with by examining the appropriate area bucket. The polygons which are in this area bucket are loaded into that processor's local memory y-bucket list. The y-bucket list contains the pointers to the polygons in shared memory. Since some polygons could have started above the first scanline of the area, these polygons are stored in the top scanline y-bucket for that area. Phase 1 of the tiling operation involves traversing the y-bucket for the current scanline and extracting those polygons which start on this scanline.

Phase 2 involves building the edge lists and edge pairs and storing them in the processor's local memory. These are put in local memory because this type of access is much faster than remotely referencing the data. There are several reasons why this method is wasteful, however. If a polygon crosses the boundaries of more than one area, the edge lists are constructed for each area in addition to the duplication of memory required to store these data structures in each processor's local memory. It is possible to store these data structures in shared memory but the following complications could arise. Synchronization is required if two processor's try to build the same edge lists at the same time. In addition, although the initial interpolation parameters and delta values are the same for a duplicated edge, the current value of an interpolation parameter depends on what the active scanline is for each processor sharing the edge. It is likely that the active scanline is different in each processor. The memory savings of storing the data once in global memory is more than offset by the additional remote referencing cost incurred. Therefore, although the local referencing method may be slightly wasteful in memory usage and involve duplication of effort to build some data structures, it is superior in speed of referencing. As a result, the tiling portion of the program will execute faster and the interconnection network will not be used. This conclusion is based primarily on early experimental results and not a thorough analysis.
Phase 3 (updating the edge pairs) of the tiling operation proceeds as in a traditional scanline algorithm and no remote referencing is incurred here. Phase 4 (scanline interpolation) is also the same as a serial method with no remote referencing. Phase 5 (hidden surface removal) involves the use of a stochastic sampling anti-aliasing technique which allows hidden surface removal and anti-aliasing to occur simultaneously. Some remote referencing is required in the Uniformly Distributed memory referencing scheme to obtain the plane equation for a given polygon from shared memory. Phase 6 (shading) involves performing the illumination calculation on the visible polygon fragments left over from phase 5. After the fragments' colors are determined, a box filter is used to convolve the fragments with each pixel to determine the overall pixel color. At the current time, the filter is limited to the width of a single pixel since it is difficult to handle pixels which are beyond the border of the current area in a parallel environment. An area for future work might include applying a Gaussian filter which extends beyond a single pixel boundary. After the the pixel colors are determined, they are loaded into a single scanline buffer and block transferred to the virtual frame buffer in phase 7. The block transfer is faster than updating each pixel in the virtual frame buffer one at a time. After this phase, the polygons, edges, and edge pairs which expire on the current scanline are deactivated in phase 8. More information on how the scanline data is stored in the frame buffer and how it is written out is included in the next subsection.

3.1.3. Back End

Since the areas on the screen are computed in a random order depending on the scheduling of tasks onto processors, full scanlines cannot be output onto the frame buffer during the computation of the image. The solution then, is to store the frame
buffer internally in memory and output the pixel data after the tiling is completed. This is accomplished in the following manner. A virtual frame buffer is stored in the physical memory of the machine by scattering the rows of the frame buffer among the different memory modules. This allows uniform scattering of the data and prevents hot spot contention. As stated previously, rather than have the processors directly write pixel values to remote memory, each processor contains a small local memory buffer corresponding to the width of a scanline. After an area-width scanline is finished, this buffer is block transferred from the local memory to its place in the globally shared virtual frame buffer. This continues throughout the tiling portion of the program. At the end of the tiling operation, the virtual frame buffer is completely filled and can be displayed. What happens at this point depends upon the application of the graphics renderer. Our intention is to provide a method of quickly writing out the image to disk so we have opted to optimize the programs for this solution.

After the image has been calculated, each scanline is compressed using run-length encoding. This operation is done in parallel but no information is kept from one scanline to the next although this might be done in a sequential implementation. As the run-length encoding is proceeding, each processor checks a shared variable which indicates the current scanline which is available to write out to disk. If the variable indicates that a given processor's scanline can be written out, that processor writes out the run-length encoded scanline to disk and proceeds to find more scanlines to process. This allows the image to be written out in scanline order while the run-length encoding is performed in parallel. Of course, the scanline order forces a bottleneck situation but this is the only way the image can be written out in top to bottom fashion. Modifications to this section of the program would allow tuning to a particular application.
The descriptions above constitute the basis serial algorithm and parallel extensions which are common to all of the parallel partitioning schemes. The various schemes are outlined in detail in chapter 4 and compared to each other along with an evaluation of shared memory referencing in chapter 5. The next section is a description of the testing procedures and performance analysis methods employed in chapters 4 and 5.

3.2. Testing Procedures

In this section, we discuss how the algorithms are evaluated according to a number of criteria.

3.2.1. Test Scenes

It is important that the three-dimensional scenes which are used as test data accurately reflect what might occur in everyday usage of a graphics display program. Since it is hard to imagine what an "average" scene might entail, numerous researchers have developed their own methods of analyzing algorithms by providing a number of test circumstances. The only unfortunate aspect of this situation is that the data is not available to other researchers to test their own programs on. To rectify this situation, Eric Haines has developed what he calls the standard procedural database (SPD), which is used for the sole purpose of testing rendering algorithms[Hain87a]. His intended application was ray tracing but these scenes can be used for testing any display algorithm. Among the scenes available are: a group of balls, a set of gears, a tetrahedron, a tree, a group of rings, and a fractal mountain. Each scene can be generated to create as many polygons as the user desires since the programs create the database procedurally. For this research, it was desirable to test the algorithms using
small to large databases. The tree was generated with approximately 106,000 polygons while the mountain was generated with 131,000 polygons. Haines has given view parameters as well which are part of the database specification. In the case of the mountain image, we created a much denser version of the database than Haines used in his testing (his mountain only contained 8K polygons and we wanted to use a larger dataset). Using his viewing matrix, a majority of the polygons would have been clipped out of the scene. To rectify this, a new view matrix was constructed to allow the entire mountain to be seen. The 4x4 matrix used for viewing is included in the appendix in equation 20.

We also wanted to test the algorithms on some real world type data so we used a stegosaurus image which was designed for an animation and a Chrysler Laser automobile which was designed from a CAD/CAM program. The stegosaurus is not rendered with its plates since they were unavailable. The stegosaurus contains approximately 10,000 polygons while the automobile contains approximately 46,000 polygons. The stegosaurus data was created by John Donkin of ACCAD (the Ohio State University Advanced Computing Center for the Arts and Design) for the Fernbank Museum in Atlanta. The car was created by Chrysler and obtained from Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation. All tests were performed at a resolution of 640 by 484 using Blinn's [Blin77] light model for the specular component. An illustration of these images appears in figure 14.

In chapter 5, higher density images were used to test the algorithms with more demanding data. For these tests, a version of Haines' rings database was created with approximately 568,000 polygons and a denser version of the tree database was generated with 851,000 polygons.
Figure 14: Test images for parallel programs: stegosaurus, Laser, tree and mountain
3.2.2. Timing

It is important to state how the programs were timed on the system to show what is included in the performance graphs given later in this dissertation. On a multiprocessor such as the Intel iPSC, program code must be loaded into all of the processors prior to running the program itself. On the Butterfly, this is not the case. The Butterfly is a virtual memory machine and the program code is paged into memory as it is needed. Prior to starting a parallel environment, the first processor contains the resident code and any allocated memory. When a parallel environment is started and a processor references a page of memory or program code that is not resident in that processor's local memory module, this item is paged in automatically. The first time this happens, it may occur almost simultaneously on all processors since they will likely be executing the same code at the start of a parallel environment. This creates a bottleneck situation since all of the processors are trying to obtain pages of program code at nearly the same time. Although this method is significantly faster than the loading operation in the iPSC, any timings which include this startup cost are somewhat misleading since they do not indicate the true performance of the machine. The solution used by most researchers is to run the parallel portion a second time within the program itself and evaluate program performance using this second iteration only. This method is used in chapter 4 and is shown in the form of performance graphs.

Another overhead encountered in a parallel environment on the Butterfly is incurred when a task generator is called for the first time. This is due to the fact that all of the processors need to be notified that a generator is available for execution and this takes \(O(P)\) time. To alleviate this effect, each processor starts off its first task inside the generator by hitting a barrier. Once all processors have hit the barrier, the processors
are released and the timing starts. On the Butterfly GP1000, a time of approximately 2 seconds has been measured for our maximum test configuration of 96 processors to hit this barrier. This time is seen only once at the onset of a generator and would not be present in other parallel programming models.

The timing mechanism used on the GP1000 is a routine called get rtc (get real-time clock) which gives time increments of 64.5 μsec. On the TC2000, the clock ticks are accurate to 1 μsec. The performance of all algorithms is evaluated using these routines from within the program. There is no differentiation between system time and program time but during most of these tests, no other processes were running besides the normal MACH processes. The Uniform System ensures that only one user process is assigned to a processor resulting in no interference caused by other user processes. The nature of interprocessor communication and overhead due to system processes can change the performance and as a result, the same test run multiple times can vary by several tenths of a second. In most cases, this amounts to less than 1% of the total parallel time so we did not rerun the programs to obtain an average time. This was done in all cases except in the case of the final timing on 96 processors which was averaged over five runs for additional accuracy. The tests consumed much CPU time and took many months of programmer time to initiate and gather results. The author is grateful to BBN Advanced Computers, Inc. as well as Argonne and Lawrence Livermore National Labs for allowing the use of their machines for this purpose.

3.3. Performance Analysis

Various graphics researchers in the past wrote simulators in software to verify their parallel algorithms which may have been designed for hardware or a conventional
multiprocessor. At the time of their research, the hardware was either not available or was too costly to obtain for actual tests. Unfortunately, some very real factors such as communication, network contention, and load balancing could not be fully analyzed due to this limitation. One of the primary contributions of this dissertation is the analysis of the effect of these factors on an actual implementation of a parallel graphics display algorithm.

The first subsection below describes the measures usually used to gauge performance of a parallel program: time, speedup, and efficiency. The value of these factors is that they provide an indication of the actual realized performance, relative parallel performance, and processor utilization, respectively. It is not sufficient to look at any one of these measurements alone since one might be mislead by not observing the whole picture (so to speak).

In the context of parallelizing a circuit simulation application, Sadayappan and Visvanathan[Sada88] develop a framework where the overall performance of a parallel algorithm is evaluated by breaking it down into relevant component factors. It would be desirable to develop a similar framework to interpret performance of a parallel graphics algorithm in terms of quantitative measures characterizing relevant factors.

A number of overhead factors are introduced when a program is implemented on a parallel architecture and these are outlined in the second subsection. These factors in some cases relate to the machine itself and in other cases are related to the changes necessary to allow the program to run in parallel. Initially, a program is modified or specifically designed for implementation on a parallel architecture. The changes represent the differences between the serial and parallel versions of the program. While these changes are introduced by the programmer, additional overhead factors are
introduced by the fact that a particular machine architecture is used and communication is necessary to allow the processors to work on the problem simultaneously.

3.3.1. Time, Speedup, and Efficiency

Due to the size of the datasets, the 4 megabyte limit in memory per processor, and the size of the data structures needed for algorithm storage, it was necessary to initiate the timing tests above one processor. The reason this was done was to avoid paging during the computation if the datasets did not fit into physical memory. Since there is only a single disk on the Butterfly, paging would cause a serial bottleneck which would not provide realistic parallel timings for the given datasets. By checking to see if a given timing run is paging (using the MACH command vmstat), the minimum number of processors which can be used without paging effects can be determined. This minimum number for each dataset is as follows: 2 processors for the stegosaurus image, 6 processors for the Laser image, and 12 processors for the tree and mountain images. These minimum processor configurations are used since it is not possible to determine the amount of time incurred due to paging and eliminate that time from the results.

The potential speedup in a parallel algorithm is calculated by the formula given in equation 1 below (also called Amdahl's law\cite{Amdahl67}).

\[
\frac{T(1)}{T(P)} = \frac{(s + p)}{(s + \frac{p}{P})} \tag{1}
\]

\(T(x)\) is the computation time on \(x\) processors, \(P\) is the number of processors, \(s\) is the sequential portion of the computation, and \(p\) is the parallel portion (identified on one processor). If \(s = 0\), then we have obtained linear speedup. The potential speedup as
given in Amdahl's law is limited by the sequential portion of the program. If one assumes that s and p are percentage values, then we can rewrite the law with a numerator of 1 since the total computation time on 1 processor adds up to 100%.

Amdahl's law has gained acceptance as a predictor of the maximum expected speedup of parallel algorithms on multiprocessors. In a sense, this law expresses doubt about the amount of speedup attainable by parallel algorithms on real machines. The doubt is well-founded since most algorithms involve some inherently sequential portions of code. Operations such as synchronization of processes, message passing delays, and memory latency also reduce the potential parallelism.

For parallel programs, Amdahl's law can be applied if we know the serial percentage of the algorithm for a given value of P. Often, this is difficult to calculate prior to running the program on P processors, but it does serve as a good indicator of performance if we calculate the percentages after running the program. Instead, the speedup is used as a guideline to relative program performance as the number of processors is increased. Equation 2 shows how speedup is normally determined. The time using 1 processor for a parallel program and its single memory module is divided by the time using P processors and P memory modules. This is indicated in the equation below where $T_x(y)$ refers to the time using $x$ memory modules on $y$ processors. The speedup is basically an indication of the effective number of processors utilized.

$$\text{Speedup} = \frac{T_I(1)}{T_P(P)}$$

The minimum number of processors (MIN) in which each test scene fits into the physical memory of the machine without paging precludes direct testing of the
algorithms on one processor to determine speedup (recall MIN is image dependent). Instead, a work-around solution is used to evaluate the time that the algorithms would take if they could be run on a single processor with enough physical memory. This solution proceeds as follows.

The programs are started for each image on MIN number of processors so that there is enough physical memory available without paging. The data is read in, transformed, and clipped using this number of processors which incorporates the Uniformly Distributed memory scattering scheme. The tiling section is run using only one processor, however. This processor retrieves the data from global memory as is necessary. This would be the fastest method to run each sequential algorithm on the physical machine given the amount of memory actually available per processor. Equation 3 is used to calculate the estimated speedup on 96 processors.

\[
\text{Estimated Speedup} = \frac{T_{\text{MIN}}(1)}{T_{96}(96)}
\]

Efficiency is calculated using equation 4 where \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum number of processors used (here, \( P_{\text{max}} = 96 \)). The efficiency is an indication of the utilization of the processors in the system.

\[
\text{Efficiency} = \frac{\text{Estimated Speedup}}{P_{\text{max}}}
\]

For the results shown in chapter 4, the time and speedup graphs are shown only for the tiling section of the programs since this is the most time consuming as well as the most parallelizable portion of the program. In chapter 5, a comparison of all the algorithms' times is included along with the time for the initial startup operations from the front end which are specific to each approach. This gives us a fair basis for
comparison of each of the algorithms. The total front end and back end times are not included although considerable effort was spent in parallelizing this portion of the code. The reason is that the optimization of this portion of the code would be handled differently depending on the application intended.

Below we describe a number of different overhead factors and their effect on a parallel program.

3.3.2. Overhead of Parallel versus Serial Implementation

Factors which are introduced by the difference between the uniprocessor and multiprocessor version of the programs include: scheduling, memory latency, communication utilizing block transfers, overhead due to adaptation of the algorithm for parallel execution, load imbalance, contention, and synchronization. In chapter 4, we analyze the effect of each of these overhead factors on the implemented algorithms. In this section, we describe each overhead factor and the testing method used to evaluate each one's impact on the algorithms presented in chapter 4. The testing method to determine each overhead is generally common to all of the parallel algorithms presented in chapter 4 but some differences in measurement occur due to the nature of these algorithms. These differences are elaborated upon at their point of reference in chapter 4. All of the testing to evaluate these overheads was done at 96 processors since the maximum number of processors used provides the worst case scenario as far as the overhead factors are concerned. It should also be noted that this testing was done separate from the performance timing for the algorithms.

The different overhead factors discussed in this subsection are evaluated with regard to the total processor-time space as shown in figure 15. Each processor may take
a different amount of time to complete its work. The leftover time is idle time as is illustrated in the figure. The time when the last of P processors finishes its work is T(P) or just T_{\text{max}}.

There may be a number of different ways in evaluating the overhead factors but the method chosen here is to determine a percentage value of the overhead with respect to the total processor-time space which is P * T_{\text{max}}. This expression is used as the denominator in the equations since a processor must wait until all other processors are finished before it is able to work on some other job outside of the given program. The overhead percentage value should be taken to mean the effect of the overhead on the total processor-time space, not the actual execution time. For instance, if the latency overhead percentage has been measured as 5%, this 5% cost is a percentage of the total processor-seconds, not 5% of the actual execution time.

![Figure 15: Processor-time space](image)
3.3.2.1. Scheduling

In discussing scheduling overhead, we first describe our definition of this effect and then go over the mechanism by which tasks are assigned in the Uniform System. Scheduling overhead in a parallel context refers to the time it takes for a given task to be scheduled by the system. In this case, it is assumed that a parallel environment has already been started and a set of tasks are available for execution. Scheduling is accomplished by use of a critical section which must be executed by one processor at a time. The time of scheduling overhead for a single task is then the amount of time it takes to run through this critical section.

Scheduling in the Uniform System works by dynamic task assignment as stated previously. A worker routine constitutes an individual task that is called with a given parameter list. The example used previously referred to a parallel version of a *for* loop as shown below:

```c
for (i = 0; i < range; i++)
    do_work(i);
```

The Uniform System code to accomplish this involves calling the generator as shown below:

```c
GenOnI(do_work, range);
```

One processor calls the generator *GenOnI* and then all processors request work from this generator. The non-deterministic nature of dynamic scheduling insures that processors are assigned individual iterations of the *for* loop and execute the routine *do_work* for their given iteration. The Uniform System provides other generators
which can generate tasks in a more complex manner; this example just illustrates how a simple one works.

The Uniform System generator mechanism is fairly efficient and easy to use, but there do exist some overheads. The real overhead in scheduling that occurs in parallel programs is the entering of the critical section for obtaining the next task. In this case, this consists of incrementing the shared loop index and assigning the next task to an available processor. Using the Uniform System, this time has been measured as 24 μsec on the GP1000 for a single task (call this $T_{crit}$). The scheduling is an inherent sequential process, so a task must take longer than $P \cdot T_{crit}$ for a bottleneck due to scheduling to be avoided. On 96 processors, the minimum task time which would limit bottlenecks due to scheduling needs to be at least 2.3 msec (denoted $T_{sched}$). The scheduling overhead for the various images is the total time devoted to scheduling tasks divided by the total parallel execution time as shown in equation 5.

$$\text{Scheduling \%} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{P-1} i \cdot T_{crit} + (N-P) \cdot T_{crit}}{T_{max} \cdot P} \cdot 100 \% \quad (5)$$

For the $i$th processor to start working, it has to wait for $(i-1)$ tasks to be scheduled before it. It therefore takes a total time of $(i \cdot T_{crit})$ to be scheduled. Summing this up for all processors yields the first term in the numerator in equation 5. The second term is the additional scheduling time required for each of the $(N-P)$ tasks left after the first one is scheduled for each processor ($N$ is the total number of tasks to be scheduled) assuming that each task takes more than $(P-1) \cdot T_{crit}$ time to execute. Thus, a key factor in evaluating scheduling overhead involves making sure that no bottleneck results from a task taking less than $(P-1) \cdot T_{crit}$ to execute. For a graphics algorithm, the minimum
task time is based on sending the background color to the virtual frame buffer so this time is measured to see if there is potentially a bottleneck. The denominator is the total processor-time space where $T_{\text{max}}$ is the ending parallel execution time on the maximum processor configuration.

3.3.2.2. Memory Latency

Memory latency in a multiprocessor refers to the extra time required to send (write) or send and receive (read) a request for/from remote memory. This time is somewhat dependent on the number of switch nodes the message must travel through, but since we are dealing with a 4 column switch on our test GP1000, the times measured are as follows: a 4 byte read takes 7 $\mu$sec while a 4 byte write takes 4 $\mu$sec. In contrast, a local read takes 0.53 $\mu$sec while a local write takes 0.38 $\mu$sec.

Memory latency can be measured by counting the number of remote references during program execution and adding up the additional time of remote versus local referencing time required for all of those references. This is done by using one of the Uniform System library calls which can detect if a given shared memory reference is a reference to a local or a remote memory module. The memory latency overhead (latency %) is determined by using equation 6.

$$\text{Latency} \, \% = \frac{\left[ \#\text{refs} \times (T_{\text{ref}}(P) - T_{\text{lref}}(P)) \right]}{T_{\text{max}} \times P} \times 100 \, \%$$

(6)

In the equation, $\#\text{refs}$ is the average number of remote references per task, $T_{\text{ref}}$ refers to the remote reference time, $T_{\text{lref}}$ refers to the local reference time, and, as before, $T_{\text{max}}$ is the ending time in parallel on the maximum processor configuration.
3.3.2.3. Communication

Although any kind of message traffic across the network could be termed communication, with regard to the BBN Butterfly, we are specifically referring to messages which are initiated using the machine's block transfer mechanism. This mechanism is built into the hardware of the GP1000 switch and allows a message path to stay open as long as is needed to get the message through. This requires a one time setup cost for the message of 8 μsec ($T_{\text{setup}}$) plus a cost of 0.25 μsec per byte transferred ($T_{\text{bt}}$) [BBN89b]. To alleviate blocking the switch, block transfers are limited to 256 bytes and a software mechanism is provided to allow the programmer to use block transfers of longer messages. Since this cost is incurred once for a block of data and thereafter the data element is referenced locally, it is prudent to use block transfers if data can be partitioned into contiguous chunks. The cost of transferring these messages is the communication overhead but after this is taken into account, memory latency is no longer a factor since the data is available locally.

This overhead factor is derived by measuring the total amount of bytes transferred in the system. Using the data for block transfer time for this number of bytes taking into account that each message is a maximum of 256 bytes long, the total communication time is derived and shown in the numerator of equation 7.

\[
\text{Communication Overhead} \% = \frac{\left( \frac{\#\text{bytes}}{256} \cdot T_{\text{setup}} \right) + (\#\text{bytes} \cdot T_{\text{bt}})}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot P} \times 100 \%
\]  

(7)

3.3.2.4. Overhead due to Adaptation for Parallelism

It is generally necessary to either modify a serial algorithm with parallel constructs or develop an entirely new parallel approach to run a program on a multiprocessor.
There is an inherent overhead built into this new parallel algorithm which is not present in the serial algorithm. New constructs and task setup instructions used to achieve parallelism are required for the parallel implementation. For numerical parallel algorithms, this overhead is typically very small. For a graphics display algorithm, one of the benefits to executing in a sequential fashion is compromised and that is graphical coherence. When a large number of tasks is required such as on 96 processors, the loss due to coherence may become a significant factor. The overhead due to adaptation for parallelism is measured as part of the total processor-time space as well and primarily consists of loss of coherence. The other portion of this overhead involves the additional setup costs for each task prior to its execution on a processor.

The overhead due to lack of coherence is directly related to the number of tasks in most cases. That is, if more tasks are used, more coherence is lost. Since this overhead is measured at the maximum processor configuration (which represents the most tasks for a particular algorithm), the loss due to coherence is highest and thus represents the worst case scenario.

Different algorithms may have different amounts of this overhead. This should be taken into account when looking at the speedup graphs of a parallel algorithm. If the speedup curve is nearly linear but the overhead due to adaptation is large, the performance of a given algorithm may not be good in comparison to other algorithms if the other parallel algorithms have smaller overheads. If the speedup in an algorithm with a small loss due to coherence is better than other algorithms' speedup, it will eventually provide better parallel performance as P increases.

The overhead due to adaptation, or more accurately, the code modification overhead can be measured in the following manner. A sequential algorithm with no code
modification overhead is analogous to the situation of $T_{\text{MIN}}(1)$. Recall that $T_x(y)$ refers to a situation where $x$ is the number of memory modules and $y$ is the number of processors. If more than one area is used, the number of areas is subscripted afterward so that $T_x(y)_r$ refers to using $r$ areas with $x$ memory modules on $y$ processors. The actual amount of work on $P$ processors is thus $T_P(P)_{R \cdot P}$ where $R$ is the granularity ratio ($R = \#\text{tasks}/P$). To simulate this work without any contention effects, $T_{\text{MIN}}(1)_{R \cdot P}$ is measured since this gives the time overhead and if the communication cost is deducted, the actual computation cost is derived. The same is done for an essentially sequential task, which corresponds to $T_{\text{MIN}}(1)_1$. Subtracting the difference between these two values results in the exact extra work which is involved in setting up the tasks necessary for parallel execution. For instance, the coherence lost in both the vertical and horizontal directions is inherently included in this value. Equation 8 below is used to measure this overhead based on the work assigned to $P$ processors.

$$\text{Code Modification Overhead} \% = \frac{T_{\text{MIN}}(1)_{R \cdot P} - T_{\text{MIN}}(1)_1}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot P} \times 100 \%$$

(8)

3.3.2.5. Synchronization

Arvind and Ianucci[Arvi86] identify several basic synchronization situations:

a) **Producer-Consumer** - a data structure is produced by a given task to be used by another task on another processor. In order to insure that the consumer waits for the producer, synchronization must occur.

b) **Fork and Join** - a join operation indicates that two or more tasks have completed from a previous fork. To implement the join, a synchronization event must occur. The fork operation is basically a scheduling overhead as discussed previously.
c) Mutual Exclusion - when two or more parallel tasks wish to execute a given region that only one is allowed in, this presents a critical section of the code which requires synchronization.

In the algorithms presented here, these situations do not come up that frequently in the tiling portion of the programs. The producer-consumer situation does occur in one algorithm but for the most part, the data structures used by the algorithms are mutually readable and very few are read-write. The overhead due to synchronization is measured as follows. The time in which a processor waits at a semaphore lock is summed up throughout the system. This time is indicated in the numerator in equation 9 below. The denominator is the total processor-time space as before.

\[
\text{Synchronization} \% = \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\#\text{tasks}} T_{\text{synch}}^i}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot P} \right) \times 100 \%
\]  

(9)

In the equation, \( T_{\text{synch}}^i \) refers to the synchronization wait time for task \( i \). The fork operation occurs at the beginning of a generator while the join operation occurs at the end of a generator. These factors are measured as part of the scheduling overhead so will not be a part of the synchronization measurement. Mutual exclusion does not occur at all in any of the parallel implementations.

3.3.2.6. Network Contention

Network contention refers to the slowdown incurred when more than one message attempts to use the same switch node at the same time. This can be categorized as the probability that a memory request will block at a switch node due to another message already using a given path and is termed switch contention for the Butterfly machine.
Tree saturation [Kuma86] will not occur since the Butterfly interconnect is a non-blocking network. That is, the Butterfly switch forces uncompleted messages to retreat back to their source rather than buffer-up behind a blocked switch node. An alternate route is then tried for the message after some random delay time. The amount of time taken to serve a given request will increase as more messages enter the network since it may take longer to find a free path in this situation. In fact, if we distribute the dataset uniformly throughout the processor memories, this probability increases as \( P \) is increased since the number of switch paths in the Butterfly grows as \( \log(P) \) while the number of processors grows linearly.

Network contention in the different algorithms is measured in the following manner. First, the time for task \( i \) is measured with \( P \) active processors (in this case, \( P=96 \)). Then, the time for task \( i \) is measured with only its processor active but using the memory of \( M \) processors (so no paging occurs). The time difference between the two scenarios is a result of contention in the \( P \) processor case but no contention in the single processor case. Latency and/or communication costs are factored out of the times in each situation. Equation 10 shows the formula for computing network contention.

The superscripted \( i \) refers to a particular task \( i \).

\[
\text{Switch Contention} \% = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\#\text{tasks}} [T(P)^i - T(1)^i]}{T_{\max} \cdot P} \times 100 \%
\]  

Another form of contention which is more specific to a particular switch location is called hot spot contention. This occurs when a disproportionately large amount of references are aimed at either: 1) a particular memory location or 2) a particular switch node. The first situation can usually be rectified by copying this data item to all memory
modules in the system except in situations in which the data item is writable in which case there is no solution. However, this copying involves the use of the network which can contribute to other contention problems so this situation is not completely rectified. The second situation is less easily identifiable, but scattering of the shared data structures uniformly throughout the network is the usual way to solve this problem. Both types of solutions are used in the algorithms described in this document when possible and no adverse effects due to hot spot contention were noticed.

3.3.2.7. Load Imbalance

Load balancing is the primary focus of most designers of parallel programs. It is usually desirable for all processors to finish working on a problem at the same time so that none are left idle while others are busy. This is almost impossible to achieve in general practice, though. The idle time delay in which processors wait until all tasks are finished is due to load imbalance. Any solution used to solve this problem should take into account the performance of the given machine with regard to scheduling time, CPU speed, and parallel program decomposition.

In measuring the contribution of load imbalance for each algorithm, the finishing times of each processor are noted. The average of these finishing times is the theoretical ideal finishing time if load balancing is perfect. To calculate the percentage overhead, the difference in time between the last processor's finishing time and the average of all processors is recorded. This difference is used as the numerator for calculating the load imbalance percentage as shown in equation 11. This is essentially the same as adding up the total idle time at the end of the computation for all processors in the system.
Load Imbalance \( \% = \frac{T_{\text{max}} \cdot P - T_{\text{avg}} \cdot P}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot P} \times 100 \% \) (11)

It is very difficult in reality to isolate how well a particular algorithm is load balanced. A problem with the above equation is that it does not delete the effects of network contention. In fact, it may turn out that this overhead percentage is artificially increased or decreased in a situation where contention is significant. Although we cannot isolate how load balancing would be treated in each instance if contention is not present, the load balancing percentage determined by the equation above is based on the results obtained in the actual use of the tested algorithms.

3.4. Summary

In this chapter, we present the serial algorithm on which all of the parallel algorithms are based. A detailed description is provided of each of the important phases of the program elaborating upon the data structures which are common to all the implementations in their use of shared memory. Information is given about the test scenes used for timing purposes. Next, methods describing performance analysis for the parallel programs are elaborated upon. The traditional performance measurements of time, speedup, and efficiency are described as well as other overhead factors.

In the next chapter, these additional overhead factors are quantitatively presented for the first time in an analysis of parallel graphics display algorithms to show where the performance degradation actually occurs. In addition, the different parallel partitioning schemes identified in chapter 2 were implemented on the Butterfly and their results are presented. An analysis of their performance is included in regard to: the execution time of the tiling section, speedup, and effect of the overhead factors.
CHAPTER IV

Comparison of Task Partitioning Schemes

In this chapter, we describe a number of parallel decomposition schemes and our implementations of these schemes on the BBN Butterfly GP1000. In these schemes, tasks are assigned to regions on the screen, but there are a number of different ways of determining the size and number of these regions. Task partitioning can be divided into two main techniques which are discussed in this chapter: data non-adaptive and data adaptive. In the data non-adaptive method, tasks are determined without regard to the input data set. In the data adaptive approach, the number and size of tasks are based on the input dataset. The data non-adaptive partitioning scheme relies on dynamic scheduling of tasks onto processors. These tasks are determined in a simple manner so little overhead is needed prior to tiling. Load balancing is achieved by creating enough tasks so that the tasks left to work on at the end of the computation are fairly small. Data adaptive partitioning in a graphics context involves creating tasks based on the location of the data elements on the screen. The basic idea in this method is that tasks are chosen prior to tiling so that each task takes approximately the same amount of time to finish. Extra work is required to set up these tasks prior to tiling but the benefit is reduced
scheduling overhead. For each of these methods, one can assign a number of tasks \( T \) equal to the number of processors (\( T=P \)) or greater than the number of processors (\( T>P \)). This is illustrated in figure 16. There is also an important extension to the data non-adaptive technique known as task adaptive.

Each section in this chapter describes a different task partitioning scheme in detail. The algorithm implementations which are discussed in chapter 2 are presented in detail here and categorized according to their task partitioning scheme. Each implementation is then evaluated according to the key parallel program measurements of time and speedup. Then, the overhead factors of scheduling, memory latency, communication, network contention, load imbalance, overhead due to adaptation for parallel execution, and synchronization are quantified for each algorithm. The results from this analysis help
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Figure 16: Task partitioning techniques
form a basis for comparison of all of the implemented approaches. The values reported in this chapter pertain only to the tiling section of the parallel programs. In the next chapter, a comparative analysis of the operations required prior to tiling is included along with the time of the tiling section.

The various schemes are described in the sections below. We analyze the implementations with regard to the issues discussed in the previous chapters. The task partitioning schemes are given in the following order: data non-adaptive approach, data adaptive approach, and task adaptive approach.

4.1. Data Non-Adaptive Partitioning Scheme

The data non-adaptive partitioning scheme relies on subdividing the image space regardless of the screen location of polygon datasets. This method employs a dynamic scheduling mechanism whereby tasks are scheduled onto processors as each processor is available for work. Each task is a single region or area; a single scanline is a task in the first method and a small rectangular region is a task in the second method. The granularity ratio $R$, which is the ratio of total areas to the number of processors $P$ ($R = \frac{\#\text{tasks}}{P}$), must be chosen carefully since it can have a significant effect on load imbalance and execution overheads. We will see how this value affects the overall performance in the decomposition schemes outlined below.

In this scheme, image space is broken into a number of rectangular areas, all the same size. The two methods from chapter 2 which we decided to implement that fall into this category are Hu and Foley's dynamic scanline scheme and the rectangular area scheme suggested by Kaplan and Greenberg as well as Whelan.
4.1.1. Scanline Decomposition

A scanline decomposition is probably the most natural parallel partitioning scheme and it was first suggested by Hu and Foley in their paper describing a hardware parallel rendering machine[Hu85]. The basic idea involves partitioning an image such that each scanline is a task in itself (#tasks = #scanlines). The granularity ratio R varies as P is increased since the number of tasks is constant for all values of P. The algorithm has less flexibility than if the number of tasks could be increased with P since load balancing is limited as this number is approached by P. Some details regarding the implementation of this decomposition in parallel are given below.

As in a serial scanline algorithm, a y-bucket list is used to store the polygons relevant to a particular scanline. Additional work is required in constructing the y-bucket data structure for a parallel implementation because all polygons relevant to a given scanline are stored in a given y-bucket, not just those that start on a given scanline. The set of operations necessary to construct this shared data structure is performed in the front end prior to tiling. Extra memory is required for the y-bucket list in addition to the extra time necessary to store the data as opposed to a conventional serial approach. These extra requirements are small when compared with the benefit gained through parallel processing.

The storage and access for the y-bucket list is accomplished in the following manner. Only one processor will work on a given scanline, so no synchronization is necessary for extracting the polygons from this data structure. The y-bucket list is stored as an array corresponding to the number of scanlines, where each element of the array is a pointer to a linked list of the polygons relevant to that scanline (a single y-
bucket). Since all processors need to reference this array of pointers, it is copied to each processor's local memory to avoid hot spot contention. Prior to tiling, the links for each scanline are loaded into the y-bucket data structure and scattered throughout the memory modules, thus there is only one copy of each link. This achieves a uniform distribution of the polygonal dataset without adding contention. The y-bucket array is read-only in the tiling phase of the program which is why it can be copied to all the processors. The links could also be copied but the time to do so and the memory required make this inefficient.

Hu and Foley's research showed that dynamic assignment of single scanlines to processors resulted in better performance than interleaving groups of successive scanlines statically. The reason the dynamic technique was superior was that it minimized load imbalance and this had a greater impact on performance than maximizing coherence in a group of contiguous scanlines. This dynamic assignment method was implemented in our experiment. A graph of the times for each of the test images is given in figure 17.

It is important to note that Hu and Foley achieved their results from simulation data rather than from an actual implementation. In addition, their design was intended for hardware implementation and required all the data to be present in each processor while we are using a more flexible memory model in a software algorithm. Consequently, issues like remote memory referencing come into play in our algorithm whereas Hu and Foley did not analyze their algorithm with regard to these issues. The results given here compare favorably with their results although different test cases were used and exact speedup was not recorded in their paper. The relative speedup for the images is shown in figure 18.
Parallel Scanline Algorithm Performance
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Figure 17: Scanline data non-adaptive performance
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Figure 18: Relative speedup for scanline data non-adaptive
The equation to calculate speedup is known as Amdahl's law and is shown below where $P$ is the maximum number of processors used (in this case, $P = 96$).

\[
\text{Speedup} = \frac{T(1)}{T(P)}
\]  

(12)

As we explained in the previous chapter, all the tests were started above one processor so the actual speedup must be estimated. The estimated speedup is derived by using $T_{\text{MIN}}(1)$ in the numerator of the above equation. This value refers to the fact that the program is run on one processor using MIN memory modules with a deduction for the communication cost. This was shown in equation 3 in the previous chapter.

We will now discuss the various issues associated with parallel computation described in section 3.3.2 for this algorithm. As a guide to the reader, the range of percentage contributions for each overhead based on the minimum and maximum overhead of the four test images is included in parenthesis after the section title. The overhead factors determined are based on the percentage of the processor-time space using the equations given in chapter 3. The appendix contains all of the results from the tests used to determine these overheads. In the previous chapter, a description is given of how each overhead factor is actually measured. Due to the variance in the way each algorithm works, some changes in the way these overheads are measured is required. These changes are described as necessary in this chapter.

All of our tests were run on a maximum of 96 processors. Since this maximum value of $P$ represents the worst case scenario in relation to the overhead factors, these factors are evaluated at $P=96$. 
4.1.1.1. Scheduling (0.002% - 0.01%)

Scheduling in the parallel scanline algorithm proceeds by calling a generator procedure which is provided by the Uniform System. It is equivalent to a parallel for loop based on the number of scanlines in the final image. Processors extract iterations from the generator as each processor is available to work on a task. The minimum time that it takes to render a scanline occurs when no polygons are present and only the background color is displayed. The average time to calculate background for a scanline of 640 pixels and then write the scanline to the virtual frame buffer is $T_{\text{back}} = 2.0 \text{ msec}$. As stated in section 3.3.2.1, the time to schedule the first task on each of the 96 processors is $96 \times T_{\text{crit}}$ (the critical region time $T_{\text{crit}} = 24 \mu\text{sec}$) which is 2.3 msec and is denoted as $T_{\text{sched}}$. $T_{\text{sched}}$ is the total serial scheduling time overhead. It is slightly larger than $T_{\text{back}}$ (the background color rendering time) so it is possible to create a bottleneck if a very high proportion of the tasks to be executed are background tasks. This bottleneck is unlikely to occur in practical use and would only degrade overall performance by a fraction of a millisecond if it should occur. Using equation 5, we plug in values of $P=96$, $N=484$, and $T_{\text{crit}} = 24 \mu\text{sec}$ as shown in the equation below. Note that $(P \times (P-1)) / 2$ can be substituted for $\sum_{i=0}^{P-1} i$ in equation 5. $T_{\text{max}}$ is the parallel execution time on 96 processors for each image.

\[
\text{Scheduling \%} = \frac{\frac{(95 \times 96)}{2} \times 24 \mu\text{sec} + (484-96) \times 24 \mu\text{sec}}{T_{\text{max}} \times 96}
\]  

(13)

The overhead due to scheduling in the parallel scanline algorithm ranges from 0.002\% for the mountain image to 0.01\% for the stegosaurus image.
4.1.1.2. Memory Latency (3.0% - 5.6%)

Recall that memory latency is the additional time delay incurred when a reference is made to a remote rather than a local memory module. The latency is calculated using equation 6, by using the total number of remote references during the computation to determine the extra time spent in accessing non-local data.

We have calculated the latency overhead percentage for the parallel scanline algorithm at 96 processors for the various images to be a minimum of 3.0% for the stegosaurus image and up to the maximum of 5.6% for the mountain image. Although it might be expected that the larger datasets require more remote references, it is interesting to note that the percentage overhead due to latency also increases with dataset size. This suggests that latency might become a major degradation factor for particularly large input datasets.

4.1.1.3. Network Contention (8.9% - 23.1%)

Network contention is a function of the probability that a conflict will occur in the interconnection network for a particular memory reference. As P (the number of processors) is increased, the likelihood of a blocked path increases as well since the number of remote references is proportional to $P^2$ while the number of switch paths only increases by $P \cdot \log(P)$. In the appendix, the network contention is quoted as two percentage values. The first value, denoted "% of Total-Processor Time Space," is measured using equation 10 as given in the previous chapter. The second value is calculated as described below.
We assume that the measurements used for load imbalance, memory latency, communication, code modification, and scheduling are all accurate. This is a reasonable assumption since with the exception of load imbalance, all of these overheads can be measured independently from the others. Load balancing is affected by all of the overhead values but this cannot be avoided in normal timings nor in specialized performance measurement situations. Due to the fact that load imbalance is affected by the other culprits, its measurement was done five separate times and an average was used. It was noticed that the measurements varied by less than 5% in most cases. Network contention is a completely separate matter. Although the measurement technique used for this culprit should be somewhat indicative of the effect of this overhead, the method given in chapter 3 does not involve a true measurement of the actual network contention. Doing so would require hardware monitoring which can only be done by the manufacturer. Therefore, the assumption given above is used to help estimate the actual network contention. This is done by subtracting the sequential time and overheads which are assumed to be accurate from the total processor-time space as is shown in equation 14 below.

\[
\text{Contention} = T_{\text{max}} \cdot P - \left[ T_{\text{MIN}} + \text{Code Mod. + Latency/Comm. + Load Imbal. + Synch. + Sched.} \right] \quad (14)
\]

In other words, we assume that the total of the sequential time plus all overhead factors is exactly the parallel execution time. Therefore, if all other overheads are deemed to be accurately measured, then the only overhead left is contention. In most cases, our measured value of contention and calculated value of contention did not differ by a large amount meaning that our measurement technique is fairly reasonable. This
can be seen in the values given in the appendix. This calculated value for contention is
given in the header of this subsection and the other algorithms' subsections as well.

Since this algorithm requires a large amount of remote references as shown above,
it is likely that the contention is fairly high as well. The results from the tests bear this
out. Based on the scanline algorithm overhead measurements, the calculated network
contention ranges from 8.9% for the tree image to 23.1% for the stegosaurus image.

4.1.1.4. Load Imbalance (6.8% - 10.4%)

It is hard to obtain good load balancing in this task partitioning scheme since the
number of processors comes close to the number of total tasks. In this case, 96
processors and 484 scanlines provide approximately a 5 to 1 ratio of tasks to
processors. Since it is entirely possible that any given task will take more than 5 times
longer than another task, it is possible that load balancing will not be adequate with this
number of tasks. For 96 processors, the load imbalance for the test images has been
measured from 6.8% for the mountain image to 10.4% for the laser image.

4.1.1.5. Code Modification (4.9% - 9.8%)

Overhead in this algorithm due to parallel processing is fairly significant. The main
contributor to this overhead in this rendering algorithm is the loss of coherence incurred
by starting a new scanline on a new processor rather than continued execution on the
same processor. While this factor is constant (since the number of tasks is constant
regardless of the number of processors used) and will not affect the speedup of the
parallel algorithm, it can be used to determine the relative performance of this algorithm
versus the other parallel algorithms. The overall percentage effect due to loss of coherence varies from 4.9% for the tree image to 9.8% for the mountain image.

4.1.1.6. Explanation of Results

The two primary contributors to performance degradation in this algorithm include overhead due to code modification and network contention. Memory latency and load imbalance also degrade overall performance although to a lesser degree. The percentages for each of the major overhead factors as related to each test image are given in figure 19. The effects of scheduling are so minimal in comparison to the other factors that it is not worth consideration as a problem area here.

![Degradation factors for scanline decomposition for (P=96)](image)
Recall from the previous chapter that the dataset sizes are as follows:

1) Stegosaurus 9.7K polygons
2) Laser 46.3K polygons
3) Tree 106.4K polygons
4) Mountain 131.1K polygons

As one can see from the figure, latency increases with dataset size. The overhead measured for load imbalance is stable although it is reduced slightly for the mountain image. Since the mountain data is more uniformly spread across the screen, this may be the reason that load balancing is better for this image than the others. It seems remarkable that even with an average of only 5 tasks per processor using test cases in which the data is not uniformly distributed, the load imbalance is less than 10% for most of the test images. It is certainly true that if the number of processors were to be increased significantly beyond 96, load balancing would suffer due to a reduction in the number of tasks available for parallel execution. This provides a motivation to seek algorithms which are better able to handle large processor configurations as well as variable size resolution images.

Lack of vertical scanline coherence is the primary contributor to the overhead in adapting this algorithm for parallel processing. This is manifest as the total degradation due to code modification. The code modification overhead is less than 10% for all the test images. The actual time due to code modification is invariant to the number of processors in the system. This means that it contributes a larger degradation percentage for small processor configurations. Therefore, large processor configurations actually reduce this overhead percentage. Unfortunately, as P is increased significantly, load balancing tends to suffer to a larger degree in this algorithm. A better algorithmic solution would be one which does not have this dual edged overhead effect.
Network contention is a major contributor to performance degradation and increases as a function of the number of processors. The key to solving this problem is to reduce the number of remote memory requests. As we mentioned previously, it is likely that remote references became blocked in the switch since the tasks assigned to processors involved adjacent scanlines. If the scanlines were assigned in some haphazard order this effect might be alleviated since the data to be referenced wouldn't be the same. On the other hand, with a large number of processors such as 96, it probably could not be reduced significantly. The dataset size could also impact the network contention since larger datasets require more references. The combination of these two factors seems to indicate that this overhead cannot be reduced in the general case unless a radical change in the memory referencing scheme is applied. If coherence can be maximized without sacrificing load balancing and still maintain adequate parallelism, some of these factors can be reduced significantly. The algorithm described in the next section is a logical extension of this one that attempts to achieve these goals.

4.1.2. Rectangular Region Decomposition (UD Scheme)

The rectangular region decomposition algorithm is a generalization of the scanline decomposition algorithm. Instead of using single scanlines as wide as the screen for each task, a small group of contiguous scanlines is designated as a single task\(^1\). This idea was first suggested by Kaplan and Greenberg\[Kapl79\] where they implemented both the Watkins and the Warnock algorithm\[Roge85\] as two alternative rectangular

\(^1\)As a reference note, from now on, when we refer to "scanlines" in the context of an algorithm such as this, we mean a scanline within the width of the area.
approaches. In their Warnock implementation, equal size areas are initially assigned to all processors. The Warnock cull was then used within each single task.

4.1.2.1. Coherence Effect on Rectangular Regions

Presumably, the reason the Warnock algorithm was chosen for a rectangular area partition is due to the area coherence exploited in this algorithm. In the case here, however, a scanline z-buffer is the basis algorithm for each single area task since it is inherently faster. Kaplan and Greenberg chose full scanline width tasks (of multiple contiguous scanlines) for their Watkins approach. The probable reason for this was to capitalize on the vertical span coherence exploited by this algorithm. Hu and Foley showed that this type of contiguous approach did not provide sufficient load balancing in comparison to the dynamic single scanline method presented in the previous subsection. Since a scanline z-buffer is used here and not a Watkins spanning scanline algorithm as a sequential task basis, there are no spans to update in the vertical dimension. Therefore, the aspect ratio (their width vs. height) of the rectangular areas chosen as single tasks is open to further analysis. The type of coherence lost when a region is started anew is in the vertical direction. For the first scanline of a region, all of the polygons which started above the area but are still relevant to it need to be initialized. Figure 20 illustrates those polygons.

This initialization would not have been necessary if vertical coherence were maintained. On the other hand, some initialization is required for polygons which have their top vertex in the region to the immediate left or right of the current region as well. This initialization would also have been unnecessary if horizontal coherence were maintained.
Another loss due to coherence in the horizontal direction is the update of edge interpolation parameters for those edges which intersect the region adjacent to the current one on its left. A multiply and an add operation are required for each interpolation parameter update whereas an add operation is all that is needed if horizontal coherence were maintained. Note that all of these factors would change if clipping were implemented at the region level but this was not done in the implementations here. The losses due to coherence are further illustrated in figure 21.
For the purposes of this discussion, it is assumed that for a particular polygon and a square region, the loss in time due to horizontal coherence and vertical coherence is nearly the same. In the vertical case, the initialization overhead is fairly costly and occurs for all polygons above the area but relevant to it. The horizontal initialization cost is only valid for polygons whose top vertex enters the left or right adjacent regions (not counting screen boundaries since clipping occurs there). The other horizontal coherence loss at the scanline level is small in comparison since it only involves the left adjacent region and is of complexity $O(e \times h \times T_{\text{mult}})$. The symbols have the following meanings: $e$ is the number of edges in the left region and the current region, $h$ is their height of each of these edges in the left region portion, and $T_{\text{mult}}$ is the time for a multiply instruction. In any case, because of the wide variation in polygon size and number in currently used imagery, it appears that any inaccuracy encountered by invalidity of assumptions would be minor.

4.1.2.2. Aspect Ratio Choice

From figure 21 it can be seen that coherence is lost only along the perimeter of the region, particularly along the left and top sides. If the regions are wide but not tall (as in the parallel scanline case), vertical coherence is completely lost but little horizontal coherence is lost as shown in figure 23. The opposite is true for tall and narrow regions as shown in figure 22. For nearly square regions, some degree of coherence is lost in both directions as shown in figure 24. The total perimeter of a rectangular region is a function of its aspect ratio and is shown in equation 15, where $b$ is the length of the base and $h$ is the height.

\[
\text{perimeter} = 2 \times (b + h)
\]
Figure 22: Vertical subdivision

Figure 23: Horizontal subdivision

Figure 24: Rectangular mesh subdivision
Thus, if the aspect ratio of a given region is 1:3, the perimeter is $2 \cdot (1 + 3) \cdot x$ or on the order of $8x$. If the aspect ratio is 1:1, the perimeter is $2 \cdot (1 + 1) \cdot x$ or $4x$. It therefore seems logical that the situation which results in the least perimeter for regions will also have the least loss due to coherence. A few simple tests were done on a test image of nearly uniform polygon distribution across the scene to verify these assertions. The results are given in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>3:1</th>
<th>2:1</th>
<th>1:1</th>
<th>1:2</th>
<th>1:3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the above analysis and the experimental data, it seems like a 1:1 aspect ratio is the most suitable choice for high performance for a rectangular region decomposition. This method is illustrated in figure 24 and also in figure 42 at the end of this chapter. The same shared memory referencing method is used here as in the previous algorithm, namely the uniformly distributed (UD) scheme.

4.1.2.3. Granularity Ratio Comparison

This algorithm requires a methodology to determine the granularity ratio $R$ to be used for a given image or given number of processors (recall that $R = \#\text{tasks}/P$). It seems clear that a ratio of $R=1$ would not produce adequate load balancing for images which contain data that is not uniformly distributed across the scene. Some questions need to be answered in order to determine what this ratio should be, and if it should change depending on the image or number of processors. Other researchers in the past (notably Fuchs and Johnson[Fuch79]) have used static assignment of tasks onto processors in an
attempt to develop an evenly load balanced system. This type of approach is similar to the data non-adaptive method discussed later in this chapter. In the algorithm used here, a large number of tasks which are easily determined are executed in a dynamic fashion.

This reduces load imbalance since the tasks are small and at the end of the computation, very little work is left to perform. The number of tasks to be assigned strongly influences the degree of success of the load balancing. On the other hand, if too many tasks are assigned, load imbalance is reduced but the overhead of assigning more tasks will introduce additional loss of coherence, communication, and network contention. Therefore, to choose the appropriate granularity ratio for a particular combination of (image, processors), a series of experiments were designed to evaluate the performance of a particular granularity ratio R. These are shown in figures 83, 84, 85, and 86 in the appendix. The data for the mountain image is given in figure 25 as a representative example. From the graphs, it seems clear that ratios anywhere in the range from 16 to 1 up to 28 to 1 are suitable for most of the imagery. A compromise ratio of 24 to 1 was decided as the single choice to be used in the main timing experiments.

One important note here is that the value of R determined above was evaluated on 96 processors since this was the maximum number of processors used. Due to increases in communication and network contention as the number of processors increases, this value of R may be higher than desirable if more processors are to be used. Either educated guesses or empirical testing similar to above would be required for a given processor configuration, especially if a different machine architecture were to be used.
It is not reasonable to analyze this ratio mathematically since the network contention overhead is too hard to predict for a given image. The times for all images using $R=24$ and a 1:1 aspect ratio for the regions are shown in figure 26. The speedup graph can be seen in figure 27. Although an aspect ratio of 1:1 for the regions was desired for all values of $P$, this could not be achieved for each combination of $R$ and $P$. Therefore, an aspect ratio as close to 1:1 was used when needed (all regions have the same aspect ratio for a given value of $P$).

We will now analyze this algorithm with regard to the issues identified previously to determine the various overhead percentages.

Figure 25: Granularity ratio comparison for mountain image, UD scheme
**Rectangular Region Algorithm (UD Scheme) Performance**
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*Figure 26: Rectangular region performance (UD scheme)*
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*Figure 27: Speedup of rectangular region decomposition (UD scheme)*
4.1.2.4. Scheduling (0.004% - 0.013%)

In this decomposition method, it is necessary to schedule all regions as separate tasks, but the number of regions varies as the number of processors is increased. To determine the maximum number of regions to be scheduled, we used the granularity ratio (R) of 24 to 1 on 96 processors, which results in a total of 2,304 tasks to schedule. The time to run a task consisting solely of the background color for one of these areas has been measured as $T_{\text{back}} = 2.3$ msec. The reason this is larger than in the scanline decomposition case is that a separate block transfer is necessary for each scanline in the area and each block transfer requires a setup cost. Since 2.3 msec is exactly the overhead time to schedule 96 tasks on 96 processors ($T_{\text{sched}}$), scheduling will not become a bottleneck in this algorithm. The overhead due to scheduling then involves plugging in the values for this algorithm into equation 5 as shown below. This time represents a percentage overhead for the different images ranging from 0.004% for the mountain image to 0.013% for the stegosaurus image.

\[
\text{Scheduling } \% = \frac{\left( \frac{95 \cdot 96}{2} \right) \cdot 24 \mu \text{sec} + (2,304-96) \cdot 24 \mu \text{sec}}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot 96} \cdot 100 \% \quad (16)
\]

4.1.2.5. Memory Latency (1.4% - 3.6%)

In this algorithm, memory latency is measured the same way as the previous method, namely by counting the number of remote references and using equation 6 to determine the overall percentage. Fewer references are needed to the shared data versus the previous approach due to the coherence maintained within a region. Consequently, the overall latency is reduced. The percentage time of latency for this algorithm for the
different test images ranges from 1.4% for the stegosaurus image to 3.6% for the mountain image. The latency increases corresponding to an increase in dataset size which is the same phenomenon observed previously.

Most remote references occur for the first scanline of a region since it is necessary to retrieve the data from remote memory and store it in local data structures. Once this is accomplished, the majority of references are local, with the exception being a small amount of remote referencing required in the anti-aliasing portion of the code (this would be the same for each of these algorithms). The remote referencing in the anti-aliasing section stems from the need to obtain the plane equation for each polygon for stochastic sampling purposes. Since the previous algorithm incorporates no vertical scanline coherence, all the data for each scanline must be referenced remotely. The rectangular region partitioning scheme capitalizes on coherence within the region so that remote referencing is reduced.

4.1.2.6. Network Contention (5.6% - 33.1%)

The network contention is calculated in the same manner for this algorithm as the last one. Using this technique, the percentage effect of network contention for the various test images varies from 5.6% for the tree image to 33.1% for the stegosaurus image.

The contention in this algorithm as compared to the parallel scanline approach is worse for the stegosaurus and Laser images, but improved for the tree and mountain images. It is difficult to speculate as to the reason for this without further image analysis. Regardless, one can see that even with a reduced number of references (as compared to the parallel scanline approach), contention is still a major degradation
factor. Most of the increase in network contention occurs as the number of processors is increased from 64 to 96 processors indicating that the switch network becomes overloaded with requests somewhere in this range.

4.1.2.7. Load Imbalance (4.3% - 11.5%)

The granularity ratio in this algorithm provides a better load balanced system than the last algorithm although network contention increases the execution time and this can vary the overall finishing times. The load imbalance percentages measured at 96 processors for the various images varies from 4.3% for the mountain image to 11.5% for the tree image. When compared to the previous algorithm, the load imbalance overhead is less for this algorithm with the exception of the tree test image. The granularity ratio comparison in figure 85 for this image indicates that load balancing is not particularly good at any value of \( R \) and in fact gets worse after \( R=24 \).

In general, though, this algorithm yields better load balancing than the scanline approach since the granularity ratio provides enough tasks to minimize the load imbalance over a wide range of processor configurations.

4.1.2.8. Code Modification (7.9% - 9.6%)

This algorithm has a different amount of coherence overhead than the scanline algorithm since rectangular regions are generated as tasks. Due to the rectangular nature of the regions, coherence is taken advantage of in both the vertical and horizontal directions within a single task. On the other hand, the lack of vertical scanline coherence results in extra work required to start the first scanline of a region. In addition, the lack
of horizontal coherence causes an overhead of interpolating parameters for polygons which extend beyond the left boundary of the region.

The code modification overhead is measured the same as before using equation 8. Based on the measured values, the overhead percentages vary from 7.9% for the mountain image to 9.6% for the tree image. Considering the fact that there are many more tasks used in this scheme versus the parallel scanline approach (2,304 vs. 484), this overhead factor does not seem out of line in comparison.

4.1.2.9. Explanation of Results

The rectangular region decomposition scheme achieves reduced overheads primarily in memory latency and to some degree network contention and load balancing in comparison to the parallel scanline algorithm. The reduction in latency is due to the fact that most remote referencing occurs for the first scanline of an area and this effect is reduced in the rectangular region algorithm. This suggests that the rectangular region decomposition algorithm will perform better than the scanline algorithm in the general case due to its performance advantages in the tests given. The scanline algorithm exhibits poor scalability as $P$ is increased since load balancing will suffer as the number of scanlines approach the number of processors. The rectangular region algorithm uses a fixed granularity ratio which allows better load balancing as the number of processors is increased; thus its scalability is superior to the parallel scanline approach.

It is important to note that this algorithm still has its share of problems. Network contention still represents a significant overhead. The code modification overhead is not reduced in this algorithm in comparison to the scanline approach. A comparison of the major degradation factors is given in figure 28. Since the number of remote references
are reduced in this algorithm but it did not significantly reduce contention, another tactic is necessary to solve this problem. Consequently, we chose to implement a different memory referencing scheme using this same partitioning algorithm that is designed to reduce the network contention noted in parallel implementations.

This memory referencing strategy is referred to as the locally cached (LC) scheme and is described in the next section.

### 4.1.3. Rectangular Region Decomposition (LC Scheme)

The algorithm described here is implemented exactly the same as the last one with the only exception being the remote memory referencing strategy. A brief description of this strategy, denoted the Locally Cached or LC scheme, follows. Instead of
referencing globally shared data remotely, the data is cached into the local memory module prior to referencing, thus allowing it to be accessible quickly. Although others have used an elaborate software caching mechanism for computer graphics rendering ([Gree89] and [Bado90]), we rely on the fact that the exact data needed for a given task can be copied directly to each processor prior to the computation of a given region. If a data element is relevant to more than one processor, it is copied to all processors which would reference it, incurring a space penalty. The extra memory required due to duplication is shown in the appendix in figures 91, 93, 92, and 94. These figures show the duplication of data as a result of copying data elements as a function of the total number of regions. Although the extra memory required is wasteful, a tradeoff of space versus time is necessary to achieve faster memory referencing than the previous Uniformly Distributed (UD) approach. The cost of non-local memory access is eliminated by block transferring data from its global storage location to the local memory of the processor(s) that need it. Details of the LC scheme are given in chapter 5.

4.1.3.1. Granularity Ratio

The granularity ratio \(R\) was re-evaluated for this algorithm to see what a good ratio would be, now that a different memory referencing scheme is being used. This ratio was tested at values of 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40 using the maximum configuration of 96 processors. Figure 29 shows the comparison for the mountain image as an example. In the appendix, figures 87, 88, 89, and 90 show the data for all the images. The downward slope of the curves is primarily due to a reduction in load imbalance as a higher granularity ratio is used. Then the curves continue upwards after a point since the other culprits introduce more overhead cost for the higher ratios. The minimum point on the curve is the optimal granularity ratio \(R\) to use for a particular
scene. Each scene exhibits different characteristics which affect the choice of this optimal R so a compromise must be made so that a single value of R may be used in the general case.

In this case, the choice of a good ratio spans a broader range than in the UD scheme. The reason for this is the reduction in communication and contention costs versus the previous method. It seems like a good choice for R can be anywhere in the range from 12 to 1 up to 32 to 1. Since we chose R=24 for the previous algorithm and the performance for that ratio with this scheme is nearly optimal in most cases, this value will again be used. This ratio should provide good results for most imagery given this machine configuration. Graphs for the time and speedup of this algorithm with the LC memory referencing scheme are given in figures 30 and 31.

We will now discuss the overhead factors for the rectangular region decomposition using the LC scheme evaluated at 96 processors.

![Figure 29: Comparison of ratios for mountain image at P=96](image-url)
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Figure 30: Tiling time for rectangular region partitioning (LC)

Figure 31: Speedup for rectangular region partitioning (LC Scheme)
4.1.3.2. Scheduling (0.004% - 0.017%)

The time to run a background task ($T_{back}$) in this scheme is the exact same time as the previous one, since the only difference between the two is the memory referencing which does not affect the background task. This algorithm is faster than the previous one so the overhead percentage is slightly higher. We use the same equation 16 for evaluating the overhead due to scheduling for this algorithm as for the last algorithm. Based on this equation, the overhead due to scheduling varied from 0.004% overhead for the mountain image to 0.017% overhead for the stegosaurus image.

4.1.3.3. Communication Overhead (0.03% - 0.05%)

Instead of latency due to remote referencing, communication occurs in blocks in this algorithm resulting in a different overhead factor. This communication overhead is not present in the UD referencing method. Recall that this overhead is measured by a count of the total number of bytes transferred in the system during the computation. Using equation 7 given in the previous chapter, the communication overhead range is 0.03% for the stegosaurus image up to 0.05% for the mountain image. One can see that these values represent a significant drop in the amount of time necessary to transfer data in the system. Since the data is copied into local memory, all references occur locally. This means that the total amount of data transferred is also reduced in comparison to the UD referencing scheme.

4.1.3.4. Network Contention (3.1% - 16.3%)

Although there is some overhead necessary to set up the blocks of data to be transferred in this algorithm, the deficit is more than made up for by a reduction in
network contention when compared to the UD scheme. The calculated network contention overhead varies from 3.1% for the tree image to 16.3% for the stegosaurus image. The contention in this scheme is significantly less than in the previous one. This indicates that the locally cached memory referencing scheme does in fact reduce the messages in the system which results in reduced chances for a blocked switch node.

4.1.3.5. Load Imbalance (4.5% - 11.1%)

The load imbalance in this algorithm is measured the same as the other algorithms using equation 11. The overhead percentages for load imbalance vary from 4.5% for the mountain image to 11.1% for the tree image. These values are nearly the same as those from the previous algorithm which is to be expected since they both use the same exact partitioning method.

4.1.3.6. Code Modification (5.4% - 6.4%)

The code modification overhead using the LC scheme is less than in the UD scheme in all cases except the tree image. The measured overhead ranges from 5.4% for the mountain image to 6.4% for the stegosaurus image. The probable reason for the difference is that communication is not completely factored out of the measurement method. Recall that the measurement technique used for this overhead involves timing the program running on a single processor using MIN memory modules. The UD scheme involves remote referencing to these memory modules while the LC scheme does not. Although the communication cost is factored out of the measured time by counting the number of remote references or bytes transferred respectively, it is impossible to factor out the system overheads. Since the LC scheme will not likely
include these to the degree that the UD scheme does due to the method of memory allocation and deallocation, the resultant code modification is a lower figure here.

4.1.3.7. Explanation of Results

Memory latency is no longer a factor using this memory referencing scheme and communication overhead is minimal. The change in memory referencing scheme also affects the overall code modification as reported above.

The load imbalance is nearly the same as the previous algorithm with the slight difference due to the effect of reduced contention in this algorithm. The chart in figure 32 indicates the overheads for the various images.

Figure 32: Degradation factors for rectangular region decomposition (LC Scheme, P=96)
As one can see from the chart, network contention is still a problem although it is significantly reduced in comparison to the UD scheme, especially for the more complex imagery. Load imbalance is also a problem although the algorithm should scale up fairly well especially when one takes into account the reduced contention using this memory reference strategy.

In the next section, we introduce another partitioning scheme which achieves even better load balancing.

4.2. Data Adaptive Partitioning Scheme

In a data adaptive algorithm, load balancing is achieved by constructing tasks which are estimated to take nearly the same amount of time. By using image space partitioning in a parallel graphics rendering program, tasks can be determined based on the location of data within the image. If the task work can be accurately predicted by using a heuristic, then the granularity ratio R can be reduced resulting in less communication and scheduling. In fact, if the adaptation can produce exactly the same size tasks in terms of work, R can be reduced to 1. This is not usually possible since factors such as depth complexity, polygon area, and anti-aliasing all affect the time it takes to render a pixel. Pre-processing of the data cannot take all of these factors into account otherwise it would require too much time. We will now briefly describe several algorithms which fall under the data adaptive category.

Whelan [Whel85] used a data adaptive approach in his Median Cut algorithm although his application was for a hardware architecture. His primary motivation was to reduce the scheduling overhead associated with the type of dynamic task assignment used in our algorithms discussed thus far. This is not necessary in a software
multiprocessor approach since the Uniform System provides scheduling capabilities with a very small overhead. Whelan's approach involves task partitioning so that each task contains the same number of polygons. He uses the centroids of the polygons to determine their screen space location but extensive sorting is necessary to determine the locations to place the screen space partitions. His algorithm provides excellent load balancing but the overhead cost of creating the areas outweighed the benefit of adaptive partitioning.

Roble's[Robl88] approach is another data adaptive method which also uses polygon location as a heuristic for determining tasks. His approach involves a large amount of communication prior to the tiling phase and thus exhibits too much overhead as well.

Although there are many different decomposition methods that fall under the data adaptive method, we have chosen one algorithm as a representative example for implementation. Our goal was to eliminate the excess overhead associated with this type of approach. This algorithm is described below.

4.2.1. Top-down Decomposition

We have devised a partitioning scheme similar to Whelan's Median Cut algorithm that takes less time to determine the task partitions. This scheme is based solely on the number of data elements in a region, regardless of the location of their centroids. The heuristic in this algorithm is based on the assumption that the number of polygons in a region is linearly related to the time it takes to tile that region. Using this simple heuristic, good load balancing can be achieved with a small overhead. The LC memory
referencing scheme is used in the implementation of this algorithm based on the results shown in the previous section. The implementation is described below.

A 2D mesh is created as in the rectangular region decomposition but this time the mesh is approximately 4 times as dense. Polygons are placed into the mesh during the front end portion of the program as before, based on their screen space bounding boxes. Prior to tiling, adjacent meshes are combined hierarchically and a sum of the combined regions is stored in a tree data structure. This process is repeated until a point is reached where the entire screen is in a single region. Then, a data structure is created which consists of a hierarchical binary tree of counts referring to the number of data elements in each area.

After the tree is created, it is traversed in top-down fashion and the area with the most polygons at a given point is then split into its two components. This process is repeated by considering all areas created thus far, splitting the one with the next most polygons. The splitting process is stopped when the desired number of tasks has been reached. A count of the number of polygons in each small area is used so it is not necessary to sequentially go through the entire list of potential polygons to determine which polygons are relevant to each area at this time. The limiting factor in the splitting is the leaf level, which is why a fairly dense mesh is created at the beginning. An example of this type of decomposition is illustrated graphically in figure 33 and also in figure 43 at the end of the chapter.

When the tree has been traversed, each of the regions is now available for rendering in parallel. Some computational overhead exists for this scheme prior to the tiling phase but fewer tasks are created than in the previous rectangular region approach.
Figure 33: Top-down partitioning scheme

Figure 34 shows the performance for the various images using the data adaptive approach with a value of $R=10$. This value of $R$ was determined empirically similar to the methods used previously. It is less than the value needed for the rectangular region scheme for good load balancing. A perfect match would result in a ratio of $R=1$ but that situation is almost impossible to achieve using a heuristic which has minimal overhead cost. The relative speedup for the top-down scheme is shown in figure 35.

The time to build the tree data structure is not included in these timings since it is not part of the tiling section of the program. This time is fairly small anyway but it is included in the overall algorithm comparison presented in chapter 5. We will now analyze the top-down decomposition method with regard to the possible overhead factors.

4.2.1.1. Scheduling (0.003% - 0.01%)

This partitioning scheme uses regions that are not the same size, so each background task does not take the exact same time. The areas consist of groups of scanlines as before, but the number of scanlines and their size differs.
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Figure 34: Top-down decomposition performance

Figure 35: Speedup of top-down decomposition method
The average time to render the different background areas was measured for the different images. The results were fairly consistent with an average background task time of 4.48 msec. This is more than $T_{\text{sched}}$ (2.3 msec) which is the time it takes to schedule 96 tasks, so no bottleneck will occur due to scheduling. As before, the scheduling overhead is determined by plugging in the values for this algorithm into equation 5 as shown below. Using this equation for 96 processors, the scheduling overhead for the test images ranges from 0.003% for the mountain image to 0.01% for the stegosaurus image.

$$\text{Scheduling} \% = \frac{(95 \cdot 96) \cdot 24\mu\text{sec} + (960-96) \cdot 24\mu\text{sec}}{T_{\text{max}} \cdot 96} \cdot 100 \% \quad (17)$$

4.2.1.2. Communication Overhead (0.02% - 0.04%)

The communication overhead is measured the same as in the previous algorithm by determining the number of bytes transferred in the system and using equation 7 to calculate the overhead. The values vary from 0.02% for the stegosaurus image to 0.04% for the mountain image. The communication overhead percentage in this algorithm is slightly less than in the rectangular region (LC) method since there are fewer areas.

4.2.1.3. Network Contention (11.8% - 34.9%)

Unfortunately, network contention is a significant factor in this algorithm, even more so than in the previous one. The network contention overhead ranges from 11.8% for the mountain image to 34.9% for the stegosaurus image. The reason for this increase in network contention is given below.
As was explained at the beginning of this section, a 2D dense mesh is created from which small regions are clustered together to form tasks. The LC scheme requires communication from each of these small regions which form the larger clusters in order to obtain the data necessary for rendering a particular task area. Figure 36 serves to illustrate this situation.

In order to render the cluster composed of sub-regions 1, 2, 3, and 4, it is necessary to retrieve the polygons from these sub-regions. This requires a block transfer from each of the sub-regions whereas the rectangular region algorithm requires only one block transfer per region. There may be even more than four sub-regions which are part of a larger cluster. Although the total amount of data is not large (evident by the communication factor given previously), the number of messages is higher than in the rectangular region algorithm due to this copying from sub-regions. In addition,
the frequency of these communications is greater since they proceed one right after another. The block transfer mechanism in the GP1000 which is utilized in the LC scheme holds a message path open for as long as it is needed to transfer the data. Therefore, more collisions are likely to occur in this algorithm due to the increased number of messages required, resulting in high network contention.

4.2.1.4. Load Imbalance (1.5% - 6.9%)

The goal of better load balancing was achieved in this algorithm, using a smaller granularity ratio than the rectangular region approach. The percentage overhead for load imbalance varies from 1.5% for the stegosaurus and mountain images to 6.9% for laser image. This algorithm achieves better load balancing than the previous algorithm with minimal expense required to build the hierarchical tree data structure. It therefore overcomes the limitation noticed in Whelan's and Roble's algorithms which also used a data adaptive scheme. More details on the overhead time required for the tree construction are given in Chapter 5.

4.2.1.5. Code Modification (2.5% - 3.3%)

The overhead due to of lack of coherence is much smaller than in the rectangular region approach. This overhead ranges from 2.5% for the mountain image to 3.3% for the Laser image. The reason for the reduction is that there are fewer total tasks and each task area is larger, reducing the overall coherence loss.

Looking back at figure 36, it can be seen that it is likely that a number of polygons cross over several sub-regions but are singularly contained within the main region to be rendered. Unfortunately, short of a direct comparison of all polygons there is no way to
detect if a given sub-region is sending the same polygon as another sub-region, due to the usage of the LC memory referencing scheme. If a polygon is sent from two or more different sub-regions as a result of its overlapping these regions, that polygon is rendered more than once. This is a direct function of the duplication factor for the given mesh size. The overhead of this occurrence is difficult to determine since not all polygons which are duplicated are rendered more than once, only those that are duplicated across sub-regions and are part of the same higher region. This duplication of rendering is included in the code modification overhead given above.

4.2.1.6. Explanation of Results

The goal of the data adaptive top-down scheme is to maintain good load balancing. The implementation here achieves this goal but due to the method of data transfer required by the LC scheme, additional contention is introduced. There is also the additional cost of constructing the tree data structure, but this cost is offset by the reduction in the number of regions resulting in reduced code modification overhead. The times for the tree building are not included here since this chapter deals with a comparison of the algorithms' tiling section but are given in the next chapter. The chart in figure 37 shows the overhead comparison for the various images.

It can be seen that all of the overhead factors have been reduced compared to the previous approaches with the exception of network contention. This algorithm requires a dense mesh to be created for determination of the regions. As \( P \) (the number of processors) is increased, the mesh will need to be even denser and this may result in even higher network contention overhead and duplication of polygons. As a result, this algorithm may not exhibit good scalability for very dense meshes.
It might be possible to create the mesh in some other manner which does not result in as much overhead but other methods were not explored here. For example, if one were to try to determine the clusters from the top down, a pseudo-parallel method could be used whereby tasks are spawned off according to the level of the tree traversed. A large amount of synchronization would be necessary to implement this technique and the result might involve more overhead than in the current implementation.

One of the problems with the algorithms discussed thus far is that they rely on a good choice for the granularity ratio. Unfortunately, empirical testing must be employed to determine what the best value is for a given situation. In fact, it is possible that the value might need to be changed when the number of processors is increased significantly beyond 96. The next section covers an algorithm that does not rely on a
predetermined granularity ratio, but instead achieves load balancing by dynamically partitioning existing tasks into smaller ones when a processor needs work.

4.3. Task Adaptive Partitioning Scheme

The task adaptive methodology relies on an algorithm's capability to dynamically partition tasks as the program is running. If tasks cannot be adaptively partitioned, then that algorithm is not well suited for dynamic task splitting. Fortunately, the serial scanline z-buffer algorithm upon which these parallel algorithms are based consists of independent regions and there is no required order of execution between these regions.

The task adaptive algorithm consists of the following steps:

1) When a processor needs work (call this processor $P_s$), it searches among the other processors for the one which contains the most amount of work left to do (call this processor $P_{max}$).
2) The $P_s$ processor then sets a lock preventing any other processor from splitting $P_{max}$.
3) $P_s$ partitions $P_{max}$'s work into two segments; the first segment goes to $P_{max}$ and the second segment goes to $P_s$.
4) $P_s$ then copies the data necessary for it to work on the second segment.
5) $P_s$ unsets the lock and starts doing its work.

This task adaptive scheme could be tacked onto any of the previous algorithms, so that additional load balancing would be ensured toward the end of the computation. For the implementation here, the rectangular region decomposition scheme was chosen as a basis parallel algorithm since it is fairly simple to work with in developing the heuristic for step 1. A description of this parallel algorithm is given below.

Instead of attempting to choose an optimal granularity ratio, the number of areas is initially set equal to the number of processors ($R=1$). When a processor has finished
computing its area, it executes steps 1 through 5 above. In order to do this, it was necessary to come up with a method for determining the amount of work a given processor has left to do. Since all of the areas are the same size, the number of scanlines left to render in a particular area is used as an indication of how much work there is left on a given processor. This proceeds as follows.

During the tiling portion of the computation, each processor updates a shared variable corresponding to the number of scanlines it has left to compute. \( P_s \) quickly runs through these variables checking for the processor that has the maximum number of scanlines left. Once it finds the processor with the most scanlines left (\( P_{\text{max}} \)), \( P_s \) proceeds to split \( P_{\text{max}} \) as is shown in figure 38. Figure 44 shows an illustration of this process after completion and is presented at the end of the chapter. \( P_{\text{max}} \) is not interrupted during this time.

The splitting mechanism prevents a race condition from occurring if several processors attempt to split the same region simultaneously or, alternatively, \( P_{\text{max}} \) attempts to work on a portion of its region which is to be split. The first instance is

![Figure 38: Dynamic splitting of regions for task adaptive scheme](image-url)
solved by using a test and lock methodology in which a splitting processor checks to see if \( P_{\text{max}} \) is currently being split and if so, this splitting processor finds another processor to split. The second case is solved by updating a shared variable which \( P_{\text{max}} \) investigates to determine the last scanline for it to calculate. Neither case requires \( P_{\text{max}} \) to be interrupted from its work avoiding any synchronization delay.

A threshold must be chosen which limits partitioning of tasks when the cost of the actual partition exceeds the cost of running the task serially. Through empirical testing, it has been determined that partitioning a task with only two scanlines left does in fact yield good performance so this was the threshold limit set. A task which contains no polygons is not allowed to be split since the only work involved is sending the scanlines to the virtual frame buffer.

Since \( P_S \) splits \( P_{\text{max}} \) into two tasks, it makes sense for \( P_{\text{max}} \) to continue working on the upper task while \( P_S \) takes the lower one. This allows coherence to be maintained in \( P_{\text{max}} \)'s region without any additional overhead. The performance for the task adaptive scheme is given in figure 39. The speedup for this scheme is shown in figure 40. Although a bit of extra coding is required to handle the splitting operation and data retrieval processes, the algorithm is fairly straightforward to implement.

During the splitting process, it is necessary for the \( P_S \) processor to obtain data from the \( P_{\text{max}} \) processor. Instead of determining exactly which data is relevant to the region that \( P_S \) will work on and retrieving only this data, it is simpler for \( P_S \) to retrieve all of the data from \( P_{\text{max}} \) and discard the portion that is not relevant to this new region. This requires a bit of extra communication, but the overhead is minimal compared to any method where either \( P_S \) or \( P_{\text{max}} \) would try to determine the exact relevant data.
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Figure 39: Tiling time for task adaptive scheme

Figure 40: Speedup of task adaptive scheme
This is due to the fact that extra synchronization would be required in determining the exact dataset whereas the "copy and discard" method requires no synchronization at all.

We will now analyze the task adaptive scheme with regard to the various overhead factors. One of the problems in determining these factors is the measurement of the total number of tasks. A new task occurs when a processor tries to split another region. The task time includes the time to split a processor's work plus the rendering time. Since the number of tasks varies somewhat depending on the run, we determined the number of tasks based on an average of five runs. This number varied by less than 1% so the average is a fairly good indication of what might be considered the actual number of tasks.

4.3.1. Scheduling (0.00006% - 0.00023%)

The number of areas in this scheme is not known ahead of time since the tasks adapt to the work available. Once all of the regions are started, parallel scheduling ceases since the task adaptation is then run on each processor locally. Therefore, the total scheduling time is just $T_{crit} \cdot 96$ or 2.3msec. This represents an overhead ranging from 0.00006% for the mountain image to 0.00023% for the stegosaurus image.

4.3.2. Synchronization (0.16% - 2.3%)

It is necessary to determine the amount of time wasted by spinning in a lock in addition to the extra work needed to determine which processor to split. These two factors constitute the synchronization overhead which was given in equation 9. The value for this overhead varies from 0.16% for the tree image to 2.3% for the Laser
image. While the time wasted in synchronizing may not be particularly small in some cases, it is necessary in order to facilitate the dynamic partitioning scheme of the task adaptive algorithm.

4.3.3. Communication Overhead (0.11% - 4.2%)

The communication overhead in this algorithm is measured the same as the previous algorithms. The overhead varies from 0.11% for the stegosaurus image to 4.2% for the Laser image. The number of bytes communicated in this algorithm is much higher here than in the other approaches which accounts for the higher overhead percentage. The reason for this is given below.

At the time a task is split, the splitting processor ($P_s$) retrieves all of the data relevant to the splittee ($P_{max}$). The data which is unnecessary for the portion of the task which $P_s$ is to work on is then discarded. At the end of the computation, a large amount of splitting occurs due to dynamic load balancing. The areas to be split at this point in the computation are small but the amount of data to be transferred is large since it is derived from the initial decomposition area. This creates communication of unnecessary data which is then discarded. Reducing this communication requires extra synchronization but preliminary studies indicated that performance degraded even worse than if it was not done. In the case of the Laser image, most of the initial areas assigned as work involve background color. These processors finish quickly and then start splitting other processor's work. Since the few processors which are split contain the bulk of the data, a lot of communication occurs. A solution which relieves the extra data transfer in this situation would reduce the communication and contention overheads if it
would be possible to implement without significantly increasing the synchronization costs.

4.3.4. Network Contention (5.5% - 11.7%)

The overhead percentage for network contention ranges from 5.5% for the mountain image to 11.7% for the stegosaurus image. Even with the extra communication, the contention measured in this algorithm is only slightly higher than in the rectangular region (LC) scheme.

4.3.5. Load Imbalance (9.2% - 22.5%)

This algorithm tries to minimize load imbalance by using heuristics to dynamically split tasks during parallel execution. The limit of the task size which can be split is set to two scanlines. The load imbalance overhead percentages vary from 9.2% for the mountain image to 22.5% for the tree image. If the only tasks that are left are single scanline tasks, processors which are idle will not be able to find a task to work on. Since the granularity of tasks which cannot be split (a single scanline within an area) is fairly large, the idle time for a processor with no work left can be high resulting in additional load imbalance. Of course single scanline tasks could be split into two parts as well but this feature has not been implemented at this point. Further research is needed to see if these tasks can be split or if some other solution is possible to reduce the excess idle time.

4.3.6. Code Modification (0.4% - 1.5%)

The code modification overhead is measured the same as in the other algorithms. The overhead percentages are fairly small and range in value from 0.4% for the
stegosaurus image to 1.5% for the Laser image. These figures are expected since the number of tasks is the smallest of all the algorithms. Consequently, most of the tasks consist of large areas where coherence is maintained. In addition, even when a task is split, the split processor is not interrupted and coherence is not lost for its task.

4.3.7. Explanation of Results

The task adaptive method is an attempt to directly load balance the system by dynamically extracting work when a given processor would otherwise be idle. The solution allows a granularity ratio of R=1 for the initial decomposition. A graph showing the primary overhead contributors is given in figure 41.

![Figure 41: Degradation factors for task adaptive algorithm (P=96)](image_url)
Unfortunately, the load balancing of this scheme was not as good as was anticipated. Since load balancing is due to the total idle time at the end of the computation, this suggests that processors have quit looking for work too early. The threshold for splitting work imposed here is that a single scanline task cannot be split. Perhaps a scheme could be worked out to allow horizontal splitting, but this would be difficult to implement and the synchronization involved may outweigh the benefit of splitting.

Synchronization is an additional overhead in this algorithm, but it was not a significant factor in performance degradation. The communication cost in this algorithm is somewhat larger than the other LC schemes, due to the dynamic partitioning of this particular dataset. The code modification here is the smallest of all the algorithms since the number of areas generated is initially equal to P. In addition, coherence is maintained in the upper portion of a split area reducing the parallel execution overhead. Network contention seemed to be only slightly worse than in the rectangular region (LC) scheme. Toward the end of the computation when dynamic load balancing is taking place, there is a flurry of communication and this causes network contention to increase at this point. The burst of communication is due to the dynamic splitting of small tasks at the end of the computation. Reducing this last amount of communication is rather difficult in the LC scheme and the reason is described below.

In the task adaptive algorithm, the splitting processor copies all of the data necessary for the entire original size area and then deletes the excess data locally. Ideally, it would be desirable to only copy the data which is needed for the scanlines for which this processor is responsible. The time required to do this would be prohibitive since there are only two ways: 1) the splitting processor remotely determines which
polygons are relevant or 2) the processor being split must be synchronized to stop what it is doing and then determine which polygons are relevant for the splitting processor. The first method would require more communication than in the current implementation. The second method requires extra synchronization plus $P_{\text{max}}$ would have to construct a new data structure and this takes time away from its primary work. Thus, when using the LC scheme it only makes sense to copy all of the data for the area. In the next chapter, the performance of the task adaptive scheme is analyzed using both the UD and LC memory referencing schemes for the entire program to see if any difference is noted.

In an attempt to explore other load balancing strategies, different heuristics were tried in order to estimate the maximally loaded processor. For instance, instead of just using the number of scanlines left as the heuristic, the total number of polygons per scanline for all the scanlines left was used. The idea was to evaluate the work in terms of polygons since the lower half of a region to be split could possibly contain no polygons. This method required the splitting processor to retrieve an additional value from shared memory which corresponded to the heuristic. It was also necessary to update this heuristic from scanline to scanline whereas the previous heuristic required just a simple subtraction operation. As a result, the benefit of this new heuristic was outweighed by its cost and it proved to have worse performance than the simple one.

Finally, as we mentioned previously, it may be worthwhile to try breaking scanlines into half scanlines to allow a splitting processor to split single scanlines. This would require extra synchronization but it is possible that the load imbalance would be reduced if the overhead to do this is small. This was not implemented in our program and could be done as part of future research.
This algorithm does exhibit good scalability since the algorithm adapts to the scene and divides the tasks accordingly. Its principle advantage is that the number of tasks does not need to be chosen initially making the granularity ratio analysis unnecessary. In addition, in the next chapter we show that the overhead in the front end for this scheme is less than in the other algorithms due to the reduction in the total tasks required in the initial decomposition.

4.4. Conclusions

In this chapter, we evaluate the maximum potential performance for each of the implemented algorithms. This is done by analyzing the tiling portion of the programs. A summary of the results obtained with regard to the influence of the various overhead factors is presented below.

The scheduling overhead is minimal for all of the algorithms discussed here. Since the execution time for the simplest task (background color) is greater than the critical time needed for scheduling, this overhead is not a factor in performance degradation in any of the algorithms.

Synchronization is an important consideration in the task adaptive algorithm due to the dynamic task partitioning. The overhead of synchronization does not degrade the performance significantly, as it turns out, so it can be eliminated as a major degradation factor.

The issues of latency, communication, and network contention are all intertwined since they are related to passing data through the interconnection network. Memory latency is relevant to the scanline algorithm and the rectangular region algorithm since
those algorithms are implemented using the UD memory referencing scheme. The latency is somewhat smaller for the latter scheme, due to the reduction in the number of remote memory requests as a result of better exploitation of coherence. Communication comes into play for the LC schemes and results in more efficient use of the interconnection network with the benefit being a reduction in contention. Graphs which show the total amount of performance degradation for each image are included here so that all of the algorithms may be compared side by side. These are shown in figures 45 through 48 at the end of the chapter. The graphs are shown in such a way that the total of each column is the total processor-time space. This is the same as the parallel execution time $T_{\text{max}}$ multiplied by the number of processors $P$ which (in this case is $P=96$). Therefore, the column with the least height is the best performing algorithm for that particular image. Based on the data shown in these graphs, one can see that the rectangular region (LC) algorithm results in the lowest overheads and consequently the best performance in the tiling section.

Hot spot contention is not a factor in any of these algorithms. This is the case since the large data structures are distributed across the memory modules. Copying of small data structures is also employed if these structures are to be referenced frequently. Although there may be frequent references to common data structures, this method of scattered storage ensures that performance is not degraded since no hot spots exist in any of the programs.

Load balancing is a primary goal of any parallel implementation. The only algorithm in which the load imbalance is significantly reduced is the data adaptive algorithm. The task adaptive algorithm exhibits the worst load balancing of all the algorithms. The probable reason for this is the lack of splitting at the scanline level (that
is, below the threshold). Surprisingly, the scanline algorithm does not exhibit much worse load balancing than the others. This changes as the number of processors is increased since the number of tasks available for each processor is reduced.

The primary overhead due to code modification is the loss of coherence. The parallel scanline algorithm exhibits total loss of vertical scanline coherence. The number of regions created in the two rectangular region schemes introduces some loss of coherence in both the horizontal and vertical directions, even though a 1:1 aspect ratio is used. Since the top-down and task adaptive algorithms require fewer regions than any of the other approaches, their code modification overhead is small.

Scalability is one of the most important characteristics of a parallel algorithm. In evaluating these implementations, it seems evident that the parallel scanline algorithm does not exhibit particularly good scalability. In table 3, each of the implemented algorithms is compared for each image using 96 processors. The times listed are an average of 3 runs, although the difference between each run was less than 1%.

Table 3: Comparative Times in Seconds of Tiling for all Algorithms on 96 processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>UD Scheme</th>
<th>LC Scheme</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scanline</td>
<td>Rectangular Region (UD)</td>
<td>Rectangular Region (LC)</td>
<td>Top-Down Adaptive</td>
<td>Task Adaptive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stegosaurus</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>13.38</td>
<td>10.16</td>
<td>12.93</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>21.29</td>
<td>19.94</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>18.72</td>
<td>18.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>25.70</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>26.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>59.85</td>
<td>44.33</td>
<td>38.35</td>
<td>40.31</td>
<td>39.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the table we can see that the data non-adaptive rectangular region (LC) scheme provides the best results in most cases. The comparison above is only for the tiling section of the program and does not include the overheads inherent in each of the LC algorithms. Also, the overhead of building the tree data structure necessary for the the top-down data adaptive algorithm is not included.

It is important to not make any judgments as to the usefulness of any of these algorithms at this point since there are numerous other factors that must be examined to determine how well they will perform in regard to our goals. The analysis here is purely for analyzing the performance of the tiling section of the algorithms because this section of the program is where the most parallelism can be exploited.

The setup operations prior to the tiling section vary depending on the algorithm used for task decomposition. If these costs are high for a particular method, the overall performance is affected. These costs are included in the analysis in the next chapter to give a better overall view of the performance of the implementations. In chapter 5, we also investigate the different shared memory referencing strategies and analyze the overheads necessary to implement these strategies.
Figure 42: Rectangular, data non-adaptive decomposition scheme

Figure 43: Top-down, data adaptive decomposition scheme

Figure 44: Task adaptive decomposition scheme
Overhead Comparison, All Algorithms

Figure 45: Comparison of overheads for algorithms, stegosaurus image

Figure 46: Comparison of overheads for algorithms, Laser image
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Figure 47: Comparison of overheads for algorithms, tree image

Figure 48: Comparison of overheads for algorithms, mountain image
CHAPTER V

Characterization of Other Parameters on Performance

In this chapter, a number of parameters are investigated which differ from those discussed thus far. The purpose here is to produce a comprehensive study of the shared memory referencing strategies and further evaluate the performance of the various algorithms under a variety of conditions. Several different shared memory storage and referencing methods are analyzed in the first section. The implementations of the Uniformly Distributed and Locally Cached schemes are described in detail in this section. A framework is presented which allows a straightforward comparison of these schemes using the task partitioning implementations discussed in the previous chapter. In the second section, the effect of machine parameters such as the operating system and architectural characteristics are evaluated in regard to algorithm performance. In the third section, a number of additional characteristics such as image and object complexity are varied to see how overall algorithmic performance is affected. The comparisons in
this chapter are intended to provide a broader base for determining the relative merits of each of the parallel approaches which have been implemented.

5.1. Shared Memory Storage and Referencing

The idea of partitioning screen segments for use in a parallel graphics rendering algorithm can be extended to memory referencing as well. The scene data used in a graphics rendering algorithm is read in from disk and then processed in the front end. The polygons are then transformed from three-dimensional space to screen space and become read-only data thereafter. As such, the read-only data can be partitioned in numerous ways for referencing during the tiling portion of the program. Three alternative data storage and access schemes for use in a parallel graphics display algorithm are presented in the subsections which follow. A brief description of these schemes is given below.

If enough memory is available, all of the data can be copied to all of the processors with no remote memory access after the copying phase is finished. This storage and access scheme is analyzed in the first subsection below. The second scheme, analyzed in the second subsection, involves scattering the data among the memory modules in the system and referencing it remotely. In the third technique, the data is scattered initially as in the second scheme, but then a reorganization is required to allow the data to be copied to the processors as it is needed. This last method allows local referencing after the block copy is completed and is described in the third subsection. The second and third methods are the same as the UD and LC memory referencing strategies discussed previously. This section analyzes their theoretical performance and presents a full description of the implementation details.
Each method is analyzed in terms of its potential performance on a theoretical dataset containing 100,000 points and 100,000 polygons. The front end process removes a number of back-facing polygons, conservatively eliminating 1/3 of the original data (this assumes a given polygon is not both front and back-facing). Below, the amount of memory required for this dataset is given after transformations and backface rejection have been applied. Our assumption in this case is that a mesh of size 48 x 48 has been placed over the image. This corresponds to the number of regions generated with a granularity ratio of R=24 on 96 processors using the rectangular region task partitioning scheme.

When applying a mesh over the image, a polygon (or polygon pointer) needs to be duplicated for each region that a given polygon crosses over. This duplication is based on both the size of the polygons and the granularity of the mesh. The mountain image contains approximately 83,000 polygons after backfaces are removed. As an example of the duplication, figure 94 indicates that for this image, 130,000 polygons are created after duplication using a 48x48 mesh which is an increase of 57%. Using the 100,000 polygon test case and this same percentage increase as an example, we can expect to lose 33,333 polygons to backface rejection and then gain 57% more polygons resulting in a final total of 105,000 polygons. We assume that this results in 105,000 points as well although typically this latter value is smaller.

The analyses given below take into account the additional time required to access data beyond a normal local memory access. This includes any setup time specific to each scheme in addition to any latency incurred.
5.1.1. Copy Data to All Processors

This scheme involves copying all of the data to all of the processors in the system. No remote referencing is required after the data is copied so no communication overhead is incurred during the tiling portion of the program. To ascertain the cost of copying the data to all processors, let us estimate the time to copy 105,000 points and 105,000 polygons to 96 processors. This copying can be accomplished in parallel by creating a binary tree of processes in which the data is copied throughout the network from processors that contain data to neighboring ones that do not. This copying process is repeated until all processors contain data. The number of times this is repeated is the height of the tree, namely ceil(log2(96)) or 7. Each data point contains 3 floating point values consuming 12 bytes and it is assumed that each polygon is a quadrilateral. Using the storage data format described previously in section 3.1.1, a single polygon takes up 10 bytes.

The memory required for all the data is then 105,000 * (12 + 10) or 2.31 million bytes. Equation 18 shows the communication cost with block transfers of 256 bytes each using the binary tree copying technique.

\[
T_{\text{comm}} = \#\text{levels} \times \#\text{block transfers} \times (T_{\text{setup}} + 256 \times T_{\text{bt}})
\]  

(18)

\(T_{\text{setup}}\) is 8 \(\mu\)sec and \(T_{\text{bt}}\) is 0.25 \(\mu\)sec/byte for block transfers on the Butterfly. The number of levels is 7 and the number of block transfers is 2.31 million/256 or 9,023. Plugging these numbers into the equation results in an overhead time of 4.548 seconds. This time does not include the time to copy normals or the polygon information data structure which contains the bounding box of the polygon, a pointer to its location in the
polygon list, and other information. If these are required, the time would be more than double, however it is possible to create both data structures locally on each processor instead. The memory required for all of these data structures in addition to the data structures needed for scan conversion exceeds the 4 megabyte limit per processor available in the BBN GP1000.

Although this scheme seems like it is not that costly, it is not general purpose enough to be used in a real world implementation. The above analysis assumes that no network contention occurs during the copying process. This will not be the case after a few levels of the copying tree have been completed since there are not that many unique switch paths in the Butterfly and some may become blocked. This might be avoided by copying less data simultaneously but that adds levels to the tree. There is also the issue of copying the normals and other necessary data structures or regenerating these locally. Regenerating the normals adds time to the computation but not to the copying process. Alternatively, the potential for increased network contention exists if the normals are copied. A more detailed analysis is needed to adequately evaluate this issue but it is not necessary for our purposes here since conclusions can be drawn without such an analysis.

This copying scheme uses a huge amount of memory so that subsequent references to all data can be local. The amount of data that any processor really needs to perform its tasks is significantly less than the entire input dataset since each task will likely refer to only a small subset during the tiling operation. Therefore, this scheme makes inefficient use of the network and storage resources. The potential for network contention increases as larger processor configurations are used. The reason is that the number of processors increases linearly while the number of switch paths increases
logarithmically. In addition, more memory is required than is available per processor so this scheme is not generally usable except for smaller datasets. The next scheme makes better use of the memory in the system.

5.1.2. Global Referencing

The basic idea in global referencing of shared data is to distribute the data and references throughout the system. This avoids hot spot contention since the data is not in a single location although latency and network contention are introduced during the tiling section. This technique allows the aggregate memory available in the system to be used so that it can be considered as one globally shared memory. The data is stored so there is only one copy in the system, thus conserving system memory in addition to saving time from copying unnecessary data.

This method is essentially the same as the shared memory storage in bus-based architectures such as the Encore Multimax or Sequent Balance. These computers, known as Uniform Memory Access (UMA) architectures, use such a scheme in all programs since a global view is provided of memory in these architectures. These machines incorporate a number of different processor boards connected to a bus on the other side of which is a number of memory boards as was illustrated in chapter 2, figure 2. The term UMA refers to the fact that every processor is the exact same distance from global memory, resulting in an equally distributed communications overhead. We can emulate this technique in software on the Butterfly referring to it as the Uniformly Distributed (UD) approach to shared memory referencing. A brief description of this scheme was given in section 3.1.1.2 which presented the design of the front end to all the algorithms. The data is scattered throughout the memory modules as it is read-in and
then referenced remotely in the tiling portion of the program. After this scattering of data, each processor contains approximately $N/P$ polygons; that is, the dataset is evenly divided among the memory modules. Since the data is scattered throughout the system uniformly, an average of $1/P$ of the references to shared memory should occur on the local processor. Although this percentage is an average, it is likely that the deviation from this average is great. The worst case situation, where all of the data referenced by a given processor is stored remotely, is actually a more realistic scenario. The reason is that due to the screen space locality of data, most of the references for a given task are to a particular processor or group of processors rather than scattered throughout the entire system. An estimate of the remote referencing time overhead in the tiling section using this shared memory referencing strategy is presented below with the assumption that all references to global memory are remote references.

The integration of scattering the data with reading in objects in the front end allows the front end work to be accomplished on each processor without any remote referencing. The time for the front end work does not need to be accounted for in the analysis below since there is no difference among the memory strategies in the way this is performed. The remote referencing time overhead is given in equation 19.

$$T_{\text{comm}} = \#\text{refs} \times (T_{\text{ref}} - T_{\text{lref}})$$ (19)

$T_{\text{ref}}$ is the remote referencing time which is $7\mu\text{sec}$. $T_{\text{lref}}$ is the local referencing time which is $0.53 \mu\text{sec}$. The latency factor is the time difference between these two values. The number of remote references in the tiling section is based on a number of factors. Due to the construction of local edge lists, each point must be referenced 3 times and each polygon once. Since each point contains 3 floats, the number of point references is $3 \times 3 \times 105,000$ or 945,000 point references. The number of polygon
references is 105,000 polygons * 5 shorts per polygon or 525,000. In addition, about 5 references are needed per polygon to obtain the polygon pointer from remote memory as well as other polygon information adding up to 525,000 more references. There is also one reference for each normal which results in 3 floats per normal * 105,000 or 315,000 references for normals. The total number of references per processor on 96 processors in parallel is then 1/96 * (945,000 + 525,000 + 525,000 + 315,000) or approximately 24,063 references per processor. The communication time is then: 24,063 * 6.47 μsec or 0.1557 seconds.

This analysis is somewhat simplified since network contention is not taken into consideration. The edge list data is stored locally after it is remotely referenced so it does not need to be referenced remotely again. A number of remote references are required to the points list in the anti-aliasing portion of the program which are not accounted for in the values derived above. That section of the code could be optimized to allow only one remote reference per point by using temporary storage but we have not implemented such an optimization. As shown here, the small overhead for this scheme makes it attractive for implementation. Below the details of implementation are described in regard to this scheme.

During the front end, as the polygons are read in, it is necessary to determine which area(s) of the 2D screen mesh a given polygon may belong. A short pseudo-code segment shows how this is accomplished:

On each processor:

For all polygons on this processor O(N/P)
  For all areas in mesh this polygon crosses over O(C)
    Lock mesh(i,j)
Load polygon pointer into end of area[i][j] linked list
Unlock mesh(i,j)

The time complexity is based on the number of polygons on a given processor after backface rejection (N/P) multiplied by a constant (C). This constant is the number of areas a polygon can cross over and is related to the size of the polygons and the size of the mesh. The duplication graphs in the appendix in figures 91 through 94 indicate the total number of polygons after duplication based on mesh size. The duplication factor is the number of polygons after duplication divided by the original number of polygons. This factor, which would be the average number of iterations for the inner loop above, goes from approximately 4 for the stegosaurus image to 1.5 for the mountain image with a mesh size of 48x48 (2048 areas). The locks are needed so that only one processor adds a link to the shared link list (area[i][j]) at a time. A separate lock exists for each area in the mesh. Figure 49 illustrates the storage of polygon pointers in the area mesh.

Figure 49: Area mesh storage of polygons pointers
During the tiling operation, a separate area is assigned to each processor as a single task. The processor then traverses the polygon linked list and constructs local edge lists for use in the tiling operation. The pointers in these links are scattered throughout global memory so a global reference is required for each link, but this is only needed during the initial traversal of the list. These global references are included in the above analysis. This implementation of the Uniformly Distributed (UD) scheme was used in the scanline and rectangular region algorithms described in chapter 4, sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.

5.1.3. Software Caching

The last type of referencing scheme is designed to optimize memory access on a Non-Uniform Memory Access or NUMA architecture. This term refers to the fact that some references to shared data require less time than others since a processor can access shared data stored in its local memory module without retrieving it remotely across the interconnection network. The UMA architectures described previously use a local cache which contains the most recently referenced data, thus allowing faster access to the shared data. The UMA architectures use sophisticated cache coherence schemes so that the copy of the data in the cache is the same as what is stored in global memory. NUMA architectures such as the BBN Butterfly GP1000 typically do not contain a cache; the programmer is responsible for copying data to the local processor for faster referencing. Since there is normally no cache in a NUMA machine, it is not recommended to copy writable shared data to local processor private memory. Read-only shared data can be copied and the data is then accessible locally as was the case in the first scheme described previously. In the scheme described here, however, only the data needed for a particular screen area is copied rather than the entire dataset.
The method for local referencing we have implemented for NUMA machines is called the Locally Cached (LC) memory referencing scheme. The basic idea is to copy the appropriate data into the local memory of the processor which will use it for tiling a given region. This scheme allows local referencing of data without any latency or possible network contention, except possibly during the copying operation. The data is read in during the front end as was done in the previous UD scheme. After the front end, each processor contains on its local memory module an average of N/P polygons as before. For our analysis here, we assume that the 48x48 rectangular region is used as before. The data is arranged into contiguous blocks (arrays) prior to copying in the tiling section. An explanation of why this is done is given after the pseudo-code is presented below. The implementation proceeds as follows:

**Complexity**

On each processor:

[1st pass]

For all polygons on this processor \( O(N/P) \)

For all areas in mesh this polygon crosses over \( O(C) \)

Accumulate memory needed for each of the following 4 arrays:

(points, normals, polygon connectivity, polygon info)

[2nd pass]

For all polygons on this processor \( O(N/P) \)

For all areas in mesh this polygon crosses over \( O(C) \)

Allocate memory for each of 4 arrays for area\([i][j]\) if not done yet

Add polygon and point data to the 4 arrays listed above

Free up original scattered data.

This code is executed prior to the tiling section of the program and was not included in the measurements in chapter 4. The first pass is necessary to determine how much
memory to allocate for a particular region and the second pass actually allocates the memory on the local processor and copies the data into it. All of the work is done using local memory so no remote referencing occurs here. The inner loops in the first and second passes are of the same time complexity as the inner loop described in the previous section. Figure 50 illustrates the storage of the arrays in each local processor's memory.

The LC method is more than just a "block copy then local reference" scheme. It consists of a complicated set of instructions which involve constructing data structures for later block transfer. The principle advantage of this scheme in a non-blocking network such as in the Butterfly is as follows. The setup cost is incurred only once for a block of data and thereafter the message proceeds at the full bandwidth of the interconnection network. This is faster than individually copying each remote value to local memory since the setup time for that method would be incurred for each single reference. The disadvantage to this block copy method is that the data must be arranged into a contiguous array. If a blocking interconnection network were to be used, the data could then be transferred byte by byte instead. The LC scheme consists of a method of
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Figure 50: Locally cached memory storage mechanism
organizing data primarily for later local referencing while maintaining minimal memory usage. The data structures and setup routines necessary to achieve this set it apart from a pure software caching scheme.

The pseudo-code presented for this scheme above sets up the blocks for copying, but the copying phase is actually executed during the tiling portion of the program. If a completely uniform distribution of the data occurs, then each processor would contain exactly $1/P$ portion of the data for a particular area. In general this is not the case as we stated before based on the locality of screen space data. For this analysis, it is assumed that the data is distributed in such a way to encounter a worst case scenario (i.e., all the data needed for each region is stored remotely). For a particular task, it is necessary to use $P$ separate block transfer groups to retrieve the data. This is shown in figure 51.

To simplify matters, each processor is assumed to execute exactly $R$ tasks so that the total number of block transfer groups is $(4 \times R \times P)$. Four refers to the fact that we need to retrieve the points, normals, polygon connectivity, and polygon info arrays separately. Each block transfer retrieves on average $1/(R \times P)$ of the total amount of data. Based on the analysis at the beginning of this section, the total amount of data after backface rejection and duplication is 105,000 polygons so the amount of data per area of the 48x48 mesh is approximately 46 polygons. Recall that for a block transfer, $T_{\text{setup}}$ is 8 $\mu$sec and $T_{\text{bt}}$ is 0.25 $\mu$sec/byte. If the data is evenly scattered as was stated above, each polygon (in the worst case) is on a separate processor, requiring 46 separate groups of 4 block transfers each.
Fig. 51: Block transfer of data

Copy polygons from other processors to the one which has this area as a task.
The time for block transfer for a single polygon is then:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 10 bytes/polygon</td>
<td>7.5 μsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 20 bytes for polygon info</td>
<td>15.0 μsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) 12 bytes/point * 4 points/polygon</td>
<td>8.0 μsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) 12 bytes/normal * 4 normals/polygon</td>
<td>8.0 μsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38.5 μsec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data is scattered among the 46 processors which contain polygons for a given area so the total time to retrieve data for one region is 46 * 38.5 μsec or 1.77 msec. Since each processor works on an average of 24 regions, the total time for a processor to retrieve all the data it needs to work on its regions is 24 * 1.77 msec or 0.0425 seconds. Again, it is assumed that no network contention exists for this analysis. This time is executed in parallel so 0.0425 seconds is the parallel communication time. This time is significantly better than any of the times listed above for the previous methods of memory storage. The second pass is necessary to set up the arrays for block transferring but this has not been taken into account in the above analysis. Since this time is extra, it needs to be accounted for as well. In the next paragraph, the second pass algorithm is described and its time complexity analyzed.

In the second pass, new arrays are constructed which correspond to the data which is relevant to each area of the 2D mesh in the local processor. In constructing these new arrays, it is desirable to not create any unnecessary new data points. In order to do this, a backwards reference list is used to determine which points have been stored in this area thus far. In order to keep the amount of memory within limits for this backwards reference list, a fairly sophisticated data structure is used. This data structure is an array which corresponds to the points list but contains links which indicate when any point
that has been previously stored in this area is part of a new polygon. The backwards reference list data structure is shown in figure 52.

The diagram shows that the backwards reference list corresponds to each point in the original object. The small array to the right is used to indicate the areas each point is referenced in (the polygons which contain it can be in more than one area) and the value of the point's index for the new points list in each of these areas. This list allows us to sequentially go through the polygon list in the front end. This data structure uses less memory than a separate backwards list array for each area since that type of list would be relatively sparse. The list does require more time to manage and this time is considered as part of our analysis.

The backwards reference list is also required for the first pass but in that case the reason is to determine how much memory to allocate for the contiguous arrays. The top loop given in the pseudo-code is of time complexity $O(N/P)$ which in our case, corresponds to approximately 1094 polygons. The inner loop would be approximately
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Figure 52: Backwards reference list data structure
of time complexity (constant = 2) for a theoretical 100,000 polygon dataset based on our analysis of the mountain image but we will use the value (constant = 4) for a possible worst case scenario. The management of the backwards reference list requires us to run through each point in the polygon so there really is a third inner loop that would be of time complexity (constant=4) assuming quadrilateral polygons. The only difference between the first pass and the second pass is the time required to allocate memory for the areas not already allocated and storing the data in the new arrays while updating the count for these lists. The GP1000 contains 2.5 mips MC68020 processors and based on the amount of work in the inner loop of the second pass, we estimate the time to complete this to be 20 μsec per iteration. This results in a time for the second pass of $1094 \times 4 \times 4 \times 20 \mu\text{sec}$ or 0.35 seconds. This is an extremely simplified analysis and the 20 μsec time may be somewhat inaccurate but the purpose is to show the additional overhead incurred by the LC scheme. The first pass time is not measured since it takes approximately the same amount of time as its counterpart loop in the UD scheme. The total time for this scheme is then 0.35 seconds for the second pass plus the time of 0.0425 seconds for communication resulting in a sum total of 0.3925 seconds.

There have been several other graphics algorithms which incorporate the idea of local caching in a distributed memory environment. Green and Paddon[Gree89] and Badouel, et al.[Bado90] have both implemented a software caching mechanism in a distributed memory environment. Both algorithms used ray tracing for hidden surface elimination and relied on the concept of ray coherence for minimizing remote references. Ray coherence is defined to be the property whereby rays in adjacent pixels will likely intersect the same objects. Once these objects are brought into the local memory of a processor by the cache mechanism, the rays sent out by this processor will likely intersect these same objects. Based on this fact, Badouel was able to achieve a 95% or
better hit ratio into the caches. An area screen space distribution of the pixels to processors is used for task decomposition, similar to the approaches given here.

These algorithms were designed to allow one to distribute a large graphical database on a message passing multiprocessor such as the Intel iPSC which provides no support for shared memory referencing. The caching employed in Green's algorithm involves statically partitioning some local memory for caching purposes while Badouel's method uses a more dynamic approach without any preprocessing. Badouel's algorithm allows virtual memory to be distributed by taking advantage of the aggregate memory in the system whereas Green's approach requires the host to maintain virtual memory. In Badouel's algorithm, the object database is statically divided up into pages and scattered throughout the system similar to the scattering of data used in the LC scheme here. If a page is not resident in the local processor's memory or cache, the page is retrieved from the processor memory module where it is resident and put into the local processor's cache using a least recently used (LRU) cache replacement policy. Badouel has shown significant speedup on the Intel iPSC with this caching scheme built into a multiprocessor ray tracing algorithm. Several faults exist with this scheme if it is to be applied to a conventional scanline algorithm such as those outlined in the previous chapter.

The first issue is the amount of memory available in each processor. A ray tracing algorithm might use a hierarchical tree structure such as an octree to speed up calculating ray-object intersections and this tree needs to be stored in all processor memories. No other additional memory is required during the execution of the algorithm. A scanline algorithm requires building: edge lists, anti-aliasing data structures, and interpolation parameter arrays which all take up a significant amount of local memory. More local
memory is necessary in a scanline algorithm than is needed for ray tracing so less would be available for the cache. The reduction in cache size would provide a lower hit ratio resulting in lower performance. In a ray tracing algorithm, it is impossible to know apriori which polygons might be needed in local memory since a ray can be spawned to any direction in three-dimensional space. It therefore makes sense to bring in the data as needed using a LRU replacement policy. In the algorithms presented in chapter 4, the exact polygons that are needed for rendering is known ahead of time so only those should be brought into the local memory module. Furthermore, since those polygons will only be used for a single task, the original (remotely stored) polygons can be deleted. This provides additional free space, allowing more room for local data structures.

The second issue is the amount of communication and potential contention problems. The amount of memory brought in using the LC scheme is exactly what is needed so no unnecessary message traffic is required. Badouel's caching scheme copies pages one at a time and it possible that only one item of an entire page is required. The results of speedup in his ray tracing algorithm are based on images which take minutes to render on 64 processors and would typically take hours to render on a single processor. This is due to the fact that ray tracing is a slower less efficient rendering algorithm than the scanline method described in this document. The ratio of computation time to message traffic time is so high that any possible bottlenecks in message passing are masked due to the high computation time. The higher efficiency of the scanline algorithm reduces computation time so these bottlenecks are more likely to degrade overall performance than in a less efficient algorithm. This is shown by the reduction in network contention determined for the larger datasets using the LC algorithms in the previous chapter. Badouel's approach requires more communication
than the LC scheme given here since pages are brought into memory as needed. Therefore, his approach is likely to result in greater contention when compared to the LC scheme.

The LC scheme is used in the implementations of the rectangular region, top-down, and task adaptive algorithms described previously in chapter 4, sections 4.1.3, 4.2.1, and 4.3. In the next section, we compare the results of the UD and LC schemes including the overheads required in the front end and the second pass to see how these affect the overall performance of each of the algorithms.

5.1.4. Results

The total time for remote referencing of the LC scheme is 0.3925 versus the time of 0.1557 seconds in the UD scheme based on the theoretical analysis used here. On the surface it would seem that the UD scheme is the better alternative even with its remote reference strategy. One important factor missing from this analysis is network contention. From the data given in chapter 4, contention contributed significantly more to degradation of performance in the UD scheme than in the LC scheme for the rectangular region partitioning scheme. The primary reason is that the LC scheme uses the network in bursts of communication which take a very short amount of time minimizing the chance of a blocked path. The UD scheme relies on a large number of small messages which can eventually saturate the network.

To illustrate the differences between the two memory referencing strategies, we compare them using the data for the tiling section from chapter 4. We have also included data from running the task adaptive algorithm using the UD scheme. This algorithm is not nearly as efficient as the rectangular region UD implementation since
each time an area is started, the entire polygon list from the split area must be traversed. These polygons are traversed from shared memory while in the LC implementation of the task adaptive scheme, local memory is used. Latency causes the algorithm's efficiency to go down as the number of processors is increased. This implementation has not been fully optimized and it is possible that other more efficient methods might exist which would reduce the amount of remote references in the UD implementation of the task adaptive algorithm.

The graphs for these algorithms for the tiling section time only are shown in figures 53, 54, 55, and 56. This is the same data as was presented in chapter 4 with the addition of the task adaptive version of the UD scheme but here the data is put on the same graph to allow direct comparisons. The comparisons in this case only involve the rectangular region and the task adaptive algorithms since these are the only algorithms which are implemented using both strategies. The data is shown above 48 processors so that the reader may get a clearer idea as to the performance difference, which is mainly evident at high processor configurations. Based on this data, one can see that the LC scheme is consistently better than the UD scheme. While these graphs show that the LC scheme is clearly superior to the UD scheme in the tiling section, it is only fair to look at the total picture (pardon the pun). By this we mean that all of the algorithms should be compared by evaluating the parallel execution time plus the setup time from the front end as shown in the formulas on the page the graphs. The total front end time will not be included here since disk access is used in this section of the program. Disk access time is affected by other parameters which cannot be controlled unless the machine is put into single user mode. In general, all of the algorithms employ the same disk read-in scheme anyway.
UD vs. LC Tiling Section Timing Comparisons

Figure 53: UD vs. LC stegosaurus image, tiling section only

Figure 55: UD vs. LC tree image, tiling section only

Figure 54: UD vs. LC Laser image, tiling section only

Figure 56: UD vs. LC mountain image, tiling section only
The primary differences in the algorithms occur in the following phases referred to below:

1) The time to load polygons into the area bucket data structure (or y-bucket list in the case of the scanline algorithm) according to their screen space location.
2) The additional time necessary in the second pass for those algorithms which use the LC scheme.
3) The time to build the hierarchical tree for the data adaptive top-down scheme.
4) The tiling section time.

The following shows how the times are determined for each algorithm, including the memory referencing scheme and granularity ratio (R = #tasks/#processors):

**Data Non-Adaptive**
- Scanline Algorithm (UD Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 4 (R varies with P)
- Rectangular Region (UD Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 4 (R=24)
- Rectangular Region (LC Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 2 + Phase 4 (R=24)

**Data Adaptive**
- Top-Down (LC Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 2 + Phase 3 + Phase 4 (R=10)

**Task Adaptive**
- Task-Adaptive (UD Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 4 (R=1)
- Task-Adaptive (LC Scheme): Phase 1 + Phase 2 + Phase 4 (R=1)

Using these formulas, a completely fair comparison of all the algorithms discussed thus far is now possible since the different overheads prior to tiling are included. The primary variation in the setup time is due to the difference in cost for the total number of regions to be started (R * P) in the implemented algorithms. The graphs which result
from these summations for each algorithm are shown in figures 57, 58, 59, and 60. The graphs are shown above 64 processors to provide greater detail.

Based on the data shown in these graphs, it can be seen that the task adaptive algorithm utilizing the locally cached (LC) memory referencing scheme is clearly superior for all of the images. This algorithm requires less regions at the beginning of the program than any of the other algorithms. The overhead time for loading in polygons into the area bucket list as well as the second pass time is fairly small as a result. The rectangular region algorithm, which is slightly faster for some images in the tiling section only, requires significantly more setup prior to tiling, degrading overall performance. One might have thought that the second pass section of the LC scheme would require too much setup time to benefit the total algorithmic performance but this turned out not to be the case. While the second pass does add some time to the LC schemes, the benefits of local referencing in the tiling section far outweigh the cost of the setup operations since they can be done in parallel. This also indicates that network contention is a major factor in the resultant performance of each approach since the disparity in performance is greater than what is indicated in our theoretical analysis. It seems clear that our results are consistent and valid for the tests done so far but we would like to be able to generalize our statements by evaluating the various algorithms under different conditions. Some of these are investigated in the next section.

5.2. Machine parameters

Although the performance of the different algorithms has been analyzed above, these circumstances represent only one possible machine configuration.
All Algorithms Compared including Setup Time

Figure 57: All algorithms compared, stegosaurus image, total time

Figure 58: All algorithms compared, Laser image, total time

Figure 59: All algorithms compared, tree image, total time

Figure 60: All algorithms compared, mountain image, total time
There are various hardware and system software changes which may affect overall algorithmic performance, most of which are beyond the programmer's control. These types of parameters are investigated in this section. For instance, the operating system can have a significant impact on performance. In the implementation of the Mach operating system on the GP1000, single jobs are scheduled onto processors based on the current least loaded processor, however, the Uniform System takes over this task within a parallel program. The operating system does intervene to some degree in this machine by handling virtual memory, I/O, and general Mach system operations. Changes in the operating system can change program performance and this is described in the first subsection.

In the second subsection, we investigate the differences in two versions of the Butterfly multiprocessor: the GP1000 and the TC2000. Since the TC2000 is a logical extension of the GP1000 with different physical characteristics, it is interesting to compare the performance of these two machines to see how well performance scales up.

5.2.1. Operating System

This project has gone on for a number of years, practically since the Computer and Information Science Department at The Ohio State University took delivery of a 10 processor BBN Butterfly GP1000 in January of 1987. Over this time, BBN has made a number of improvements to the machine, but none was so drastic as the improvement made to the GP1000 version of the Mach operating system in the summer of 1990, just prior to the gathering of results for this dissertation. The author previously reported preliminary results on this project in [Whit90] early in the summer of 1990 and the limits of the graphs were set to only 32 processors since inconclusive data was obtained above
that. The primary reason was the previous version of Mach implemented on the GP1000.

The older version of the GP1000 operating system had the following major problem: when any references occurred to a memory page which was not resident, only one page fault at a time was allowed to be serviced in the entire system. As an example, if processor i had a local page fault and processor j had a local page fault simultaneously, these page faults proceeded only serially even though they had nothing to do with each other. In a graphics algorithm such as the one described here, the amount of memory required is tremendous and this serial page faulting had an extremely negative impact on performance. BBN rectified this problem and released a new version of the operating system in the summer of 1990 and performance changed dramatically. As an example of the difference in performance, we compare the rectangular region algorithm using the UD scheme in figures 95, 97, 96, and 98. A comparison of the LC scheme version is shown in figures 99, 100, 101, and 102. These figures are given in the appendix but a copy of a representative graph for the mountain data using each of these schemes is shown in figures 61 and 62. All of these graphs are comparisons of the tiling sections only.

As one can see from the graphs, the performance in the old operating system starts to tail off after about 48 processors in the UD scheme. The LC scheme is somewhat better since local rather than global data referencing is taking place, although performance tails off here as well.

---

1Note, the TC2000 has had the new version of the operating system since its delivery in the beginning of 1990.
Figure 61: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for mountain image, rectangular region

UD

Figure 62: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for mountain image, rectangular region

LC
Unfortunately, the amount of testing done using the old operating system was limited so additional results could not be obtained. It is clear from these results, though, that the operating system in a shared memory multiprocessor has significant impact on the overall performance. We feel confident that the latest version of the GP1000 operating system is better geared to the current machine and does indeed provide exceptional performance.

5.2.2. Comparison of Architectural Differences

In addition to the impact of the operating system, other factors can affect overall algorithmic performance. For instance, one would like to compare what would happen if a faster CPU or a faster switch node were to be employed in the machine. BBN has continually updated the Butterfly family of machines from the Butterfly 1 which used MC68000 processors with 1 megabyte of memory per board to the current generation GP1000 which uses the MC68020 with 4 megabytes of memory per board. We were not able to test the algorithms on the original Butterfly but we were able to test them on the next generation BBN multiprocessor, the TC2000. The TC2000 is a similar design to the GP1000 but there are significant differences which are illustrated in the tables below. Table 4 shows the difference in processor characteristics while table 5 shows the difference in the memory characteristics for the GP1000 and TC2000.

Table 4: Comparison of BBN Multiprocessor CPU Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Clock Speed</th>
<th>MIPS</th>
<th>MFLOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP1000</td>
<td>M68020</td>
<td>16 Mhz</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC2000</td>
<td>M88100</td>
<td>20 Mhz</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In general, the primary differences between the two machines are the faster CPU in the TC2000 as well as a change in the basic switch node component from a 4x4 crossbar to an 8x8 crossbar. The faster CPU in the TC2000 necessitates a faster switch with increased path width and an 8x8 crossbar switch component solves this problem. One impact of the increased size of the crossbar switch is that fewer wires are needed between the switch columns in the interconnection network. The 8x8 crossbar is more costly to produce than the 4x4 but it does allow 8 simultaneous messages to be output whereas a 4x4 only supports 4 messages at a time.

Table 5: Comparison of BBN Multiprocessor Memory Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Cache</th>
<th>Memory per board</th>
<th>Switch Speed</th>
<th>Path Width</th>
<th>Basic Switch Node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP1000</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>4 meg</td>
<td>8 Mhz</td>
<td>4 bit</td>
<td>4x4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC2000</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>4 or 16 meg</td>
<td>38 Mhz</td>
<td>8 bit</td>
<td>8x8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the programmer's point of view, the TC2000 is functionally the same as the GP1000. There are several small differences regarding communication, however. The GP1000 supports the block transfer mechanism in hardware whereby a path is held open long enough for 256 byte length messages to go from one board to another. In the TC2000, this operation is supported through software emulation rather than hardware implementation. The TC2000 does contain a memory cache which allows data to be allocated as cachable or non-cachable. Although using the cache would significantly enhance performance, judicious management of this memory is required by the programmer since no cache coherence scheme is supported. The primary goal in this research was to compare the different algorithms under different CPU and switch characteristics so the algorithms were not modified to take advantage of the cache.
TC2000 Tiling + Setup Time Comparisons

Figure 63: TC2000 algorithm comparison, stegosaurus image

Figure 64: TC2000 algorithm comparison, Laser image

Figure 65: TC2000 algorithm comparison, tree image

Figure 66: TC2000 algorithm comparison, mountain image
The results including times for the setup phase from the front end plus the tiling time are shown in figures 63, 64, 65, and 66. A thorough analysis of the scanline algorithm was deemed unnecessary on the TC2000 due to its performance limitations noticed on the GP1000. It is, however, included for comparison purposes in the next section of this chapter.

These graphs indicate similar performance in the algorithms when compared to our previous graphs for the GP1000. The only problem with this comparison is that we were only able to run our tests up to 48 processors while with the GP1000 we were able to go up to 96 processors. In order to allow a fair comparison between the two machines, the speedup was computed for each of the algorithms at 48 processors. The task adaptive algorithm is used for this comparison, and the results are shown in table 6. It is interesting to note that at 48 processors, the task adaptive algorithm performed better than the rectangular region (LC) algorithm in all cases except for the tree image on the GP1000. In the case of the TC2000, however, the rectangular region (LC) algorithm outperformed the task adaptive algorithm.

Table 6: GP1000 and TC2000 Speedup and Time Ratio Comparison using 48 processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Stegosaurus</th>
<th>Laser</th>
<th>Tree</th>
<th>Mountain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP1000 Speedup</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC2000 Speedup</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of Execution Times: TC2000/GP1000</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from the table, the TC2000 exhibits slightly reduced speedup when compared to the GP1000 speedup on 48 processors for most of the images. This could be caused by a number of factors ranging from the amount of work per task to the processor-to-switch speed ratio. The last row in the table indicates the ratio of parallel execution times of the TC2000 divided by the GP1000 for the task adaptive algorithm on 48 processors for each of the images. From this data, it appears that the TC2000 is approximately 8.8 times faster in execution time for this problem on 48 processors.

5.2.3. Relationship of Machine Parameters to Performance

In this section, we evaluate the various overheads on both machines to see their differences. The comparison involves examining the total processor-time space and comparing the results on the two machines. Here, the overheads are evaluated with P increasing and comparison values are shown to the right of each graph for the overhead percentages at 48 processors. Also, the speedup is given at each processor configuration. All of the algorithms are compared on the GP1000 and the TC2000 for the Laser image as a representative example. Due to the volume of data and the CPU time involved in the tests, only one image was used for comparison. Different results would be obtained for the different test images, but the main interest here was to evaluate the trend in performance and directly compare the percentages on various processor configurations.

5.2.3.1. Comparison of Overheads

On the next five pages are direct comparison of the overhead factors for all of the algorithms. The graphs include the total processor-time space for each particular
processor configuration with the overheads clearly marked as a percentage. Although the results were measured up to 96 processors for the GP1000, the overhead values given on the right side of the graph are for 48 processors so they can be compared to the values for the TC2000 below. The results on 96 processors were presented in chapter 4 and are available in the appendix as well.

5.2.3.2. Analysis

These results present a number of interesting phenomena not noticed in any previous graphs. In the scanline algorithm, the latency and code modification overheads constitute almost the same overhead percentage regardless of the processor configuration on both machines. This makes sense since the number of tasks is constant regardless of the number of processors in this algorithm. In the other cases, since the total number of tasks increases with the number of processors, the overhead effects increase as well. In some cases, the load balancing may go down at some point but this may be due to an increase in another factor as explained below.

With the exception of the task adaptive algorithm, the load balancing is better on the TC2000 than in the GP1000. On the other hand, the network contention, code modification, and latency/communication is significantly worse. It seems that the increased delay due to communication overheads and contention contribute to even out the load in the algorithms on the TC2000 (recall that load balancing cannot be measured independently from other factors). Since these overheads are larger in the TC2000 than in the GP1000, they contribute to an increase in the average task execution time. This changes the load balancing since it is based on dynamic scheduling of the tasks as well as their execution time.
Comparison of Overhead Factors, GP1000 vs. TC2000, Laser Image, Scanline Algorithm

Figure 67: GP1000, scanline algorithm, UD, overhead comparison

Figure 68: TC2000, scanline algorithm, UD, overhead comparison
Comparison of Overhead Factors, GP1000 vs. TC2000, Laser Image, Rectangular Region Algorithm, UD Scheme

Figure 69: GP1000, rectangular region algorithm, UD, overhead comparison

Figure 70: TC2000, rectangular region algorithm, UD, overhead comparison
Comparison of Overhead Factors, GP1000 vs. TC2000, Laser Image, Rectangular Region Algorithm, LC Scheme

Figure 71: GP1000, rectangular region algorithm, LC, overhead comparison

Figure 72: TC2000, rectangular region algorithm, LC, overhead comparison
Comparison of Overhead Factors, GP1000 vs. TC2000, Laser Image, Top-Down Algorithm

Figure 73: GP1000, top-down algorithm, LC, overhead comparison

Figure 74: TC2000, top-down algorithm, LC, overhead comparison
Comparison of Overhead Factors, GP1000 vs. TC2000, Laser Image, Task Adaptive Algorithm

Figure 75: GP1000, task adaptive algorithm, LC, overhead comparison

Figure 76: TC2000, task adaptive algorithm, LC, overhead comparison
In the case of the task adaptive algorithm, the load balancing is a direct result of
dynamic task partitioning and it is possible that the tasks cannot be partitioned near the
end of the computation due to the imposed threshold. This effect may be more
pronounced in the TC2000 than in the GP1000 due to the difference in the
synchronization and communication mechanisms. The probable cause for the general
network contention increase in the TC2000 over the GP1000 can be attributed to one of
two factors:

a) The increase in switch speed in the TC2000 does not match the
increase in processor speed therefore more collisions are likely to
occur.
b) The hardware support for block transfers in the GP1000 is not
available in the TC2000 (for the LC scheme).

It seems likely that it could be a combination of both of the above reasons,
especially for the LC scheme which extensively uses the block transfer mechanism.
Although the TC2000 contains a cache as well as support for use of fine grained
interleaved shared memory, neither of these characteristics are used in the
implementation of the algorithms. Future work will reveal to what extent performance
can be enhanced if either or both of these mechanisms are employed. In the next
section, the effect of enhancing the characteristics of computer graphics scenes is
analyzed to determine the overall performance differential.

5.3. Scene Characteristics

One of the reasons different images are used for performance comparisons
throughout this document is that we would like to be able to generalize our results to
apply to all computer generated scenes. Of course this is an impossible task since there are always pathological cases one cannot predict. Up to this point, we have concentrated on four scenes which have different characteristics in screen area projection, number of data elements, and depth complexity. In this section, we analyze the same four scenes as well as several new ones by adding some complexity to the scene in one form or another. These break down into two categories: image complexity and object complexity.

In his dissertation, Whelan analyzes several scenes which vary in complexity in terms of both of the above categories. His conclusions merely represent what most researchers intuitively realize, but they are worth repeating here:

1) Scenes are not usually composed of uniformly distributed polygons.
2) As the number of polygons increases, their size generally decreases. Some scenes may have a few large polygons which take up a significant portion of the drawn area on the screen.
3) Most polygons have few edges.
4) The aspect ratio of polygons is non-uniform although some scenes seem to be oriented towards a particular direction.
5) The depth complexity of most pixels is fairly small (less than 6) although some scenes obviously violate this rule.

We see no reason for repeating Whelan's analysis for the scenes we have used since his analysis does not categorize scenes in terms of their difficulty in the various rendering stages. His analysis does point out that non-uniformity in scenes is the norm, so a parallel graphics algorithm must take this into account and perform well under various circumstances. The algorithms presented in this dissertation are general purpose and designed to handle various input scenes rather than a specific type. In the sections below, the algorithms' performance is compared by an increase in image complexity as
described in the first subsection and an increase in object complexity as described in the second subsection.

5.3.1. Image Complexity

Image complexity refers to the addition of features to a scene to make a higher quality image. Such additional features can include: rendering at higher resolution, advanced anti-aliasing, texture mapping, shadow generation, and bump mapping to name a few. We have not developed texturing, shadowing, or bump mapping as part of this project since these features require careful planning in order to be implemented efficiently in parallel. This is primarily due to the additional memory required for each of these features plus the desire to avoid contention for this memory. Anti-aliasing has already been incorporated into this algorithm and all of the data presented so far includes this feature. Therefore, we will concentrate solely on increasing spatial resolution here and leave the comparison of the other features for future work.

All of the previous scenes will now be tested at double resolution (1280 x 968) to re-evaluate the performance of the different algorithms. The first set of graphs involves a comparison similar to the others in this chapter in which the setup phase as well as the tiling time is taken into account. The speedup and efficiency for the tiling section only are given in the second set of graphs.

As a representative example of the times for the high resolution computations, the results for the mountain image are shown in figures 77 and 78 but the graphs for all the images are included in the appendix in figures 103 through 110. The speedup for the mountain image on the GP1000 using the task adaptive algorithm is shown in figure 79 and the efficiency for this image in figure 80.
High Resolution Tiling + FE Comparison

Figure 77: Rectangular vs. task adaptive on GP1000, mountain image, hi-res

Figure 78: Rectangular vs. task adaptive on TC2000, mountain image, hi-res
Speedup and Efficiency of High Resolution Image

Figure 79: Speedup for high-res mountain image, GP1000

Figure 80: Efficiency for high-res mountain image, GP1000
Since communication is the same as before but there is an increase in work due to the increased resolution, the algorithms are more efficient. Table 7 below shows the speedup and efficiency for each of the images when calculated at high resolution on the GP1000 versus normal resolution using the task adaptive (LC) algorithm.

### Table 7: Tiling Section Comparison of Speedup and Efficiency for Normal Resolution Images vs. High Resolution Images on GP1000, 96 processors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images (#polygons)</th>
<th>Normal Resolution Speedup</th>
<th>High Resolution Speedup</th>
<th>Normal Resolution Efficiency</th>
<th>High Resolution Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stegosaurus (9K)</td>
<td>71.4</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser (46K)</td>
<td>73.6</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree (106K)</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain (131K)</td>
<td>82.2</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data from the table indicates that the speedup varies widely among the images but the single common result is that the additional work in the high resolution images provides better speedup and efficiency. It is likely that the reason for the improved speedup is that the ratio of work to communication time has increased thus reducing the network contention. This is logical since the amount of network traffic hasn't changed but the amount of work has increased due to the increase in spatial resolution. In the next section, we compare the algorithm on a different set of images which involve much higher numbers of polygons to see the expected times on these datasets.

### 5.3.2. Object Complexity

One of the goals of this project was to produce a highly efficient parallel rendering algorithm which would allow extremely fast computation of complex imagery. To this
end, we now evaluate some new datasets which contain a considerably greater number of polygons. Examples of two highly complex datasets are the rings image in figure 81 and the dense tree image shown in figure 82. The dense tree image has more polygons than the previously evaluated tree image particularly in the twigs. Due to the amount of memory required for the tree dataset, it was not possible to evaluate speedup and efficiency since not enough physical memory was available even locally. We will also evaluate all of the images based on their total time as well as the number of polygons rendered per second. Hardware manufacturers typically quote a figure of polygons per second in evaluating hardware z-buffer graphics workstations. A typical example of this type of machine is the HP-320/SRX. Some of the images which were evaluated previously have been rendered on this machine by Eric Haines, who developed the SPD database from which the tree, mountain, and rings datasets were extracted. Table 8 shows a comparison of all the images and the effective number of polygons per second achieved. These results were obtained using the task adaptive algorithm on 48 processors of a BBN TC2000.

In comparison to the values in the table, Haines ran some of the same tests on the HP-320/SRX[Haie87b]. In rendering the dense tree, 4,835 polygons/second was achieved. Using a denser version of the rings image (874K polygons) than we employed, the HP-320/SRX achieved 4,819 polygons/second. For comparison, a current example of a state of the art graphics superworkstation is the Silicon Graphics Iris 4D VGX[Haeb90]. Although we were not able to test it on the data here, the manufacturer quotes a figure of 750,000 triangles per second.
Figure 81: Rings image
Figure 82: Dense tree image
Table 8: Effective Rendering Rate and Speedup using 48 Processors on BBN TC2000, Task Adaptive Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th># Polygons</th>
<th>Time (sec.)</th>
<th>Polygons/Second</th>
<th>Speedup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stegosaurus</td>
<td>9,639</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>5,325</td>
<td>38.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser</td>
<td>46,393</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>14,408</td>
<td>37.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree</td>
<td>106,289</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>20,245</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain</td>
<td>131,072</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>17,338</td>
<td>39.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rings</td>
<td>567,841</td>
<td>20.76</td>
<td>27,353</td>
<td>42.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dense Tree</td>
<td>851,288</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>40,499</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This value for the hardware performance is based on Gouraud shaded polygons which are not anti-aliased. Our data is for Phong shaded polygons with specular highlights and stochastic sampled anti-aliasing. Although it is difficult to compare exactly, the addition of Phong shading typically might cost 3 times as much as Gouraud shading in addition to the anti-aliasing which costs about 4 times as much for stochastic sampling versus a z-buffer. Also, the amount of physical memory required to support over 500,000 polygons is most likely not available within a graphics workstation and this will almost certainly slow down the hardware. Nevertheless, our results are significantly faster than a slightly older generation graphics workstation and might compare favorably with a current generation machine. When the fact that the rendering is done in software rather than hardware in our algorithm is added, the benefit is that much greater since the software version allows much more flexibility in its use. We will elaborate on this in chapter 6.
5.4. Conclusions

Based on all of the data reported in this chapter, it seems clear that the task adaptive algorithm utilizing the LC memory referencing scheme provides the best performance for all types of imagery. Besides performance, other advantages of the task adaptive approach are:

1) It is unnecessary to determine an initial optimal granularity ratio for this algorithm. The number of areas chosen corresponds to the number of processors in the system and high performance is achieved regardless of machine configuration. In the other algorithms, this ratio must be derived for each image independently for the best performance.

2) The load balancing in the task adaptive approach is completely dynamic, based on the amount of work left. Because of this, worst case scenarios such as all of the data being located in one portion of the screen can be handled effectively while the other algorithms will not perform nearly as well in this type of situation.

3) This approach has minimal time cost in the setup phase of the front end since the number of areas is very small initially. Hence, this time is much less than in the other algorithms.

In summary, the first section of this chapter presents an analysis of several different memory referencing strategies. Based on this theoretical analysis, the Uniformly Distributed and Locally Cached Schemes are shown to only differ by several tenths of a second. A description regarding the implementation of both of these schemes is then presented in detail. After comparing the results of the implementations, it is clear that the LC scheme combined with the task adaptive decomposition method results in the best performance for all the test imagery. The setup time from the front end for each approach is included for the timings in order to make a fair comparison and substantiate
this fact. The theoretical analysis of the memory reference strategies indicated that there would only be a small difference between the UD and LC schemes. Instead, the difference is much larger due to the fact that network contention is not accounted for in the theoretical analysis. This contention is an important degradation factor since it is significantly reduced in the LC scheme versus the UD scheme.

The second section involves a comparison of the different parallel approaches with respect to changes in the underlying machine parameters. It is shown that a change in the GP1000 operating system which allows parallel page faults markedly improved performance over the previous version of this operating system. When using the next generation version of the the BBN multiprocessor which is known as the TC2000, the faster CPU and network switch improves performance in all cases almost an order of magnitude over the GP1000. The task adaptive algorithm using the LC scheme proves to be the best performer for this new machine as well. A comparison of overhead factors between the two machines reveals that network contention plays a more significant role in degrading performance in the TC2000 than in the GP1000 when measured at 48 processors, however. A possible explanation is that the interconnection network speed increase from the GP1000 to the TC2000 did not match the corresponding increase in the CPU performance. As a result, tasks execute faster but the communication of data is more frequent, leading to a greater possibility of a block path in the network. The TC2000 offers enhancements to memory referencing (such as a hardware cache) that are not incorporated into the implemented algorithms. It is possible that if these are utilized, the effects of network contention could be alleviated.

The third section in this chapter involves an analysis of the effect of increasing image and object complexity in the test scenes. Re-evaluating the performance of the
algorithms at a resolution of 1280x968 on the mountain image reveals a speedup of 87.6 on 96 processors using the task adaptive algorithm on the GP1000. In addition, using a highly complex scene with over 800,000 data elements, an effective polygon rendering rate of over 40,000 anti-aliased Phong shaded polygons per second is achieved on 48 processors of a TC2000. This is most likely the fastest rendering ever realized to this point using a software algorithm for graphics rendering.
CHAPTER VI

Conclusion

This research has primarily concentrated on developing a high performance parallel approach to tiling three-dimensional computer generated scenes. In doing so, the following contributions have been made to the field of parallel computer graphics rendering:

1) Categorization of possible parallel approaches to graphics rendering into a taxonomy according to graphical task decomposition.
2) Incorporation of parallelism into all aspects of a graphics rendering program.
3) Quantitative analysis of various degradation factors encountered in a multiprocessor graphics display algorithm implementation.
4) Development of general task partitioning and memory referencing strategies which can be incorporated into other graphics as well as non-graphics applications.

These will be elaborated upon in the sections below.
6.1. Summary of Research

In the past, research in the area of parallel graphics rendering has concentrated primarily on approaches to tiling a scene. This portion of the program involves the hidden surface removal and subsequent smooth shading operations necessary to establish a realistic rendering. Although this is the most time consuming portion of a graphics display program, little work has been spent on the development of parallel approaches to the front end and back end of such a program. If this is not done, the advantage gained in parallelizing the tiling portion will be lost when the other parts are done sequentially. Although we have not optimized the front end and back end portions of this program, a pipelined approach was developed to speed up these segments of the program significantly. In addition, these phases are well integrated with the development of the tiling section to provide a general purpose high performance approach to parallel rendering which could be used in real-world applications. This means that the parallel programs developed here will provide faster speed than other programs developed in the past which do not incorporate parallelism into the non-tiling phases.

The results in chapter 5 indicate that the task adaptive algorithm maintains the highest performance of the image space algorithms which were implemented as part of this research. By splitting tasks into areas dynamically, the maximum amount of coherence is maintained in this approach. The setup time in the front end is small since the number of areas created initially is reduced in comparison to the other approaches. This is due to the fact that the initial number of areas chosen is equal to the current processor configuration. The added advantage here is that it is unnecessary to find an optimal granularity ratio prior to tiling the scene as opposed to the other algorithmic
approaches. Another advantage of this scheme is that worst case situations such as a high concentration of data in a small portion of the image are handled elegantly and will not present a problem. This algorithm, when combined with the Locally Cached memory referencing scheme, offers the best overall performance on the tested datasets. In addition, based on the timings shown in both chapter 4 and chapter 5, the algorithm performs well all the way up to 96 processors on the Butterfly GP1000. An efficiency of over 90% obtained with the mountain image on 96 processors at high resolution indicates that using parallel processing for computer graphics rendering is a cost effective solution.

One common misconception that most observers have regarding parallel display algorithms is that when graphical coherence is lost, performance will suffer greatly. Indeed, coherence has played a significant role in enhancing the development of serial display algorithms. In a parallel context, however, even when a large number (2,304) of areas is created, the code modification overhead is still limited to only 6% of the total time. Clearly, an approach which uses groups of small scanlines in some fashion reduces the loss due to coherence.

In general, other factors play a more important role than coherence in the performance of the parallel algorithms. Most of the degradation in some way relates to either load balancing or communication. One of the important contributions of this work is that strictly emphasizing load balancing does not guarantee the best performance. This is shown in the times for the data adaptive algorithm. This algorithm exhibits the least amount of overhead due to load imbalance. However, the implementation of this approach forced overheads in other parts of the algorithm that negated the gains achieved by a balanced load. Memory usage plays an important role in a number of ways. The
Uniformly Distributed (UD) memory referencing scheme introduces latency while the Locally Cached (LC) memory referencing scheme requires communication using block transfers. As a result of the large volume of message traffic due to retrieving data, a significant amount of network contention is introduced. The LC scheme minimizes this factor compared to the UD scheme but it still plays an important role in the degradation in performance especially on large processor configurations. Network contention is difficult to predict since it is related to the number of requests for paths in the interconnection network at a given time. When the interval between requests is large, the contention is small and vice versa. This explains why an analytical model that does not relate network contention to communication in the system will not accurately predict performance. Although researchers have developed such a model [Nand90], it is difficult to use in the context of a complex algorithm such as this one. The task adaptive algorithm uses larger tasks which require communication less frequently than the other approaches except towards the end of the computation. Contention is not reduced in this approach, though, since the issue of how to limit the burst of communication due to a large amount of task splitting at the end of the computation has not been fully addressed. This could be a focus of future work.

The Butterfly interconnect is an example of a high speed network and contention plays in an important role in the algorithms developed here. This should be taken into account in an implementation of any program involving a large amount of data movement on a multiprocessor system considered for development of such a program. The problem of network contention can be resolved if the usage of the network is reduced or more switch paths are made available in the hardware. The latter is not usually a solution available to the programmer so the former approach must be taken. This was used in the LC memory referencing strategy which was developed solely for
the purpose of limiting communication in the system. Further refinements of this scheme could be added to reduce the number and size of the messages, particularly in the case of the task adaptive algorithm.

We can make the following generalizations regarding implementations on parallel machines of algorithms with high data movement, such as the ones developed here. The memory referencing strategy ultimately affects performance in the system since it is directly related to the communication of data. The frequency and amount of communication determines the overall degradation due to network contention. Any reduction of this factor is certain to provide high performance especially in applications where there is a large dataset requiring frequent referencing. In fact, although the task adaptive approach employed here did not adequately perform load balancing, its data movement characteristics are superior and as a result the network contention is reduced. Another point is that global scattering of data is necessary to counteract the problem of hot spot contention. Using some type of caching scheme to bring in data to the local memory module prior to referencing is crucial to high performance since it minimizes network traffic as well as reducing latency. Finally, the coarsest granularity for tasks which allows adequate load balancing is the best approach to take in order to achieve good parallel timings. The graphs of granularity ratio versus overhead effects (figures 87, 88, 89, and 90) show that other overhead factors are increased when the granularity becomes too fine. As an example, the task adaptive approach used the smallest number of tasks to minimize these effects in comparison to the other decompositions.

Based on the results reported in this dissertation, it can be seen that high performance can be achieved in a graphics display algorithm on a parallel architecture. Since graphics applications tend to be data intensive, the memory must be managed
effectively, something which has not been a high priority of algorithms developed in the past. Other graphics applications such as volume rendering, image processing, and radiosity can take advantage of some of the techniques described here for use in a parallel environment. For instance, the LC memory referencing scheme could be modified for usage in each of these instances since the data to be rendered for a particular task is known a priori. In addition, the task adaptive algorithm could also be modified for task partitioning purposes for these rendering techniques. In addition, non-graphics areas can also utilize the techniques described here. Example areas might include geographical information systems, global climate modeling, and applied graph theory.

During the development of this project, many problems were encountered when implementing the parallel algorithms on the Butterfly. Several software tools available with this machine made program development much easier than it otherwise might have been. Gist is a performance analysis package which shows a graph of processors versus time in an X-window display. By setting events at critical time points in the program, one can evaluate the performance of the program by looking at how long a particular phase takes to execute on each processor. The graphical output of this tool aids in the programmer's understanding of the processor-time graph. A parallel profiler is also available which can generate individual processor profiles and this is a useful tool for evaluating program performance. The primary software tool that allows greater understanding of the internal nature of the parallel aspect of the programs is a parallel debugger called Totalview. Without this tool, situations like race conditions, synchronization problems, and shared memory problems would have been much more difficult to debug. This combined environment made program debugging, testing, and analysis an easy interactive task which hastened the progress of this research.
6.2. Future Work

This research answers a number of questions that have not been addressed in the past regarding parallel graphics algorithms. In some cases, the answers reinforced existing opinions while in other cases, new information was brought to light that was not known previously. There are still a number of unanswered questions which have not been addressed in addition to new questions brought out by the results reported here. Below, we elaborate on potential future areas of work which might provide even better insight into this research problem.

In relation to machine parameters, it would be interesting to see what new issues are encountered on a very large multiprocessor containing 512 or an even greater number of processors. It is entirely possible that the algorithms will need to be changed to handle this type of situation. As the speed of microprocessors has increased over the years, the interconnection network speed has not increased as quickly. The TC2000 network, while being faster than the GP1000 network, seemed to result in increased network contention. This is most likely due to the fact that the performance of the interconnection network was not increased at the same rate that the processor speed was increased. It would be interesting to analyze this phenomenon in detail, not just for graphics algorithms but for other applications as well. This might provide insight for hardware as well as software designers when planning a program for parallel implementation.

Another machine characteristic specifically relevant to the TC2000 is the use of the hardware cache as well as interleaved shared memory. The cache could provide fast access to read-only shared data which is stored globally. This was not incorporated in
the implementations here but could be added to enhance the overall speed of memory referencing. On TC2000 machines which contain 16 megabytes of memory per processor, it is possible to configure a portion of the memory on each processor as fine-grained interleaved. The programmer no longer has to make sure that the data is scattered across the memory modules since it is implicitly done in this case. In addition, the granularity of interleaving is much finer than was possible before so that even a one-dimensional array could be scattered among the memory modules. The combination of using the cache with storing read-only data in the interleaved shared memory might produce better results than the LC scheme developed in this dissertation but the cachable data would need to be managed effectively. Other researchers have investigated techniques by which the operating system manages the storage and access of shared memory in a NUMA architecture such as the Butterfly[Rich90]. This level of management by the operating system allows use of a memory referencing method such as the UD scheme which is easy to develop while the operating system manages the location and storage of data and attempts to optimize it for high program performance. This type of data management relieves some of the burden from the programmer if it can result in high performance.

Other future work in developing parallel graphics display algorithms might look at different implementations of memory referencing schemes, investigate methods to alleviate communication, and research handling of larger graphics datasets. Graphics features such as shadows, texture maps, bump maps, and motion blur also present interesting challenges to a parallel implementation. Each of these features requires additional memory and the use of the memory in some cases cannot be localized. For instance, texture mapping requires referencing a two-dimensional array of pixel values to assign a more detailed property to a particular polygon or object. If the map is
scattered throughout memory, hot spot contention will be minimized but memory latency will occur. A caching technique like the LC scheme could be used to bring in the portion of the map that is relevant for a particular polygon or object. This method might require a very large portion of the texture and there may not be enough local processor memory to facilitate this type of approach. Other enhancements which might be worth investigating in the future include fast update of small scenes through real-time means, and general purpose parallel approaches to graphics rendering for implementation on other multiprocessor architectures.
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APPENDIX

A. Information on Test Scenes

The matrix used in Eric Haine's SPD database clipped out too much of the fractal mountain when it was generated at the resolution we chose (130K polygons). Therefore, for comparison purposes, we provide the matrix we used here:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1.2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.297 & 0.742 & 0 \\
0 & 0.649 & -0.259 & 0 \\
0 & 0.185 & 3.156 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Also, the reader will note that the specified screen resolution which was proposed in the SPD database was 512 by 512, while our renderings were displayed at 640 by 484. The reason for this was that the algorithm used is intended as a scene development display algorithm for animation purposes and standard video resolution is 640 by 484. We expect that a resolution of 512 by 512 would result in somewhat similar timings.

B. Data for Various Algorithms

Each of the different implementations described in chapter 4 is presented in this section with the exact overhead percentages noted for each of the four test images. The algorithms are presented in the following order: scanline parallel, rectangular region (UD), rectangular region (LC), top-down, and task adaptive.
Scanline Data Non-Adaptive Algorithm

Scheduling

stegosaurus 0.01%
laser 0.006%
tree 0.005%
mount 0.002%

Memory Latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>remote refs</th>
<th>6.47μsec</th>
<th>% of Total Processor-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>5,765,541</td>
<td>37.3 sec</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>12,813,378</td>
<td>82.9 sec</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>15,250,407</td>
<td>98.7 sec</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>47,629,192</td>
<td>308.2 sec</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switch Contention - 48 x 48 mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>96 procs</th>
<th>1 proc</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>1036.99</td>
<td>834.22</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1818.50</td>
<td>1522.42</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>2158.57</td>
<td>1973.95</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>5199.22</td>
<td>4034.73</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Imbalance - average over 3 runs

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Code Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>% of Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>106.3 sec</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>157.7 sec</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>117.9 sec</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>543.9 sec</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rectangular Data Non-Adaptive Algorithm (UD Scheme)

Scheduling
96 processors, 2304 areas
stegosaurus 0.013%
laser 0.009%
tree 0.007%
mountain 0.004%

Memory Latency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>remote refs</th>
<th>* 6.47μsec</th>
<th>% of Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>2,677,256</td>
<td>17.32 sec</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>7,834,453</td>
<td>50.68 sec</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>12,395,847</td>
<td>80.20 sec</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>23,160,041</td>
<td>149.85 sec</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Code Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Difference</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>120.8 sec</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>164.6 sec</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>240.5 sec</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>341.6 sec</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Imbalance - average over 3 runs

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switch Contention - 48 x 48 mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time 96 procs</th>
<th>Time 1 proc</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>1087.16</td>
<td>828.81</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1800.05</td>
<td>1494.31</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>2182.92</td>
<td>2074.59</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>4053.71</td>
<td>3671.33</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rectangular Data Non-Adaptive Algorithm (LC Scheme)

Scheduling 2,304 areas
stegosaurus 0.017%
laser 0.01%
tree 0.007%
mountain 0.004%

Communication Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># bytes transferred</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>953,446</td>
<td>0.268 sec</td>
<td>0.028%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>2,288,116</td>
<td>0.644 sec</td>
<td>0.039%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>3,634,812</td>
<td>1.022 sec</td>
<td>0.047%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>6,788,070</td>
<td>1.909 sec</td>
<td>0.052%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Imbalance - average over 3 runs

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Code Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Difference</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>62.3 sec</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>103.0 sec</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>119.6 sec</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>196.4 sec</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switch Contention - 48 x 48 mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time 96 procs</th>
<th>Time 1 proc</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>881.26</td>
<td>753.14</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1502.99</td>
<td>1385.45</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>1940.51</td>
<td>1877.89</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>3485.53</td>
<td>3380.91</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Adaptive Top-Down Decomposition

Scheduling, 960 regions
stegosaurus 0.01%
laser 0.007%
tree 0.006%
mountain 0.003%

Communication Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># bytes transferred</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>653,060</td>
<td>0.18 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1,833,368</td>
<td>0.52 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>3,110,170</td>
<td>0.87 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>5,654,696</td>
<td>1.59 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Imbalance - average over 3 runs
steg 1.5%
laser 6.9%
tree 4.0%
mountain 3.1%

Code Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Difference</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>2.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>3.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>2.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>2.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Switch Contention - 48 x 48 mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time 96 proc</th>
<th>Time 1 proc</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>1109.4</td>
<td>723.0</td>
<td>34.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1649.5</td>
<td>1341.4</td>
<td>17.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>2177.9</td>
<td>1818.2</td>
<td>15.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>3736.6</td>
<td>3282.1</td>
<td>11.8 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Task Adaptive Algorithm

Number of Tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>non-background tasks</th>
<th>total tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scheduling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stegosaurus</td>
<td>0.00023%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>0.00014%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>0.0001%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>0.00006%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Communication Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th># bytes transferred</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>3,876,924</td>
<td>1.1 sec</td>
<td>0.11 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>251,191,547</td>
<td>70.7 sec</td>
<td>4.20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>21,747,484</td>
<td>6.1 sec</td>
<td>0.25 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>19,765,530</td>
<td>5.6 sec</td>
<td>0.15 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Imbalance - average over 3 runs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Code Modification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>3.9 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>25.6 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>17.6 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>31.5 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Switch Contention - 48 x 48 mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time 96 proc</th>
<th>Time 1 proc</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
<th>Calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>798.7 sec</td>
<td>695.6 sec</td>
<td>10.6 %</td>
<td>11.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>1489.5 sec</td>
<td>1309.7 sec</td>
<td>10.2 %</td>
<td>9.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>1900.4 sec</td>
<td>1781.0 sec</td>
<td>4.8 %</td>
<td>5.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>3433.8 sec</td>
<td>3219.7 sec</td>
<td>5.7 %</td>
<td>5.5 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synchronization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>% Total Proc-Time Space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>steg</td>
<td>21.2 sec</td>
<td>2.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laser</td>
<td>39.4 sec</td>
<td>2.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>4.0 sec</td>
<td>0.16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mount</td>
<td>7.9 sec</td>
<td>0.21 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Supplementary Graphs

Additional graphs are given here for the purpose of providing a better evaluation of the various algorithms. These graphs, listed in order of appearance, are the following:

Comparison of Ratios for Rectangular Region Algorithm, UD Scheme

Comparison of Ratios for Rectangular Region Algorithm, LC Scheme

Duplication of Polygons vs. Number of Regions

Comparison of Operating Systems for GP1000, Rectangular Region, UD Scheme

Comparison of Operating Systems for GP1000, Rectangular Region, LC Scheme

Comparison of All Algorithms, Total Time including Tiling and Front End, High resolution on the GP1000

Comparison of All Algorithms, Total Time including Tiling and Front End, High resolution on the TC2000

Comparison of Speedup, High Resolution on the GP1000
Figure 83: Comparison of ratios for stegosaurus image, UD

Figure 84: Comparison of ratios for Laser image, UD
Ratio Comparison for Rectangular Region Decomposition, UD Scheme

Figure 85: Comparison of ratios for tree image, UD

Figure 86: Comparison of ratios for mountain image, UD
Ratio Comparison for Rectangular Region Decomposition, LC Scheme

Figure 87: Comparison of ratios for stegosaurus image, LC

Figure 88: Comparison of ratios for Laser image, LC
Ratio Comparison for Rectangular Region Decomposition, LC Scheme

Figure 89: Comparison of ratios for tree image, LC

Figure 90: Comparison of ratios for mountain image, LC
Duplication Factors vs. Number of Areas

Figure 91: Total polygons versus number of areas, stegosaurus image

Figure 92: Total polygons versus number of areas, Laser image

Figure 93: Total polygons versus number of areas, tree image

Figure 94: Total polygons versus number of areas, mountain image
Comparison of Operating Systems, UD Scheme

Figure 95: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for stegosaurus image, rectangular region UD

Figure 96: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for tree image, rectangular region UD

Figure 97: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for Laser image, rectangular region UD

Figure 98: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for mountain image, rectangular region UD
Comparison of Operating Systems, LC Scheme

Figure 99: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for stegosaurus image, rectangular region LC

Figure 101: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for tree image, rectangular region LC

Figure 100: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for Laser image, rectangular region LC

Figure 102: Comparison of old OS vs. new OS for mountain image, rectangular region LC
All algorithms compared, tiling + fe, high-res, GP1000

Figure 103: Total time comparison, GP1000, stegosaurus image, hi-res

Figure 104: Total time comparison, GP1000, Laser image, hi-res

Figure 105: Total time comparison, GP1000, tree image, hi-res

Figure 106: Total time comparison, GP1000, mountain image, hi-res
Algorithms compared, tiling + fe, high-res, TC2000

Figure 107: Total time comparison, TC2000, stegosaurus image, hi-res

Figure 108: Total time comparison, TC2000, Laser image, hi-res

Figure 109: Total time comparison, TC2000, tree image, hi-res

Figure 110: Total time comparison, TC2000, mountain image, hi-res